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Beginning with the observationthat modem subjects are defined by experiences of

social alienation and that the desire to have individualidentity legitimized by others is
fimdamental to the human condition, this thesis u t i h s a re-reading 0fG.W.F. Hegel's
philosophy to address the common presumptionthat mdividual difference and otherness are
ehhated within conceptions ofa social Utiity. By refking a standard interpretationof

Hegelian intersubjectivity as primarily represented by a violent struggle for recupition,
and instead emphasizing the intersubjective mmutuality ofrecognition in Hegel's w o k this
thesis evaluates the legal and political solutions to a particdar contemporary social issue in

which individtd otherness is often understood to be irreconcilably in conflict with social
custom and t d i t i o ~In~this regard, this thesis presents Hegel's view ofabsolute Spirit as
representing a d e d

consciousness which both legitimizes and overcomes

otherness and difference through the intersubjective reciprocal recopion of individuaI
fkedom,
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...our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often by the
misrecognition ofothers, and so a person or goup of people can suffer
real datuage*real distortion, ifthe people or society around them
mirror back to them a co-g
or demeaniug or contemptiblepicture
ofthemselves ..-rnisrecognition shows notjust a lack ofdue respect
It can inflict a grievous wound, saddling its victims with a crippling
self-hatred, Due recognition is not just a courtesy we owe people.
It is a vital human need

Charles Taylor. Multidturaiism: Exnmining the Politics of Recognition1

...the themes of'hedom','recognition,' and 'ethics' are for Hegel not
separable but inextricably intertwined; freedom presupposes and
requires recognition. Recognition is the process wherein and whereby
Eeedom becomes both actual and ethical. That is why recognition is
central to Hegel's philosophy of spirit..
Robert R Williams. Hegel's Ethics of ~eco~nition?
'

Perhaps no other idea or concept best desmies the experience of modem

individuals in the twentieth-centurythanthat ofalienation. At the end of this period in the
history of Western culture, what has become mCornaticofthe experience of many

individuals and groups is an undeniable feeling of not being at home in the world and the
disconcerthg effect of not recognizingtheir own Iegihute needs and concerns in the laws

and customs ofthe societies in which they live. The debilitating e f f i of alienation lie at

-

the root of may contemporaryIegd banles and social movements all ofwhich struggle to

reconcile the W r n and autonomyof W d u a I expressions ofidentity with the very real
combxi&

demanded by society's traditions. What this struggle makes clear is that, despite

the currency in which individual M o r n ofexpression is increasi@y prHeged by
c d t t d ideoIogy, the desite to have indiviw identity recognizedend legitimized by

others is hdamerW to the hmnan condition

The existence ofthis need for recognition,

aud the personal and social effects of its absence, highlights the chalIenge fiiced by Western
culture to find new ways of mderstanding the relationship between individual freedom and
autonomy and tht necessary h i t s that Living within a culture place on being a self. This
chdIenge, to recognize the legitimacy ofotherness and difference while still operating
within a vision ofhumanity'sessential unity, is one I will attempt to address inmy thesis.

To this en& my thesis will present a re-reading of the philosophy of G.W.F. Kegel
in which the role of otherness and the impoxtance of recognition are understood as central
far both individual and social identity formatioa My h i n t is to utdizt an ethid
understanding of the importance of Hegel's concept ofrecogniion to analyze a current

divisive social issue in Canadian society. This social and political issue is one where the

opposition between the fieedorn of the individual and the wtional

laws and customs of

C W a n culture is played out in a context &fined by otherness and social struggle. The

politicaI and legal experience oflesbian women and gay men in Canadian soc~*ety
represeats an example where the struggle for social cecognitionraises important questions
regardingthe ethical responses of Canadian Iegd and p o l i t i d institutions to issues of
otherness and difference?

As well, the desire by gays and lesbians to have their particularity represented in the
IegaI and political ~

0

1

1 ofsthe state in the form of rights legislation, highIights the

way in which rights and fieedoms are understood in Canadian culture. Rather than

overcomingthe SOCI*~~aIimConofthe individd, the foundationsof Chadian lights

Iegislation ate based on probIematic concepts regarding individtxaI M o m and autonomy
inheritedfiom Enlightenment phfiosophy. The ~ e s t a a t i o n
ofthese concepts in
C d a n law perpetmks an antagonistic reiationship between the individual and their

social context which teinforces the negative effects ofdienation.. The social struggIe of
gays and lesbians for recognition oftheir rights and freedoms can be understood to

represent a common experienceof modem subjects in relation to the conflict between
indivdualexpressionsofickutity and belongiugto a larger dtureture

Hqel's philosophy has traditionally been understoodto represent an archetypal

form of idealist philosophy which subsumes expressions of individual difference and
otherness into the unity ofa dominant social totality. Hegds concept ofa Spirit operating

in human history as a sew-

absolute consciousnesshas traditionally been

understood to represent a phiIosophy where individual rights and fieedoms are

subordinated to the demands of living witbin civil society and the state. This reading has

been perpetuatedby interpretations of Hegel's philosophy which overemphasize the
importance of the social realm over that ofthe individual and distort the necessary roIe

otherness plays ia constituting Hegeh absolute totality. Before presenting a reading of
Hegel's philosophy which can be used to analyze the social struggle d alienation of

modem subjects, the staudard dogma about Hegel's philosophy must be refuted.
One standard interpretationof Hegelrsphilosophy of intersubjective consciousness

is informed by an overemphasis on one section of his Phenomenology of Spmt: the origins
of self-consciousness in the relationship betweena master and slave! The inordinate
amount of attention

to Hegel's analysis of the historical and persod relationship

between the forms ofconsciousness repented by a master and a slave can be traced to
the infIuence and persuasive reading ofthe Phenomenology by French philosopher

Alexander~ o j e v e .In
~ order to use HegeI in the manner which I intend, rehting Kojevers
interpretatioais necessary to reemphasize how Hegelrsphilosophy of Spirit should be

UItderstood as the ultimate form ofintersubjective recognition. In chapter one, I will
present an d y s i s ofKojeversinterpetationwhich traces his desire to demyth010gize

Hegelrsabsolute Spirit and to make it coaform to his own political pufposes and the
philosophicd influences he brought to his

Kojever'santhropomorphicaIreading of

Hegel's absoIute Spirit distorts the importance of recognition m&gel's phiIosophy as
primariya form ofrtnrggle and conflict, While the disk for rrcoguition which promotes

the enslavement ofone consciousness by another may be an importaut step in the
deveIopment ofHegel's absoIhte Spirit, Koj&veTs
nadingfails to transcend?hismoment and

*

provide an ethical solution to latersubjective conflict The effect ofKoj&versreading of

Hegel's master-slave narrative is one in which intersubjective re1ationshipsare understood

in relation to the production ofindividuaIity and not in the creation ofan ethical inter-

.-

social realm. As an analytical tool for contextuahmg contemporary social conflicts,
Kojeversreading cannot be an effective ethicaI theory for understanding issues ofaIienation
with the posscbiIity of reconciling social struggles for recognition

Inchapter two of my thesis I will present a new readingof Hegel's ethical
philosophy which is a signiscant departure from the traditional view of his work as a form
of transcendental, idealist philosophy. In the recent work of Robert R Williams, he makes
the claim that Hegeh system ofthought should actually be understood to represent a

reaction to the metaphysical and foundationalist claims found in ideaList and

~nlightementphilosophy6 Williams focuses on the importance that the theme of
reciprocal recognition has in Hegelrswork seeing it as an 'operative concept' underlying

Hegel's ethics and his entire pMosopbical system as a whole? This reading denies the
traditional view that Hegel's phiIwophy violates individuality in favour of the unity ofthe
state represented by a t o W g social cooscioustless.

In his work, Williams emphasizes the point that HegeI views absolute
consciousness, or absolute Spirit, as the moment when two subjects form a social bond
through the muttdity and rectectprocity
of recognizingeach other's otherness and difference

and letting the other consciousness go fietand uncoerced. This is evident in Hepi's
understanding ofthe higher ethical basis of intersubjective relationshipsfound m love,
maaiage and the W y y By presentingHegelrsviews on love as another form of the self-

other rekionship where difference and otherness are not destroyed mthe unity ofthe
relationshipt I hope to challenge the overemphis on Hegeliaa intersubjedvilyas

q m x m t d primarily by the co&ct and struggle betweena master and slave
c o m c i o Wfi
~ ~ an eye to contexhmbhg recent debates regarding the legal aad
p o W d battIe ofgays and Iesbians for recognition of their rights and kedornsZ1wiII

present Hegel's views on the higher ethical basis of loving recogniion over a readingof the
irreconcilable conflict found in the struggle for recognitioa between oppositional behe.

In presentingthis rereading of Hegelian intersubjectivity, I will examine Hegel's
critical relationship to the work of his philosophical p k e s s o r s such as Thomas Hobbes

and Johann G.Fichte. Through a reading ofHegeltsd y philosophy on the form of
reciprocal recognition found in love relationships as the S a L origins of intersubjective

rights and freedoms,I will present WilIiamsl interpretation of the ethics of recognition as a
non-foundational understandingof the absolute. This reading of Hegel's understambagof

the intersubjectively mediated basis of howledge and comciousxtess,one which is in
opposition to modem philosophy's reliance on dogmatic and autocratic truths, provides a
form of criticd analysis where recognition is the principle whereby social institutions and
their political and legal soIutiom to otherness and difference can be evaluated andbdged.

In my third chapter 1 will attempt to app[y WilIiamstreadingofHegelVsethics of

recognitionto two legal cases which recently appeared before the Suprane Court of
Canada. In both cases, V k i d v. A 1 h a (1998) and Ontmio v. U mrd H. (I999), the issue

of lesbian and gay identity in re:ation to the laws and traditions of Canadian society were

under scrutiny. The solution to the social and Iegd &*enation of Cmaa

gays and

lesbians by the Supreme Court was to invoke the equalitl clause ofthe Cadi' Charier
of fights d Freedomr to IegisIate recognitionmd enforce n o n d ~ t i o based
n on

an inclusive reading ofthis section of the Charter. Underlying the application of law in
these cases, and in Canadian law in general, is a view of the inherent basis of rights and

freedoms as a quaIitj n a t d y belonging to human beings. In fact, Iegd status itseffis

demood to be the application of abstract m i v d s to prti~uIarcases and it is the
respo11~1Ibikity
ofthe state to enforce amI maintain the way in which these tmiversaIs are

appied InHegels philosophy, rights and k c b m s are not based on an idea of naanaIIaw

as the fomdatiori oftheit mauihtationin the laws ofthe state. Rights are nmif'ikstm

forms ofconsciousness which express the acknowIedgmentofthe mutuality necessary for
social reIationships.

In the reading of Hegel I am offering here, the recognitionof an other'srights and
fieedoms is the base upon which an individd seIf<onsciousness achieves its own fieedom
and recognition of its own rights. By reference to these legal cases, I will critically
evaluate the faiiure of legal and political solutions in overcoming social and individual

alienation. Through an d y s i s ofthe fonn ofmutual recognition found in &age

and

Love relationships, which Heget perceives as representing a higher ethical ~Iationship
based on the sublation and transformation of individuat desires. I wiU present a new

understandingof the fom in which the social recognition of same gender love relationships
can be understoocL8 The relationship ofthe individual to the state, and the politics of

recopion, demands a reevaluation ofhow social institutions should be constituted
through a reciprocal relationship in which otherness and difference are not eliminated but
subfated and mediated in a necessary reIationship between social members. When viewed

from within a unity, society as a manifikstation of an absolute ethical We-world represents
the diaIectical operations of Hegel's ethics ofrecognition
It is my belief that with a new reading of Hegel's philosophy, one where Hegel is

understood to stand in critical opposition to the presuppositions of

natural

law and socialcontract theories, there lies a uniquetool for understanding and

contextualidng the refatiowhip between individdity and society. Hegel's triadic
diaIecticaI structure, when understood to reconcile otherness and difference in a union of
opposites, culminates in an intersubjectbe unity of~~nsciousness
h absolute ~eisr?

Through a rereadingof the theme of recognition in KegeI's philosophy, which e m p b k s

the Importance of reciprocal recognition for the very formation ofindividd rights and
kdoms, a new understandingofthe poteatial nsofutionof the sbaggle for recognition

and social alienationcanbe achieved. The eventd Wormation ofoppositionaI forms

of consciousless into a d i e d social whoIe repmen& the reconciliageffects ofSpirits

-

activity in the world This spiritd reading ofthe essential unity ofhumanity caube

utilized as a way of examining the ethics of social conflict and the alienation experienced
by modem individds. It is the primary claim of my thesis that only with the essentially

religious concept ofthe social unity of absolute Spirit as a goal and defhing parameter,
where individual h d o m and autonomy are understood ody in relation within a recorded

social synthesis, can the ethics of otherness and difference be comprehended.

Charles Taylorz"ThePolitics of Reco-Won," Muiticuhncllimc Exmninhg the Politics
of Recognitinn d.A Gutmam (Princeton: PrincetonUniversity Press, 1994), pp. 25-26.
Robert R William, Hegel's Ethics of Recognition (Berkeley:University of CalSornia,
I997), p.6.
Throughout this thesis I will be usingthe terms 'gay' and 'lesbian'ta descni individuals
and groups who are sesidedfied as having a same-gender sexual andromantic amaction
and who can be considered to constitute a specific type of social beinginmodem culture. I
wilI also use these terms in conjuction together which makes the problemtic assumption of
a commonality of identification and commonality ofsocial purpose which ignores
differences ofgender. I am well aware ofthe inconsistencies and problems that using these
terms to signifjr coherent identity formations, and a mCtof
y purpose between them
presents. The recent theoretical and philosophical problematking of swruallsocial
expressions of identity found in postmodem philosophy and qwer theory raisesqystions
which I will not attempt to address here. For the puqmses ofthis thesis the coherency of
these signitem of identity will be assumed to refer to iadivduals and groups for whom the
term has some consistency ofmeaning. I will address some ofthe grob1ems that the use of
these terms has for the legal and sociipoIitical solutions to alienationand the struggle for
recognitionin chapter three and in my conclusion, I am also well aware that the use of
these terms places my work within a specific historical period and assumes a
historim a point which I wiU address to some d e p e in chapter two.
For a look at an argument that the sociaI recognition ofsame-gender sexud and
romanticdesire may lead to the eventual elimination of my and lesbian, as well as stmight,
as social identities see Bert Arche?s The End of Gay (rmd the death of iwleosdity,)
(Toronto: Doubleday Canada, 1999).
G.W.F. Hegel., Phenomenology of Spirit, tnms.AV.Miller (Oxford: Word University
Press, 1977). The master-slave mmtive initially appears in Hegel's discussion of selfconsciousness in Chapter iV "ladependenceand dependence of seE-~~nsciousness:
Lordship and Bondage," pp. 1I 1-119.

Alexandre Kojbe, Intrduc~ioato the Readhtg of Hegek Lectures on the
Phomenology of Spirit, assembled by Raymond Queneau, ed Man Bloom, trans. James
K Nichols (Ithaax Cornen Untuenity Press, 1969).
Robert R WSiisms, Hegefi Ethics of Recognition and Recogni.tion: Ficire and Hegel on
the Other (Albany= State Uiikersity ofNew Yoclr Press* 1992).
WiIIiams, Hegel's Ethics of Recognition, p. I.

Ill my thesis I willbe usingthe term 'same gender' rather than 'same sex' when referring
to romantic or Love reIatiomhipsbetweenmdes andbetween fernates. Wbile it E
m

-

become common practice to differentiate between sex and gender, where sex refers to
biological differences and gender to socially constructed differences between males aad
females, this does not play a part inmy decision to use the term gender rather than sex in
my thesis. Rather, as it is my belief that the use of the word sex as a noun inevitably
hokes its meaning as a verb, my preference for usinggender rather than sex is done
primarily as a way of discussing the social recogition of lesbian and gay individuais rather
than debating the ethics or morality of any sex they may participate in
For similar reasons, I wilI not be using the term %ornosexual'as its meaning is
closed to a n ~ but
~ sexual
g coanotatioos. See my conc1usion, note five.
The German term Geist is variously translated as 'mindror 'spirit' and has a variety of
connotations which are dl interreIated in Hegel's usage. Subjective spirit (individual
consciousness), objective spirit (social custom and tradition) and absolute spirit (religion
and philosophy) are not separate conceptsor ideas for HegeI, but are interreiated and
successive forms ofa totality which is Spirit's activity in the world See Michael Inwood, A
Hegel Dictiomry (Oxford-BIackweU Publishers, 1992), pp. 274277.
Throughout my thesis various terms wiII be used synonomousfy with Hegel's
concept of absolute Spirit or Geist. 'Absolute conscio~ess','absolute knowledge',
'absolute ethical substance', as well as 'the unity ofthe absolute'can all be understood as
refeaing to Hegel's concept ofa unified whole expressed as absolute Spirit.

It has been said, quite rightty I thh& that Hegel wrote in code. Kojevers

importance in this regard is that he decoded HegeI. By turning Hegel's
encoded wisdom into straigbt-fom4 ahnost common-sense idiom,
Koj&vehas made it widely accessibk Now it may be judged, mocked,
laughed af hate& by nearly anyone.
Barry Cooper. The End of History: An Essay in Modern ~egelianisml

...it is a gross interpretative error to equate, as Kojeve does, recognition
with the struggle between master and slave. These distortions and
obscrtrings continue in presentday discussions ofHepI, and represent
the "standardinterpretationA,thc contemporary "dogma"about Hegel.
This standard interpretation must be overcome ifliegel's ethics of
recognition is to be properly understood and appreciated

Robert R Williams. Hegel's Ethics of ~ecognitiot?

1have found that people who write about Hegel and his early work in the

Phenomenology of Spirit tend to illuminate three main themes which are found in this text

and which are considered essential to any full understanding of HegeI and his pWosophy.

The first obvious one is that this work contains Hegel's initial attempts to outhe his
dialectical method and its operations. The tripartite divisionof Hegelian didecticaI
thinking the commonly misnamedsynthesis ofthesis and antithesist is tirSt utiIizad here to

bring to Iight how we as human beings can achieve a form of consciousness from which
certainty arises in the form ofabsoIute knowiedge- The second is Hegel's insistence on the

primacy of philosophid t h k h g and reason as the histoqr ofhuman understandingmoves
towards its admination in absolute phil05ophical knowfedge or trrrth,

This absolute

pHosophid knovdedge arises fiomthe dialectid tndiormationofvarious deficient

forms of consciousnessinto a position from which a c M d k e tndh can be attainedover
and above aII others; includingthose found withintndiliond understandings ofrefigion.

Oddly enough, the third aspect ofthe PhenornenoZogy ofSpirit*which I &d ubiquitously

presented as essentiaf to understandingHegel's work, is the discussion ofthe hitid

production ofseIf-comciousnessas a violent encounterbetween self and other. The
struggle for recognition as a battle for dominance between individuals, occurring both

between specific indiMcduaIs and within @cuIar historical moments, is discussed in the

infamous master-sIave narrative found early in the Phenomenology of Spirit in a chapter on
the origins of self consciousness?
This focus on what could be considered a minor textual moment is odd because,

while the master-sIave scenario describes the initial negativity of the recopion of the
desire of self for other as one of the first forms of intersubjectiveconsciousness, it is only

one moment in a long s e v n c e offonns of coascioustless which are sublated (m&gehoben)

in the move towards the absolute4 I have found that the important theme of recognition in
Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit is almost always discussed as it relates to the negation of
otherness m e s t e d in the violence between master and stave. It is often presented as if

this was the entirety of Hegel's understandingof intersocial reIationsbips and represents his

principd position on the relationship between self and other. This overemphasis on one
part ofthe Phenomenology over the whole constitutes
the core ofone ofthe many myths

which surround contemporary understandhgs ofHegeW philosophy. This distortive

focus on the origins of intersubjective consciousness as a violent stntggIe for recognition
be-

self and othcr comprises what Robert Williams & m i s as the standard

interprtattion or dogma about HegeL In contemporary readingsof Hegel the VioIent

encounterbetween a master and a slave consciousnesshas become representative of

Hegel's entire understanding of intersubjectivereIationshipsin the PhenomenoI~gy~
as well
as within his phiIosophy as a whole- Such an txndemdingdistorts both the comp1exities

of the theme ofrecognitionin Hegel's work as well as the &eties

ofhis intetpretation of

the relationship betweenthe autonomy and fkeciom ofthe individuaf and the larger society
or dture in which individuaiity is expressed andrecoguized.

'

While reflections on HegeI and the master-slave relationship have preoccupied
many twentieth-centuryphilosophers, it is my belief that this distorted de-g

is

owed @rnmIy to the influential interpretation ofFrenchphilosopher Alexandre ~ a j b e ?

It was b r n his own ~

q reading
e of HegclrsPhenomenoIogy of Spirit that Kojtve

interpretedthis dynamic moment of the negativity of the desire for recognitionprimarily as
the negation or elimination of otherness. Kojeversinsistence that the master-slave dialectic

is the "prismthrough which the whole of Hegel's thought is to be viewed" has become,
through his influence on his students and admkm, the p ~ c i p aundemdhg
l
of Hegelian
intermbjecti~i@.~
Kojkversinterpretation, however, served a h c t i o n for his own
philosophical speculations and coincided with his understanding of a'hdsunentalfy

antagonistic relationship between individuals as the basis of modem social and political
systems. Before any attempt may be made to utilize a Hegelian ethics of recognition,

Koj6versinterpretationmust be dealt with. The following chapter will attempt to
deconstruct Koj6versanalysis to discover its function within his own phiIosophy, bringing

to light its historid origins and phiIosophical presuppositions.

This,I believe, will

demonstrate how Kojeve's interpretation is neither an accurate account ofHegel's ideas nor

a usem or ethical understanding of intersocial relations.

Despite the irony ofthe fiict that it may be to Kojeve that a debt is owed for

highlightingthe importance of the theme ofrecognition in Hegel's w o k and in noting the
centdty ofthis idea for understanding H e g e h intedjectivity, it is necessary to
contendwith his dominant influence on contemporary tmdemmbgs ofHegeL The H&geL

that is inherit& from Kojbe is one in which Koj&veis u n e g to accept the transcendent

intersubjecthi@essentiai to Hegel's c o n c e ~ o of
n ~ e i sor
r ~ b s o ~ oKnow~edge?
te
It

is also one in which Kojkve's Min replaces Hegel's Spirit at the apex of philosophy aad

history- A consequence of this is that it l e a .us no ethical resolution to the violence

inherent in the struggle for recognitionand in the battle for life and death between a m e r

and a Slave. The Kojevean inheritance offirreconcilable consciousnessesis deficient in
providing us with a criteria for making ethical and moral judgments about human action

and history; despite the fkct that this may have been what Kojeve was hoping to achieve.

This is primarily because Koj&veinterpreted all human &on, and consequently all of
human history, only as a &istation

ofthe -e

for recognition Thus, only as it is

produced historically through the work ofthe Slave, and only at the End of History with the
defeat ofthe Master and the triumph of the Slave, is a universal criterion for evaluating

human&@

achieved It is this understandingof Hegel with which we must contend

- one where Koj5ve's desire for philosophical certainty without reference to a non-human
absoIute means the End of History. For Kojkve, History can ody be m y understood when

it no longer continues to be tmrMormed, anci historical Wonnation is the product ofa
battle between warlike Masters and working Slaves.

The Miwter-SIave narrative for Koj6ve provided the fimdamentd basis for this
understanding of history. Here the struggle for recognition, the battIe between individuals

for honor and pmCge,is the force and impetus for historid change. History and human
actions can be judged only when History has beencompkted and human history can only

end when the Slave triumphs over the Mester. Koj&vetsEnd ofHistory theme cannot
supply an ethical &texia for evaIuating cuItmd and socid conflicts, pdmariIy because it
carmot transcend this violent necessity of one consciousness triumphingover mother. At
the same time7Koj&vecannot transcend the Miuter4Iave reIationship because it provides

him with the basis for showing how Histtory has en-on

Before demonstratingthat bjevers

ofHegelVs
theme of recognitionis untenable as an ethical

theory*some

points need to be made regarding an mder&mding ofKojhve and the importance he places

on the Mi~kr-Slavenaxratke-

Having waded thro@ the mass of conflictingand convoluted interpretations of

Hegel and his system of thought, most readers must find it hard to imagine another thinker
who could also inspire such vastly different mdemdings. It is may be somewhat ofa

shock to h d discussions ofthe man who has been calIed the "principalinterpreter of Hegel

in the twentiethcenturynhave also been the source for a variety ofineconcilabIe
commentaries of praise and condemnationthat arise fiom his own idiosyncratic
interpretationofHegelrsideaso8That thisfiei ErRlirung may be due to some kind of
indeterminacy at the heart ofHege1 himself is a suggestive possibility for understanding
HegeIian interpretation and its waywatd history. It may explain the radically irrecoaciIabfe

and conflicting understandingsofthe work of Alexandre Kojkve and his own hi@y
indbiduaI reading of Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit-

Kojeve's influentid work on Hegelian themes has been descri'bed as the philosophy

which comprehe~eIy"expresses the seKunderstanciingof modernity."9 At the same
time, Kojkve b e i f has been called a 'postmodern nihilist' whose work contains a

"gloomy, pessimistic, melancholic, and just plain bleaknview of modern cuIture which is
the root of postmodem

Whether we agree with the accuracy of these

assessments ofKojeversphiIosophy or not, they do tend to support a view that emphasizes
how highly bf4Luentia.LKojkve has been in shapingpresent-day understanding ofHege1 and
Hegelian themes- This influence occurs because either of the above views places Koj&veat
the origin of current debates regarding the wnstiuent natme of contempofacycdture and

society and the ethics of modemversas postmodern thought

The genesis ofthis influence was the r e d t ofa series of lectures givenby Kojbve at
the Bm~e
~ t a c t i ides
e H
eventual pubfication ofthose-1

khtdes in the thetelIecttd hotbed of 1930's Paris- The

after World War IIas the iizfroductio~
ci la lecture de

Hegel, ,andthe subsequent adoption ofKojeve's interpretationby the soon-to-bedomt

forces ofthe French intelligentsia, meant that Koj&vefsHegel would inevitably become the
only Hegel that the French understood, Those French inteII-s

who attended his

lectures, andwho were influencedby his interpretation, included such figures as Raymoad
k o n , Eric WeiI, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Andre Breton, Georges Bataille and Jacques

~ a c z n " Even Jean-Paul Sartre, who strongly influenced French intellectual life ofthe mid

twentieth-century, owed to Kojhe much of his own understanding of the combative nature

of the intersubjective and the violent role of encountering otherness in the initial production
of se~f-~onscio~~~less.~~
It is not suprisingthen that when critiques of these philosophies

arose in the next generationofFrench phiIosophers, it was Kojeve's interpretation ofHegel
that bore the brunt of the criticism,ifnot necessarily Kojkve

The depth of this

feeling is best summed up by Michel Foucault'scomments made during his inauguraI
address to the College de France in 1970: "...whether through logic or epistemology,

whether through Manr or Nietzsche, our entire epoch struggles to disengage tiom ~ e g e l . " ' ~
This desire for distance from the negative associations amibutedto Hegel by late

twentieth-centuryFrench philosophers, may be seen to have emerged almost entirely as a

reacfion to Kojevefsinterpretation and the almost mythical status he and his lectures had

achieved1*For North Americans, forwhom the stucEy oftwentieth-century Fmch
phiIosophy has been an enrichmentfor their own i n t e I l W projects, it is Kojeve's

.

understanding ofHegel and the reaction against this undentandhgby his French critics
which must be contendedwith. What is ironic in North America is t h a not
~ ody is the
misrepresentation ofHegel's philosophyby Koj&vers
French critics prob1ematic, but the

positive appropdatioa ofKoj&versinterpretationby his English langnageadmirers, such as

Alan BIoom and Francis-F

fortherpo-

the Kojbean reading

In either

case, it is Koj6vek inteqretabCon
ofHegeI, and pedups Fuhtyama's codlationof

Nietszcherstheme ofthe LastMaa with GjeversEnd ofEXistory theme in r#lmcukf which
have become qpsentative of many North Americanrs dings ofHegers

philosophy.16 The themes identifiedby Kojbe as central to Hegelian thouCC& have

dominatedthe undemanding of Hegel's philosophy ofintdjecfivity for the last fifty

yean aad must be feaddsessed ifthere is any hope ofutikhg a Hegeliaa ethics of
recopnition for the purposes of this thesis.

Koi5ve has been credited with, andcriticized for, hihis anthropological readingof

Hegelrsdialectical discussion of the rise of se@consciousnessin the PirenomenoIuw of
Spirt. Koj6ve identified certain aspects of the struggle for recognition in the chapteron

Mister and Slave consciousness (which is Kojbe's slightly misleading translation of the
Gennan words HerrschqT and Knechtschap) as the central core &omwhich we can

comprehend human history and even understandwhat comprises the human itself." His
'masterfbIrinterpretation regarding the significance of the interpersonal conflict between
two independent consciousnesses, and the d

t s ofthe attempt by one to eliminate or

make inessentiai the other, has been identified as Koj6versuniqpe corrtn'bution to Hegel
studies. Most commentators tend to a s m e that Kojkve focuses on the MiukrSIave

interation because he identified it as the center around which Hegel's social theory
revolves. It is the distortive effect of placing this moment at the centerofHegel's work

which then becomes the point about which Kojkve is most often criticized1*However*1
believe this to be somewhatofan error in undermading ifonly in terms ofthe pduction

ofhis inmpret&on and not in terms of its effect
This mcbtmdmg of Kojeve's interpretation tends to obscure how his unique
wntnbution ofa thorough analysis ofthe operations ofthe struggle for recognitionto the

ofHegel's work can be appreckxted, as weU as distorting the basis uponwhich we
judgethe accuracy ofthat in-on

I would contendthat KojWs focns on the

Master-Slave nawtive, and the importance he places on the themes ofd e s k for, as well as

.

the intefpersod struggle to obtain, recopition was not pharily due to Koj6ve identifying

someessential element within this narrative which by itselfwould ~

~Uan andt

Histoq. Rather, Koievefsm . g n e s sto accept the metaphysical aspects ofHegelrs
thought meant that he could not move beyond this stage ofthe rise of seK-consciousness

which the oppositiond struggIe between Master and Slave describes. More to the point,

and the reason why re*

Kojeve is panunount ifa new conceptuakationof Hegelian

ktersubjectivty is to be developed, is that Kojeve's focus on the violence inherent in the
desire for recognitioa, and the social and historical banles which such desires produce,

themseIves become absoIutes. While understood as a necessary moment in the produdon
of s~~identity,
and of history, the Master-Slave refationship is a moment which Koj&ve's
ontological dualism will not allow to be transcended. It is his desire to remain nonmetaphysical whik accepting the legitimacy of Hegel's analysis ofintefsubjectivitywhich

makes Kojevefswork an i n e f f i e and impossible social theory. It is Kojevers
r m ~ g n e s to
s transcend the Master-Slave moment which must be challenged

I am concerned here with the importance of the theme of reciprocal recognition as a

basis for an e f f i v e socialtheory,it is my beliefthat mutual recognitionas a
reconciliation of oppositionaI consciousnesses plays a central role in Hegel's ethical
phiIosophy. This meam that the effct of Kojeve's uxwk~ding
of the significance of

intersubjective recognitionneeds to be re-evaIuated. It is important to remain aware
however, tJmt itis not entireiy fair to claim that ECojeve misunderstood Hegd or that his
own theo~tionswere a distortion ofHegelrsphilosophy. KGeve was weIl aware that he

was not being entidy f%W
to Hegelrsprojectbecaase he believed HegeI to be somewfiat

inenor- Kojeve thus undemoodHegeIian mterpretationas r form of p o l i t i d propaganda

which it was essentialtbr hhn to expIoit M c b I S. Rctths study ofKojeversposthumow

e

Ietters and etings hds Kojeve quite clear on the subject of utilizingHegelian philosophy

as a form ofpoIitical p r o w This is evident, for exampIe, when he responded to the
denunciation of his interpretation by the Vietmanese Mkmist Tran-Duc-Thao in a letter to
Les Temps modernes. Here Kojeve descnied his work as an " o w ede propagunde

deslinie d-fiapper les 6sprfts."Ig The extreme importance Kojeve attncbuted to Heplian
interpretation arose fiom its vital political significance as a form of struggle and work

We can say that, for the moment,every interpretation of HqeI, if it is more
than small tak is only a program of stnqgle and work (one ofthese 'programsr
is called -inn).
And that means that a work of HegeI interpretationhas the
significance of political propaganda ...it is possible that the futrne of the world,
and therefore the meaning and direction ofthe present and significance of the
past, depends, in the final analysis on the way in which we interpret HegeIian
texts today.2o

Thus, in Kojeve's words."...the question of knowing ifHegeI t d y said what I have him
say would seem to be

That Kojbve would also claim in his lectures that Hegel

was in error, and that Koj5ve's int-tion

was in some way a cormtion ofthose errors,

sits rather oddly with his other claim that Hegel had achieved the status ofa Wise man or

Sage who viewed the world fiom his standpoint of Absolute Knowledge. This is a

contentionthat wodd IogicalIy seem to prececlude his abiIity to commit any errors in the first
place. Re~dless,it would probably be more accurateto CW
that Kojbve ford in Hegd
a Iaagaage and phiIosopbical fhmework which allowed him to express his own views

about EIistoryand Man, andthat he himseIf was W y cognizant ofthis faSo, it is not so

much that we need to refate a distomve hterpretationput forth by Kojkve., but rather that
we needto reconsiderwhether his interpretationis any way better than the oaginaL In

other words, what is at stake i s whether Koj+vetsidentification 00Hegel's errors, a d the
comxti011~
he offers, supply a more satisfying andeffkthztheow for mde-g

ethics of hmnan wcid intersctions.

the

Hthe interest is in contexmking Kojeve's interpretation, and undemanding why
he @acedsuch emphasis on the Master-Slave section of the Phenomenology, it is Lnpttant
to have some idea of the qyestions Koj6ve brought to his reading ofthe text It is from his

own philosohicd pt'esqpositionsthat Kojtive's interpretationarises. It has been assumed,
wrongIy I believe, that Kojeve found something inherent to the Master-Slave discussion in

Hegel's PhenomenoIogy of Spkit which by itself i l l d t e s intersubjective S O C T * ~relations.
Specifidly, this was the importame of the desire for recognitionand the inevitable

stnrggle for dominance which it engenders between selfand other. However, I believe a
case may be made that Kojeve focuses on this struggle due to two pre-existing factors

which were already dominant in Kojeve's mind when he turned his attention to
understanding Hegel- One, is the anthrropoIogicai and non-metaphysical base upon which
Kojeve makes his interpretationtum. Through his atheistic approach to Hegelian

philosophy Kojhve expressed his distaste for any Lind of 'beyond' or rnetaphysicaI d t y in
excess of that experienced and expressed by h

m bebg.22 The second, and more

important, fiictor is Koj6ve's beliefthat History hadended and that nothing new was
forthcoming in the jourmy of human beings through time.

Both ofthese themes were already in Koj6versmind when he tumed to reading

HegeI, originaIly int&~ced to his thinking fiom his doctoral work on the Russian mystic
VIadimir Soloynov, and b m the influence of Ale2candre KO*, who had aIready identified
time as the essential element to understanding ~ege1?3it is these two themes, not the

Master-Slave narrative itselfl which are the center mmd which Koj&veanphilosophy
revoIves and the reason why his i n t e m o n of Hegel inevitably fjliIs as a social theory.
The effect ofthis Pnde-g

means a reevaItwti011of the pIace of this o v a d y l e d

section in the t o w ofMegel's thought is needed This was something Koj&vewas simply
&Ie to do because his presuppositions regziahgthe nature ofMan and History meant

.

there was no way to resolve the stcuggIe for recognition and move beyond it to a mutually
co-g

socia[ sphere where reciprocal recognition holds sway-

The beliefthat the Master-Slave metaphor is so central to Kojeve's thought may

a r k pady fiom a confusion based on the question of his authorship of the ~nh*oduction
to
the Reading of ~ e ~ e l The
. 2 ~firstthing to be noted is the editorial effect on the coatenk as
it relates to an appreciation of Kojkve This text is u s d y attributedto Koj&vets
authorship. However, only the actual Introductionto the book itseifcan be directIy
attri'buted to Kojkve's writing, the rest is based on student's lecture notes, and the intid

discussion of the importance of the Mister-Slave relationship was actually written with

another context in mindz5The editorial choice to place this article at the beginning ofthe

book, as representativeof "themost characteristic aspects ofhis own thought'",comciousIy
prioritizes Kojeve's discussion ofthe Master-Slave relationship as central to understanding

his interpretationz6 The rest ofthe book is based on assembled student lecture notes, and
it is not so clear that Kojkve himseIfwouId have placed his discussion of the pernutations

ofthe M&~~-Slave
i n ~ * oatathe beginning ofthe text It was Wasymond Queneau, the
smeaIist poet and noveiist, who collected and edited the notes and transcripts of Kojeve's

b o u s series of lectures. It is perhaps fiom Quends decisio and the EngIish language

editor AIIan Bfoom'sconcurrence, ta place KojkversmecIeon the Master and Slave in lieu

of an introductionttbat the inordinate amount ofattention paidto Kojeversinteqretationof

the Msster-Slave relationship is owedn It is without a doubt that Kojbve uses the MasterSlave r~iationshipas the touchstone of his interpretation which,as noted above, he
considered the prismk u g hwhich Hegel must be read However*it is not as clear that

Kojkve himseIf would have defined it as the primary focns of his interpretationor that it

representsalI he has to say about EI&tIvs PhenomenofogyI believe that the significance ofKoj&vershteqmWono f t k BhSter-SIave

dialectic*both for Kojeve and his readers, is that it was a consequence of his views on Man
and EIistow and not the other way around- The primary f w ofKoi&ve'sm d h g was in

*

-Gating

his views on Man and History and it was Kqjkve's understandingof Man and

History which illuminates his understandingofthe reIationship between Master and Slave.
Despite what Kojeve himseIfsaid, it is his undemandingof the themes ofMan and History

which is the prism through which his interpretation ofthe Masteralave re1ationship must
be viewed I will clarify what I meanby this n a but for now I merely want to question
the common assumption about the centrality ofthe Miuter-SIave relationship kt Kojeve's
work It is his views on Uan and History which perhaps give us an idea why Kojeve could

provide such an exhaustive analysis ofthe Miskr-Slave relationship without moving on to

other aspects of Hegel's Phenomenology. As noted earlier, his focus on the Master-Slave

muratbe, and the Lengths to which he goes to uncover all the various significances ofthis
reIationsbip, was fixed by Kojkversun-ess

to accept the metaphysical aspects of

Hegel's conception of Geist.

When Kojeve beganhis series of Lectures on Hegel's Phenomenoiogy at the Ecole

Practique he did so at the urging of his longtime friend, and one time brother-in-Iaw, t&e

philosopherAIe~a~ldre
KO@.

In the fintpart ofthis centurysAlexaudre KO@ was one of

the few philosophers in Fmce who took studying Hegel seriously aad it is to him that

Kojkve owed his interpretationofthe HegeIian notion oftime* la facS in his lectures,

Koj&vespecifically credited Kows work on Hegelrsearly writings as the "source and basis
of my interpretationof the ~henornenoiogy"?sIn his analysiszKO* praised Heget for
dkveIopinga notionofbisbzy and time which gives primacy to the fimneas it is
tmderstd in rehtion to hmmity- According to KO*, Hegel's Time is human time,

insofkr as it makes clear the comectrConbetween human action as it is orientedtowards the

fntoreand the not-yet and understanding the truth, or meaning ~ f h i s t o r yThe
~ ~structure
ofRegehtime is such that it gives humanmeaningtohistory as it travels fkornthe fottrre

to the present, by way ofthe past, and implicit within these ideas is the notion ofhistorical
progress. As Michael Roth points out inhis own discussion of Kojeve's debt to KO*:

For KoyrSs Hegel, history has more than a hemistic value. Knowledge of
thingshuman is a product ofour ability to mderstand the connection of a
present to its futore and to its past Meed, knowledge of the human means
understandingthe place of the human in the closure provided by the total
development ofhistory?O
Koj&vewodd spin out from this idea the conclusion that Man himself is Time,that this is
what Hepl meant when he said 'Geistist zeit'?

Man is Time because only Man creates

History and History is the product ofthe @culatly human desk for recognition produced

by the stmggle between the Master and the Slave.

This interpretation provided Koj6ve with a kind of totalizing account ofhuman

history which does not require a suprahistorid concept to qualifL i t Uan is Time because

his Desire creates History. Kojkve thus achieved a htmmizatioa of time, which makes his

work a historicalanthropology, by allying his analysis of desire and human action as a
manSestationof the struggIe for recognition with his rmderstandingof man as historid

being

...in Chapter N of the PhenomenologyTHegd showsthat the Desire that is
directed toward another Desire is necessariyDesire for Recognilion, which -

-

by opposingthe Master to the Slave engenders History and moves it ....
Thenfore: by teaIizing itself, the Time in which the Future takes primacy
engenders History ...that is, as long as h m acts accomplishedwith a view
to social Recognition are -ed
out3*

As the above quote makes clear, Kojhtsunderstanding ofthe Mtuter-Slave reIatiomhip

fits in niceIy with his adoption ofKoy&s views on KegeIian history because the Mhst.e~

Slave dynamic is made the motor ofhistoricalchange and therefore its resoIution must
exist w&hh the historical moment in which fixture time is teaIized, The desire for
recognition., aad the blw& battle it produces, thenbecomes the initial moment which

procIaims that mory is about to end:

...Man is Time.

And we have just seen w t this means: Man is Desire

-

directedtoward anotherDesire - that is. Desire for Recognition that is,
negating Action performed for the sake of satisfyingthis Desire for Recognition
- that is bloody Fighting for prestige - that is, the relationbetween Master and
Slave that is, Work - that is, historical evoIut*onwhich M y comes to the
universal and homogenous State and t:, the absolute Knowiedge that reveds
complete Uan realized in and by this State. Ln short, to say that Man is Time is
to say d that Hesel says ofMan in the hemm me no la^.^^

-

This quote contains most of the important moments ofKojkres own interpretationof
H e g e h subjectivity*His conclusions regarding the temporal nature of human beings
follow from his conclusions regarding the constituent nature of human intersubjectivity- of
which the Masm4Iave rekitionship is pamdigrnatiic. However, by his own admissios

Kojeve based this &

e

g

on KoynYs conclusions regarding Kegelian time and, this

being the desired end for his philosophy, he manipulates the permutations of the MisterSlave relationship to reach a place where history has ended.
In Kojeve's interpretationthe desire and struggle for recognition, as that which
defines human consciousness, becomes the only avenue to reach the completed and

actuaked moment of Absolute Knowtedge and only then when History has ended. kt
order to Lnow what History means we must h o w what M&IIis and self-conscious man,for
Kojhe, is primarily defined by his Desire for the Desire of the Other and desire is always

pointed towards a futmity which is the not-yet. In order to fuuy understandHistory, M.an
must no tonger be tcansfiormed through time and, therefore, ody at the End ofHistory is it
posstiIe to develop a phiIosophical criteria for ethically evaluating human being's actions
histon'caIIy. The theme ofthe Last Man, that being who is no longer eIave to his desires

and has achieved universal recognition, means that temporally stradmed human desire
must end m fbUy satisfiedperfkctatbeing Ifhaman being is tempo& and structured by

its re~ationto the fhture and the - y e

then Absolute KnowIedge can only be achievedby

the perfkcxedbeing who is no longer being tmsfiormed historidy by desk.

This notion of time as essentially human history was the basis for Kojeve's

interpretationand.,allied with ideas he picked up while studying religious phiIosophy,
supply the boundaries ofhis interpretationofHegellsa

y of human consciousness. From

his study ofthe Russian mystic SoIovyovyKojeve would bring the other major theme to his
reading of Hegel; alliedwith his declaration that "Miinis The" he brought the idea that

"Mas God",

AAer the revolution of 1917 and his excIUS1:onfiom pursuing inteIIectual work in

Sovkt Russia, Kojeve would eventually pursue studies at Heidelberg where he completed a

doctoral dissertation under the Germantheologian Karl Jaspers. Koj6versdissertation was
concentrated on thel9th century mystid writings of Vladimir Solovyov and his Mique

attempt to blend Russian theology and German idealism Solovyov developed a notion of
humaa beings as potentially divine, where their Go-ood

was based on his view of

historical progress and the human potential to create a pesfect world34 What was unique

to Solovyov,and that which Kojeve found central to his thought, was his belief regarding

human M o r n and action in a world which is dependent upon an Absolute but which, for
human beings, is not determined by h Human progress and the hrmum desire and effort to
perfkt the world is the move towards dkinity and God This then becomes the criterion

fiom which we canjudge human actions. For Koj&ve,this view helped to reconciIe the
problems iaherent inpositing the existence ofan Absolute and humady's M o r n in the
world It involved bdancing a view of an all-encompassing t o M W and human fjhitude and

fkedorn intheir historicalbeing Where he disagreed&

Solovyov was in regards to the

p k e ofGod in his philosophy.

For SoIovyov God was wbat humans wen heading towards, for Koj&e God was
what they had left behind or had dready achieved. According to Koj&vers
biographer, it

.

was pecisely the problem of conceiving of the totality ofexistence without referent to a
theoIogid Absolute which underlies alf ofKojeve's philosophy and which he believed his
later work on Hegel had supplied the answers to? Without referent to a ahistorical;

atempord Absolute, the possiblity of discussing the totality of existence and reality is
problematic and Koj&vers
atheism would not allow for the possl'biIity of a non-human
beyoad Solovyov had posited a dualistic perspective of Gc& whose being is expressed in

the world through the historical progress of hUmaaty but who remains outside that world
as an &-encompassing AbsoIute. Koj&es on the other hand, wouId not accept the

paradoxes of such a dual-natured Absolute being both in and out of time. mead he took

from Soiovyov the view that understanding historical c b g e can only make sense when it
is viewed Born a holistic standpoint Thus, only when history has ended can its
significancebe understood. As Michael Roth puts it
Both [Solovyov] and Kojhve tried to think that which gives meaning to
concrete, specific changes, that which makes them properly historical. For
the former it was the dual-naturedAbsolute, and for the latter it would be
the End of Hitstory....It is no overstatement to say that aiI ofKojevelswork
in philosophy was an attempt to show that an atemporal Absolute or some
historid criterion ofjudgment is not necessary for makingsense of human
actions over time?

-

-

From his work on Soloyvov, Kojkve took the view regarding history itself as the tmivetotalizing concept which would n o d y be understood as God or the Absolute. Reading

this back into Hegel, K o j b can make his claim tbat Man is Tie, but only by making the
rather deceptive claim that:

In the Phenomenof~gy~
Hegel does not say this in so many words* because
he avoids the word 'man". But in the Lectures delivered at Iena he says:
"&kt bt Zi?itV...-Now,Spirit m Rge1 (and especiaIEy in this context) means
'inmPmr Spirit orM i more ~*calarty,
collective Man that is, the People
or State, and, finaUy, Man as a wh01e or humanity in the totaIity of spatidtemporai existence, that is the t o e o f r m i v d Hist01y.3~

-

Thus, Man as a ternpod being created in and by history, can only be understood in his
totality when history has ended, when Maa is no longer being tmdiormed by historical

battles between Master and Slave. When Man is no longer being W o r m e d or chaqed
he will have been, or is on his way to becoming, perfected When human beings no longer
require the fight for prestige, when each and every person is aclmowIedgedor recognized in

their own value inthe establishment ofa universal State, they wiU have become Wise Men

or Sages. In Koj&veVs
words the^

... ifthe end of History is the synthesis of-ery

and Slavery,and the
tmdmsfandingofthat synthesis, these two periods must be followedby
a third,&rhg which human existence ...reveals itself to itself by actively
redking its own possibilities. But this time, these possiblities also imply the
possibility ofmderstauding oneself fully and definitively that is, oerfectly?8

-

Thus, Kojkversinherited ideas regarding the temporal nature of humanity, as the

actudkation of po~~f'bility~
lead to the potential ofa perfected humanity or god-Iike Man
but only ifthe End of History is derstood as contemporaneous with the end of the
Master-Slave dialectic. Kojtve's attempt to hum-

HegeItsphenomenoIogy of

consciousness thus leads him to stop rmrmdw8y
through Hegel's work and over-emphasize the
conflict between Master and Slave. Kojeve wodd take these ideas to his readingof the
Phenomenology of Spriit, and discover the mechanics to describe the permutations ofthe

reIationship between Master and Slave,

Undoubtedly, the importance Kojeve phces on this textpal moment can be traced to

the impottance it has for UItdentadhg Hegels Phenomemlogy as a whole. Ifthe major

thmstofHegel's work is to come to a place where knowledge is certainorabsolute, then
the initiaI origins ofthat ImowIedge must arise fmm the creation ofa seIfkmscious
cognikbgbeing. As this beingcan only exist in andthtoughbeingrecognizedby another

s e ~ ~ ~ o n s c i o ~then
~ ~ lthe
e s sinitial
.
encounter between them focuses on-themajor role ofthe
relationship between intersubjectivity and knowledge. For HegeI, this encounter signals the
beginning ofthe move towards absoIute knowledge and is the initid marifiestation of
Spirits being inthe world The actual dyuamics ofthis encounter containthe themes that

Kojeve found indispensabIe for producing his own version of human history and ofthe
constituent elements of humaniw. However, while Hegel was concerned with questions
regarding the ultimate nature of knowledge, asking 'what can we how', Kojeve believed
that in order to understand absolute knowledge we must first understandwhat constitutes

the knower.

For Kojkve there is no knowledge which Lies outside the prnview ofhumanity, there
is no knowledge without a knower and this knower can only be understood as a being that

exists in history. By hktoricizingMan, Koj&verejects the metaphysical supemwhich encompasses and provides the impetus behind Hegel's conceptioa of self-

consciousnessas a matifiestation of Absolute Spirit Kojevefsdesire to found a nonmetaphysical description of human consciousness meant that consciousness could not be

taken abstractly but must be connected to an individual who is conscious. For HegeL,
consciousness is a mivenal process, Spirit comingto know itsers and is onIy manifested,

as part to the-whole,in individuals through history- Iu contrast, for Kojbve consciouslless is
Mim ad, not ody that but Man as he creates himself in,or even as, Unived history: "To

understand absolute knowledge, it is necessary to understandhistory: to understand history,
it is necessary to understand man: themfore, to understand absofuteknowledge, it is

necessary to understand

An4 for Kojeve, seIfansciousflessisthe product of

competingindividuals and their desire for recognition. The d e s k ofthe individd for

recognition is what n e c e s d y creates the VioIent reIatiodip betwenEllaster and Slave.
Koj&vers
views onElistory*Time, Man and AbsoIute Knowledge prodace a theory about the
productionofthe individiral and not of society or the coD&ee

The M

e between M&er

and Slave introduces, not a new m&*ct or a higherform ofco~owness,but rather the

final moment o f W s temporal move toward a perfected, static state. The battIe between
individual consciousnesses, self and other, can only bave a winner or loser for Kojeve
because the winner must represent the perf-

non-temporal being who is the bearer of

Absolute Knowledge, the Last Man that he envisions as arriving at the End ofHistory.
This following analysis ofthe M&stec-Slaverelationship shodd clarify how

Kojeve's Hegel became open to the criticism of having reduced othernessand difference
into a Merentiated unity ofthe same. According to Judith Butler, this was because

Kojeve saw recognition primarily "asa process in which individuals form commtmiies, but
these commetiies kiliitate the development of individuality not its tran~cendence."4~

Here aIterity has become only a tool for the production of the indkiddrsautonomy. Yet,

the perfected individual found at the end ofHistory is none other than the liberated,

satisfied Slave - the dominated Other whose liberation fiom the coerced recognitionforced
u p him by the Master is the condition for emergence of the £keindividual. Kojeve's
version offkdom comes, not as it does for HegeI through the mediated autonomy of

reconciled otherness, but by the eventual domiaance ofthe Slave or slave ideoIogy over
that of the Master. The dominated Other wins the battle when the Master eventdIy
capitulates to the superior consciousness of the Slave. In the historical production of the

bourgeois, when individuals own the resuit of their own labours, the Masters become

SIaves and the Slaves become Masters:
For they are no longer dMasters, since they no Ionger risk their lives; but
they are not reaI Slaves either, because they do not work in the service of
another. They are, so to speak, Slaves without Masters, psedo-SIaves. And
by ceasingto be tfueU r s , they end in no longer ha* real Slaves: they
ike them, and thus the Slaves themselves become Slaves without M&sters,
pseudo-Masters. Therefore, the opposition of Uasteryand Slavery is
'overcomer'P1

The event& overcomingof the difference h i w e n the Mgster and the Slave is not through
any kind o f ~ o m a t i o of
n the deficiencies ofboth forms of co~*ouslless.In Kojevers

anaIysis, Slave consiousness is human co~ciousoessand ody the Slave is worthy of
achieving recognition of its individual autonomy. Thus, recognition is only won when the

differences between Master and Slave are eliminated and a l l human beings become MasterSlaves, This is because, for Kojeve, only the Slave is humaa.

It is clear in Koj6ve's work that Slave consciousnessis the superior, and eventual
dominant, form of consciousness. The initidmeeting between beings which produces sewconsciousness immediateIy produces the attempt to coerce recognition fiom the other

without giving any kind of recognition in reMaster and he achieves a one-sided, me&

The winner of this initial struggle is the

recognition of his power and position by

dominatingthe Slave. This life and death struggle, and for Kojhe it must produce this
fUlaIity in order for it to be an authentic struggle, means the Slave reco.g&es

.

the MMer

ody because he fears death and it is this fear which reveals to the Slave the nothingness of
being which lies at the hheart of human existence. This reahtion is the first indication of

the superiority of Slave-consciousnessover that of Mastery. The second is that the work of
the Slave is imbued with an inherent value which makes it a

human activity. By

his work for the Master, the Slave negates, or tnudiorms, the aannal world (whichinitiates

the beginnings of afl knowledge and science) and it is through this ~

o

~ oftheo

aatrnal world that the historical progress of MEut wdI occur. The Mher'scoerced
recognition is inadequatet not ody because the Slave cannot give the Master the Lind of
recoguitionhe requires, but becausethe Master does not work to produce new historical
conditions and &es

for human beings. The Slaversreco@tion ofthe Master is

p&milythe recognitionofthe ffia off

but this does not stop the Slave f?om

acbievinpctheconsciousness ofself that his own actions in the worid produce. Because the

Slave can transfionn the naturaI world, initiatihgchange, he himsehimseIfcanalso change and

n

thus cease to be a Slave. The Master, on the other hand, can ody change through the work
and action of the Slave. This is why, according to Kqjeve, "...the historid becoming ofthe
human being is the product of the working Slave and not ofthe warhe Mastef and
becausethe Slave reakes he can also be changed he can envision malingsuch abstract

ideas as fieedom and liberty

This is also why Kojhe's verslWon
o f history has a

necessary place for the Master because, thmughensIavemenf true humanity emerges,
leading some commentators to point out that this theory of hmnan evolution was a terrorist

conception of history.
Kojeversprivilegingof Slave consciousness is also a consequence of his dual

distinction between a natural and urmaturat world For it is only the Slave who can

achieve, through its tradiormation ofthe natural world, the understandingofits own
unnatural or hmnan status. For Kojeve, human beings are not a part of the M&

world

primarily because they attempt to nalize ideas and concepts that are not 'real", and it is onIy
the Slave who is able to achieve this reakation because only the Slave is human. In

Kojeve's eyes the Slave is human because ody he will be abIe to satisfy his d e s k for
recognition, the desire for the desire ofan othert which is a desire for something that does

not exist in actuality.
It is pertinent at this point to repeat how Kojeve viewed human beings as being
pdmarily Desire for the Desire ofan Other. hplicit in this view are Kojhre's

prespppositions regardingthe basic consthtion of human beings as being oriented towards,
and constituted by, the futmepossibility ofsatisfed desire. Humaa beings are created only
within a ternpod structure,Time and HistozyJwhich is produced by their desire for

something which does not-yet&st,
or

This is the recogaitionthey ~ a v of
e their own vdue

by the other consciousness encomered ia the bitid stages of seff-

COUS~~OUSII~SSH-

wtaa is to be w i t E

mere p h y s i desirr
~ ~ ~ for

O ~

preservation,must be found withina mdtiplicity of desires (human society) each d-g
the desire ofdl others. W

e this Desire is similiar to animal or natural desiresf it is

*

focused not towards a aatmalobject, but ratherthose rmnaturaI things that exist only within
the human imaginary. While such things as hlmuta physicaI attractionare natural, the
desire for Iove is not "..Desireis hmnaa o d y ifthe one h i r e s ynot the b&yf but the

Desire ofthe other, ifhe wants 'to posse& or 'to assimilate' the Desire taken as

- that

is to say,ifhe wants to be 'desiredtor loved!or, rather, 'recoguize&in his human due, in
his reality as a human individual.*

This desire for reco@tiou ciut only be achieved,

however, by overcoming natural or animal desiresysuch as that ofseff-presewation, which
can only occutthrough the risk of life that comes h m the fight to the death for recognition

in the battle between Master and Slave.

Man's h d t y 'comes to lighttonly in risking his life to satisfy his human
Desire that is, his D e s k directed toward anotherDesire. Now, to desire a
Desire is to want to substitute onself for the value desired by this Desire ....
Therefore to desire the Desire ofanother is in the find analysisto desire that
the d u e that I am or that I 'represent'be the value desired by the other I want
him to 'tecoguke' my value as his value ....In other words, anthropogenetic
Desire - the Desire that generates Self-Consciousness~the hmnan reality - is
fidly, a fimcton of the desire fbr 'recognitiong.And the risk of life by which the
h m reality 'comes to light' is a risk forthe sake ofsuch a Desire. Thenfore,
to speak ofthe 'origin' of Seif~onsciousnessis necessariIy to speak ofa fight
to the death fm 'recopnition'P4

-

For Kojeve, this fight to death becomes something new when the Slave chooses to
recognize the Mhsterar Master rather than die. Hman be-

are created "only in and by

the fight that ends in the nIatioa betweenMastrr and Slavenand thus "ifrevdedhuman
RaLitjis nothing but a n i v d histocy, that historymust be the history ofthe interaction

between Miuttzy and ~ l r n e ~ ySince
. * ~ ~Historyfor Kojhe can only proceed through the

historical ~ o r i n a t i instigated
o ~ ~ ~ by the SIave then, as indicated above, thistype of

interaction can be mderstoodto have ody one winmx the Slave. The SIave is the ody
being capable ofachieethe p e & i static state of satisfied desire which is the goal of

human activity in history. M y when hmaaa wusciousness has reached its p e s f dstage

in the satisfied Slave, when History has Ended, can human being and hmaan history be
ethicdy evaluated.

Born in the historically necessary battle for recognitionbetween Master aad Slave,

the form ofse~-~oasciousness
which emerges has subordinatedthe Master's conciousness
to the tmt&o~~ative
power ofthe Slave. The capitulationof the Master to the ideology of

the slave (first through Stoicism,then Skepticismand fi.ndIy Christianity) evenWy
produces the Kojevean understanding ofthe Universal State. Replacing Hegers Geist as

the goal of history, the State for Kojkve is a product ofthe hiration ofthe Slave or, in
other words, when the desire for recognitionby each inchidual has been achieved and Maa

is l l I y satidfed. History has ended when a society has been formed "in which the strictly

-

particular, personal, individual value ofeach is recogaized as such, in its very
by aII, by Universa(itjincarnated in the staten? A society ofindividuaIs made up of

human beings who have achieved a kindofdivine status when the hirated Slaves, which
now include the assimilatedMasters, have become i l l y &died, illy self-conscious and
have achieved the "realizedideal of human ex~*stence-"~~

Koj&vers
desire to reduce Hegelian theology to a M o r i d anthropology, his
m-gness

to countenance any kind o f ~ o n l c aorl metaphysicai totality beyond

h m s actions ia history, meant understanding Hegels universal Spirit as refering to
universal Man. KojtversMian is the satisfied or Irkrated Slave found at the End ofHi&oryry
This entity?achieved anIy throughthe struggle for recognrion, is the perfected human

being in the ideal State- Due to the inauence of his readingsofKoyr6 amf Solopv, as
welI as his own lkkxism, Kojhe brought to his tmdemding ofElegeLthis m ~ g n e s s
to see beyond the legitimacyofthe Slave's position m tbe dialectic. For Koj&ve,the

stmggIe for recognitionand the necessazy dslr of We and death ofthe SIave is the ody

legithate form of h u m historical action Koj6vershemenedcal presuppositiom cannot
see any deficiencies in slave consiousness that are not overcome when it wins the battle for
recognition by risking its Me. However, as George Kelky points ouf as a social ethic
Koj&vetsreading fails because its goal is not a harmonious social system of reconciled
intembjectivity. Rather, it is a society of s a M e d individuals for whom a precarious

d&entehas been reached As Kelly points o u t

...'the futurebelongs to the slaveris an mwarranted and romanticized
refraction ofHegei's thought, Slavery cannot found the right of political
communities any more than it can account for the fiee personality ....Even
though 'only through the slave's becoming fieecan the master be completely
free,the HegeIian fUtun will &old out of theirjoint endeavors. They
can no more be incessantly opposed than can theorganic faculties of the
ego

For the rise towards Absolute consciouslless to be truly Hegelian, and for the deveIopment
of subsequent ' h i g h ! forms of consciwmess to proceed, "bothprincipIes are equally vitaI

in the progress of spirit towards its ~

y

*

4

Kojeve
g
understood Mastery only as a

principIe for the production offiee individuals, the liberated or satisfied Slave. However,

this undentanding necessarily ignores Hegel's view ofthe intersubjective nature offreedom
itselfas the mediated autonomy which balances individual freedom and social tradition so
that an ethicai society is composed of human beings who are at home m the world
Ultimately, Kojeve's int-tion

cannot be an effective ethical theory for

understanding contemporary sociaI problems or issues because he cannot transcend the
Master-Slave relationship. His premppositions, those which led himto f i w excIusiveIy
on the Master-SIaverelationship as the primary motor ofhistorid transformation, cannot

go beyond this moment because the violent struggIe forrecognitionand the eventid
triumph ofthe Slave are necessary for his other philosophical purposes. Prhadys it is his
u n . . g n e s sto conceive ofa totality or absolute tndh that is not a manifistationof

&-dud

human action which e f f e e I y discounts Koj&versundemdiag of recognition

as a form of social ethics. Kojkve produces a theory which is not about any kind of
r'nfersz(bjecttiverecognition but, rather, it is about the creation of a corn-

of

individuals produced through the violence ofthe struggle for recognition+It is thus more

about the process ofindikduals achieving sub~ectiverecognition Kojeve, Wre Hobbes
before him, saw community or society as a necessary truce from the constant b a l e ofeach

individual kying to force reco&nr*tion
tiom one another. In Koj&vers
version ofrecognition
there is no ethical resolution, or final reconciliatiou, in a move towards an intz:fSUbjective
ethical totality. Rather there is individual defeat and resignation into a social

in

which difference and othemess are eliminated The Master capitulates to the Slave, the
Slave incorporates the Master. This is not an ethical move which respects othemess and

difference, but one which must defeat and conquer difference and otherness into the totality
of the same. Ultimately, this tnmcates the move towards the Absolute and the f i d
reconciliationof opposites into the unity of an ethical intersubjective consciomess.
Though Kojeve's work has dominated both the French appreciation of recognition

and much ofNorth American understandings of its significance, it has done so at the
expense ofthe subtIeties of Hegel's philosophy. Koj&vers
appeaI and influence on the

reception of HegeI has produced d c s and supporters who continue his distortioa of
Hegel's theory qnd his overemphasis on the negative aspects of recognition In order to

balance this rradingand attempt to utilize Hegel's ethics of recognition in a practical vein, I
will now turn to recent reevaluations ofHegel's work focusing on another*more positive,

form ofinterpersonaI relationship. The deveIopment ofabsolute coascio~mcssand ofan
ethical intembjecitivity mHegel's philosophy is not limited to a struggIe or battIe between
individuaIs- Rather, as my examhation ofthe work ofRobert Williams will show, Hegel's

work contains art derstandiagof another reIationshtnshtp
bemeen indivduaIswhich

produces a higher ethical intersubiecthiky. This is the form of intersubjective
c o a s c i o w producedby love.

Barcy Cooper, The End of History: An Essay in M d e m HegeIimism (Toronto:
University ofToront~k s s 71984), p- 3-

Robert R Williams, Hegel's Ethics of Recognition (Berkeley: University ofCaJXomia
Press, 1997), p. 10
G.W.F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. AV. Miller (Oxford: University of
Oxford Press, 1977), pp. 111-119.

h MicW hwds A Hegel Dictionmy (Oxford: BiadnmU Publishers, 1992), p p 283284, he gives three definitions for @ebm (to sublate): (1) Yo raise, to h014 lift up'. (2) "to
annul, abolish, destroy, cancel, suspend', (3) 'to keep, save, preserve-'
According to inwood, in his own references to the term,Hegel refers only to the
meanings of (2)and (3) and it is apparent that it is the oppositiond meaningsof these two
defkitioaswhich interested Hegd and his specdative philosophy. Inwood points out that
HegeI's use ofthe term was to emphasize that when something is sublated "itis ideal,
mediated ...and a moment ofa whole that also contains its opposite: p. 284.
While Kojevelsfocus on the master-slave sdon ofHegel's Phenomenology was
undoubtably inspiredby his polin'cdallegianceto Mantirm and the importance of Karl
Marx's own interpretation of the master-dave relatio~~~hip,
the question ofKojevers
Mbrxism needs to be addressed. It is my feeling that Kojbve's work is itselfody
superficialIyMandst in an amcle on the relationship between Kojbve and Mim, Patrick
RiIey points out that "...itis not at all clear how &rKojevetsreading of Hegei is redy
Mhci&tdespite the fact that Kojbe makes the 'didectico W e r and Slaverin the
Phenomenofogythe key' to his interpretation of the whole of Hegel." Patrick Riley,
nInhroducbCo~
to the ReadingofAlexandreKoj&v"olitical Tieory, Vol. 9,No. 1
(Febmary I981). p. 5.
According to Riley, the firndamentaI difference between Kojeve's and Maors
readingsof the master-slave relationship is in what comthtes the basic nature of human
beings as exemplified by this reIatio11ship. Ln Mang the focus is on labor and pfoductiotl as
the activity which d e b s what is f b & m M y human whereas, forKujkve, it is the
desire for recognitionwhich is the distinguishing @ty
of humanity. Riley,
"Iatroducti~n,l)
p. 14.
This ontoIo@calMefence ougges*lthat Koj&vers
work is only mminaly Maadst
and, while he apes Mimist teminoIogy ( w o k stmggle, labor, history etc.), his
formukitions are based on a differentset o f p ~ i t i o nregarding
s
the operations of
human activity in the worid In a simiIat way in which Kojeve's phiIosophy uses HegeI as a
spingkmd for his own specWotl~~
it is my beliefthat his seemiag Muxism can be
understood as a fordlac element rather than as a substanhl basis for his interpntation

For example, the popularizationof Kojeve's &qreta.tionCby Francis FPkuyamain the
United States has been adeqy&Iynfutedby Philip T.Gder in The End ofHktoryandthe

Return ofHistory," Hegel MyttrS mrd Legend, ed. Jon Stewart (Evamt0~1:Nodwestem
University Press, 1996), pp. 183-198.

Throughout this chapter I will follow Kojev's own use of capitakztionof suchterms as
Mim, Spirit, Elisbry, Time etc. I do this primarily as way to kfiitate foIIowing aIong with
Koj&vetsown argumentatio~t,The use ofcapitaIs in HegeI scholanhip is not a regulated
phenomenon and the idiosyncratic use ofsuch may be understood to lie within the
problematic area of issues related to inter-language tram1ati01~Since, in German
grammar7all nouns are capiCalLed and in French and EngIish they are not, Kojeve's
decision to capitalize certain terms would appear to have a specific intent An intent which
suMleLy alters the meaning and Signiscauce ofthese terms m his text I believe that the use
of capitahtion by Kojeve may be understoodas a way ofpointing out a specific technical
meaning (or more accurately, Kojeve's own technical meaning) not normally associated
with these words in everyday usage and, thus, is not done merely as a matter of emphasis.
See Howard Kainz's discussion of grammaticaland stylistic considerations in Hegel
translation in Hegel's PhenomenoZogy of Spirit (University Park Pennsylvania University
State Ress, I994), p. xii.

* MichaeL Roth, "AProblem of Recognition: Alexadre Kojkve and the End of History:

History and Theory:Shdes in the PhilaPoply of H b t o ~Vol.
, 24, No.3 (1985), pp. 293306,

Cooper, End of Hitrory, p. 4.
lo Shadia Drury, Alerandre KoJ2ve: The Roots of Postmodern Politics (New York: St
hkth's Press, 1994), p. r

"Approptiatiom
For a fidI listing of attend& see the Appendix to MichaeI Roth's Knowing rmd History:
of KegeL ht Twentieth-CenturyFmce (Ithacar Cornell Univenity Press,
1988). pp. 225-227I2 Though Sartre's debt to Kojkve may be more tentative than I propose here, he does share
with Kojkve an ontological refusal ofthe possibility of mutual reciprocitybetween selfand
other which is at odds with the endpoint afHegelVs
Phenomenalogy of Spirit. h his own
w o k Sartre c k g e s Hegel with the crime of 'optimism' and tejects the unity ofbeing and
knowIedge that Hegelian subjecthdy re@es. Being mrdNothingness (New Yo& Simon
& Schuster, 1956), p. 324.
Regardless ofhis own ~~, the excIusive fbcus of S-s'
anaIysis on the
mesterlslavemmtive ofthe PheMDenoIogy (which, as WilIiam Schroederpoints 0% was
not as rdaring!as KojMs analyst*^) suggests that, ia regads to olderstandingHegel, Sartre
shared the distortionthis excbive focus has on HgeI m&qreWionwith K o j k See
WilIiam R Schxdefsm e md h a Predecessors: The Serfand the 0 t h (Londoc
~
Rodedge & Kegan Pad, 1984),pp.58422.

work as an antidote inthe late 1960fs,was done entirely based on Koj&eVsinteqmmion.
See Vincent Ikscombes, Modern French Philosophy, traas. L. Scott Fox and JM HardiDg
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), pp. 9-54.
Pierre-PhiUipe Druet bas also pointed out how French philosophy ofthe twentiethcentury has mostly consistedof a continual series ofruptures and breaks which overthrow
or deny the ideas and philosophies which immediatefy preceded them. "TheEvolution of
Philosophical Ideas in France" in IntenwtionaI PhiIosophicai Qunterfy. Vol. 27,No.2
(June 1987), pp. 191-20 1. The rejection ofKoj&els inteqmtationofHegel by post-May
1968 philosophers fds tather nicely into one of these breaks. Again, it merely serves to
confinnthat the rejection of HegeI by late twentieth-century French philosophers was more
in keeping with a rejection oftheir predecessor's ideas about Hegelian phiIosophy rather
than fiom a reappraisal ofHegeltsphilosophy itseE
l4

Quoted in Descombes, Modern French Philosophy, pp.12.

l5 Ibid Descombes sees Koj&vetsinfluence on many French philosophefs understanding
of-l
as 'decisive'and based on his charhatic petsodity aad elopnt erudition rather
than ?heaccuracy ofhis 4 y s i s S See especidly pp. 9-16.
l6 In his book The End of History and the LoslMan,Francis Fuknyama conflates Kojbe's
End of History theme with Nietrsche's theme ofthe Last Man Fulruyama comes to the
concIusion that NietzschersLast Man is merely Koj&ve'svictorious slave at the end of
kstory. The End of H i r r o r y ond the b t M i (NewYork: Avon Books, Inc., 1992), pp.
300-321. One of the consequences of this is that the differences between Hegel and
Nietzsche become obscured and this confusion can be traced back to Fukuyamats
popularization of Koj&vers
reading. Fukuyamat asmes us that Koj&vetsreading of Hegel's
phenomenology ofconsciousness is definitive and thus perpetuates Kojeve's distottive
reading by failing to acknowledgethe eventual mncfiation between the master and the
slave which is the endpoint of Hegelrswork and which is si@cady merent than
NietLcherscondemnationofthe triumph of the slave.
The difference kw&n Nietzsche's Last Man, Kojbe's triumphant Slave at the End
of Histmy and Hegel's dialectic ofthe MastedSIave is that onIy Koj&versSIave is final and
definitive*Nietz~ch~s
Last Miin can be followed by the l%ennensch and the overwming
of slave m o ~just, as Hegel's b&ter/SIave relationship can be dialdally traasformed
and subIated in the move towards the Absolute. KojeversSave at the End ofHistory, on
the other hand, remains static and unchangingand is the final form of human consciousness
in history. For a discussionofNietzs&e's theme ofthe Last Maa in rebtion to Koj&vers
philosophy see Shadia Dnrrys A i d e Kojbe, pp, 79-87.

l7 Questions of tmndation of these two h d a m d concepts in Kojhe and Hegel are not

insignificant Inregards to Aegez most EngIish transIationsseem to accept A.V. Miller's
transhion of ZorcWp and BondagetasadequatedesaiptrCons
of these two forms of
eo-on.
However, others, such as George EleUy aad Howard
offer sIightly
diffnent tmmIations which have s i w d y different conttotaions. TheirtransIations
empbask the forms ofconsciousnesswhich are d e s c r i i ratherthan the mdividd as

perrouifjihg that form (ie. Koj&ers 'Master and Slave'). Kelly's W e r y and Slavery'and
Kaids TkWerdorn and Slavery'emphasizethe Werence betweenthe individual 4s master
or slave andthe forms ofseIf-~onsciousness
which are expressed by occupying such
positions. However, both seem to accept buy's point that "Hegelattaches no profound
significances ofnuanceto the synonyms oftslaveryl,'bondage' and 'sewhder,but uses them
qpite interchangeably." George Annstrong Kelly, Idealism, Politics & History: Smces of
Hegelim 230ughr (Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress, 1969), p. 333. fE 2 and K a k ,
Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit, p. 49.
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Koj&ve'semphasis on the Lordship and Bondage srnecIlon
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HegeIian structure- George Amstrong Kefly, "Notes on Hegel's lordship and Bondage',"
H e :A Collection of Critical Essnys, eed A U;tchtrym(Gaii-cs City: br;bI&y &
Company, Inc., 1972), pp. 189-2 18
Kelly also goes on to point out how this interpretation has been accepted without
critical examinationby many modern theorists. See eqm5ally Kelly's discussion of
political scientist John Plamenatds uncritical adopion of Koj&vers
inteqretation of HegeL
John Plamenatz, M m and Society. Volme Three: Hegel. M i and Engels. and the Idea
of Progress, revised by ME. Plamenatz and Robert Wokler (New York Longman
Publishing Group, 1992),pp. 28-30.

From a letter responding to Tm-Due-Thao's criticism in Les Tempr Modemess Oct 7.
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the End ofHistory/ Histov rmd Theory Studies in the Philosophy of History, Vd.24, No.
3 (1989, p.297.
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Patrick Riley calls this the Nietzschean component ofKojhve's work due to its "hatred
'trmme~~liew~~
dall 'exape' ins 'beyond!where there is (aliegeclly) no EbruggIe, no
Ibktety and SIwerynwhich is so "reminiscentofthe lkillighr of rhe idd-"Riley,
~ o d u c t i o n , "pp. 5-6
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For K o ~ &Hegel's ideas regarding time are what cohtute Man as a historical being
Time, or rather our descriptions ofif are corngdkmi%kcmly 80 the re1tttc to
tmbtauding history and in mderstandiaghistory we understand Maa See Roth,
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24 Alexandre Kojkve, I~nrductionto the Reding of Hgek Lectures on the
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commentary and translation of chapter 4 of Hegel's PhenomenoIogy of Spirit in the Jmuaty
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From transIator James EL Nichols' notes to the English language edition of Kojeve,
I~oductiottto t k Reading of tiegel, pp.ldii

The pestion ofthe effect ofeditorial decisions on content is a W y much more
complex than asking whether or not it is to Queneau we owe the centraIity ofthe MisterS h e didogue in the i.o$uction to the Reading of Hegel. Kojeve supplied
suppIementary notes to the second edition ofthe in&ction,
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In a larger, more thorough, work than the one presented here, an analysis of
Kojeversother writings incontrast to the introduction wouId probably clear up some of the
confbsioa To this end, see Patrick Riley's discussion ofKoj&vers
enthe philosophical
oeuvre which, despite the fact that Riley comes to a sfightty differentconclusion than I do
(that it was the MasterSlave dialectic which provided the impetus behind Koj&ers
philosophy of history and man), he aIso cleariy shows that Kojeve had f
u mon to say on
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...one should avoid treating something Like ' W e r y " and "recognition"as
a "synopticcluewto DgeIbnism] d e s s one is certain that one is operating
with a light that illuminates (almost) everythingand distorts (almost)
nothing.
Patrick Riley. Polirical T%eov1

One ofthe problems with any method ofinterpreting or understanding a
philosopher's work is the tather natural tendency on the part ofthe reader to
overemphasize the si@cance
@cular

texf

ofone specifictheme- By focusing on one theme in a

or within an author's entire w o k aa interpreternms the risk of distorting

the larger complexity ofthe total whole ofa philosopher's system. This is especialIy so in

regacds to Hegel. The ambitiousness ofHege4 his desire to develop a systematic
philosophy which takes all ofreality into consideration,leaves his thought open to a
variety of readings which often overstate the significance of any one idea being discussed
As I tried to show in the previous chapter, this is one ofthe major problems with Koj&vers

r m d w d i u g of Hegel; with his exclusive focus on the struggle for recognition and the
battIe for life and death between master and slave. Koj6versinterpretation cannot help but
create an unbalanced reading of the PhenomenoZogy of Spmt and tea& to distort the

attempt to appreciate Hegel's kger body ofwork It is possible tbat the same criticism

c d d be applied to the interpretation I wiII be comCderingmthis chapter, but it is a
criticismI believe the interpretation can witkmd.

My feehg is that Robert RWtliiams'

recent work on the theme ofrecu@on in HegeI, a d its importance for he dingthe
ethical underpinnings ofhis entire philosophicaf system, does provide us with a 'synoptict

cIue for andefstadng HegePs entire thought w ~ c ihl I m h t e s ( h o s t )evecything and
distorts (almost) uotbing

Only recently has the theme of recognitionin Hegel's work become an important
area of study for HegeI scholars who are not of the French tradition.

While much of this

interest can be understood pdmarily as a ceaction against the distortive influence of

Koj&vetsirrteqxkation, this revival of interest in Hegelian recognition has noaaheless

allowed for new insights into the signiscance of this theme for u n d e d g Hegel's
entire philosophid corpus. This has been especially important in regards to questioning

Hegel's historical relationship to German idealism and reevaluating his position in relation
to European philosophy as a whole. Recent work by various Gcrmae scholars have

reexamined both the origins and importance of the intermbjective in Hegel and,
significantly far my purposes, the ethical centrality of the theme ofreciprocal recognition

in Hegel's early work at ~ena' One of these scholars is Ludwig Siep?whose work on
Hegel's early writings aud Hegel's mCticd
relationship with other German philosophers,

such as Iohann G.Fichte and EmmanueI Kmt, has led him to develop an interpretation
which is a welcome corrective to the one-sidedness of the reading offered by Kojeve.
Another contemporary scholar is the critical theorist Jtirgen Habermas who found

in Hegel's early writings a promising s0clgaItheory of ethical interpersod relations based
on the theme of recognition. However, Habemas feels it was a theme which Hegel

abandoned in his later writings in fkvour ofa philosophy ofthe bdividuaf subject In
oppositionto Habemastsdim-SSalofthe importanceoftecognition inHegel's later
writhe, Robert WilIiams' recent work on HegeIian recognition makes a strong case for

appreciating it as a fimdamental underpinning ofhis en-

philosopbid system. border

to contextuah He@ within his own historical milieu and his significance for the present

Idp e n t WIIIiamsrundemandingof Kegel's work as kinga philosophical refbtion
of the f

o

~ assumptio~~~
o
of
~ sociaI theories prevalent dining HepLrsI i f i e . h

*

this way, we can understand how Hegel's work was a reactionto the presuppositions
inherent inearly modern social philosophy, such as those found in Thomas Hobbesrnatoral

law theory or in Jean-Jacques Rousseau's idea ofthe social contract

The social philosophies of such figures as Hobbes and Rousseau reflect certain
assurn~~ons
regardingthe coastitution of human nature and society which continue to

influenceour cunent social and political reality. This influence has shaped how cumnt
social and Ie@ institutions understand the relationships between individuaIs and the

relationship betweenthe indiviidual and society. Most importantly, the influence of these
philosophiescan be seen in how contemporary cuItumI buthtions attempt to mediate the

tension between personal freedom and social obligation Hoping to understand some of

the issues Hegd was dealing with, I win discuss how recognition arises in Hegelrsearly
writings based on his specuIatiom about the true nature of love and mammamage
and the
distinctly modern problem f a d by individuals when they are alienated from the larger
social group or Vdk. However, I myselfwill not debate with Habermas on the specifics of

whether or not the promise of an ethical theory ofmutual recognition is later abandoned in
favour of a philosophy ofthe subject in Hegelrsso-called 'maturetwritings. In his own
work, WilIiams addressesthis critique and I will mdcally accept his reeding in order to
pursue my larger pmpose of applying Hegelian ahics in practice.

It would be sayingtoo much that we owe entirely to Williams the cunent interest in

North Americato totheme of recognition in EIegelrswork Recogtition has become an

important theme for mimy scholars attempting to deaIwith issues faced by matginahed
hdivid&

and their coUectke social identities inreiation to the domilm-tdture and the

ethics ofinteaubjdvity? However*as a recent issue ofthe Hegel Society of herids

joumat the Owl of Minew makes clear, WiIIiams and his comprehensive analysis ofthe

origins, development and signiscatlce of the theme ofreciprocal recognitionin alI of
Hegel's work is becorning an MuentiaI source for new understandhgs of many questions

fmed by Hegelian scholars! The most siY&cant

question is Hegel's relationshipto a

scholar1y tradition that places his work within the category ofGerman Idealism and within

the broader history of European metaphysical philosophy. In Williams'view, Hegel's
phiIosophy was not typically idealist and it contains a critique ofthe presuppositions of

idealism itsel£ as well as of metaphysics in generaL5

In Williams'reading, Hegel's concept of Geist should not be understood as some
kind of tnmscendentd ego which displaces sewand other based on the ontologicd
foundations of individual subjectivity which belong to an isolated, independent entity. h

this way, Hegel is not doing transcendenhi philosophy in tht traditional Kantian sense
wherein the encounter with otherness, the incorporation ofthe object of knowledge into
the consciousness of the knowing subject, produces an absolute subject which is merely
the individual selfprojected onto a larger: transcendent scale6 This W t i o d

interpretation of Hegel's work has Ied to the concIusion that difference and otherness are
negated, or consumed, within the dialectical move to absolute consciousness, and the

reIations b e e n selfand other, thought and being, become ideatrtcaIand

inciistingtxkbable in the unity of the absolute. In his own w o e Wfiams offen a Merent.
and I would say quite radical, reinterpretatioa
Despite the dominance of the idealist and metaphysical rmderstamhgofHegelt's

absolute, where the absolute caa be understood as merely a Iarger version ofan hdkidaal
subject, W m rmde-

ofH&geI'sphilosophy i l l t m b t e s the criiid role that

reci$rocaI recognition plays in maintainingothmess and diffierence within the unity ofthe
abs01ute~ Wfiamsf&
@on

emphasizes how the mutual iaterdependence of selfand

other diddcalIy produces that third relaoion which for Hegel was the essential

d e s t a t i o n ofabsofute Sp*

the interpersonall subjectivity ofan "Ithat is aIso wen?

-

Here the uncoerced M o mand i
i
u
b
i
mof each subject is not only mamtamed inthe
C

absolute but is actually a prereq@sitefor its productiort, h his work, WiUiams argues
against the common assumptions about Hegel aad believes that "Hegei'sphilosophy does
not seek to swallow up individuality and difference in an all-embracingand a l l - c o ~ g

absolute, but rather takes individuality and differentiationseriously as essential features of
so~iety."~
In addition, the social bond between individaals is established not "simpIywhen

one person recognizes someone else as worthy of love and respect, but only when at least
two people recognize one another as being ofvalue and recognize that each penon's sense
of self-worth is dependent upon the recognitionaccorded to him or her by the other

per~otcg
For Heget the moment of mutual recognition of self-inatherand of being-for-other

is the manifestationof Spirits acttabtion in the worfd. In his introduction to the chapter

on the master-siave relationship, foreshadowing its eventual demise, Hegel d e s that
Spirit ir "thisabsolute substance which is the unity ofthe different independent selfcoosciousnesses which, in their opposition, enjoy perfect freedom and independence: T

that is a We' and Werthat is T."lo The importance ofthis for my attempt to apply
HegeLian ethics to issues involving &ays and lesbians in teIatioa to the broader

sphere, shodd always be considered as present in the background ofmy discussion. The
specific appticatiom of this will be pursued in the next chapter.

It has long been understood by scholars stdying Hegel in his philosophical context

that the impetus behind much of his wok was a dissatistactionwith the Kantian view of a
Spbject~bjectsplit where cognition is the s h g u h produchConofa s e ~ r e a h b g

individuaL inKaet's bilbmted view. bowledge arises as the d

t ofa separative selfs

incorporation ofobjects into its own cognitior~Other consciousbeings are thus

completdy &owable

Ulcoughaaytbgbut an intend, subjective viewpoint h ~antim

morality this means that ethics is not in any way a socialphenomena, but rather a

reIationship between an individd and the transcendental mord imperatives which reason
dictates they mast follow. For Kanf reason and individuality impose social order, whereas

for Hegel, reason is itseK an intersubjective process in which social ethics are created.
However, Hegel's work was not motivated only by his &on

to the underlying

assumptions ofKads philosophy. What has not been so well studied is how Hegel's work
was also a reaction to the foundatiod presuppositions found in the Datural law and

political social theories of other European philosophers such as Thomas Hobbes. Hobbes

bases his political philosophy on an tmderstauchg of the n a n d state ofhuman beings as
one "inwhich isolated individuals, finding their lives intolerable, 'rusty, brutish, and shod,
h a l l ,band togkther to form a social

This model is based on the very modern

idea ofautonomous individuals who are completeIy indifferent to one another and out of
touch with larger society until they are forced, coerced, or else are resigned in defat to a
larger social union Hegel's views tended to be a lot more optimistic, and productive7
regarding the basic nature ofhumanityand the constitution ofsociety.

According to a footnote in his book on the political philosophy of Hobbes, Leo
Strauss claimed that Hegel's concept ofthe struggle for recognition "reflects a notable

Hobbsean inaueace"and, consideringthe previous chaptefs discussion we shouldn't be
surprised thaf this "is the more @dm
myselfwill

area of research that Alexandre Kojtve and

As Germanscholar Ludwig Siep has pointed out, no such study

ontliningHegel's debt to H O Whas come about, and he fimdamentaly disagrees that any

such stndy wodd discover a positive appropciatiotl, in Sieptscritique of Straussrclaim, he
looks at the bdamentaf differences between Hobbestview ofthe mdividual's war of each
against aN and HkgeIvsstnrggiefor recognition- It wodd seem that Strauss, and

presumably Kojbve, seemedto considerthese concepts identicad While 1wont go inlothe
details ofSkpTsanalysisZ 1beIieve it suffices to point out that this uudemtamhgofthe

reIabcotls6iipbetween Hobbes and HegeI is based on the ideathatthe struggIe for

recognition is the fbndamentd basis, andteleoIoj$caI endpoi& ofseIfatherrelations.
Like Kojeve, Strauss does not appear wilIinlf to accept thaf while it is a necessary moment
in the process of Spirit's deveIopment,the interpersod struggIe is eventually surpassed

and overcome. This would occur when an individual coasciousaessbecomes aware of its
dependence on otherness as the on*

of its being and of its freedom. Only then can a

true ethical intembjectMty develop. According to Siep, this points to the major
difference between Hobbes and HegeL
For Hobbes, the struggle between individuals for honor and prestige (in Kojevean
terminology, the Desire for the Desire ofthe Other) leads to a social system in which the

individual must surrender all its tieedom and only gains what rights it has by the
beneficedce o f the sovereign or state. However, for HegeI, this struggle inaugurates the

movement ofseIf-~onscio~~~less
towards the reahtion that its M o r n is dependent on
the uncoerced hedom ofan other coasciousness In Hegel's philosophy, the

acknowledgment of the importance of otherness and difference is the first move towards a
higher spirhud unity- Hobbes' view is echoed in Western calture's understanding of the

legithizatiionand foundation ofthe potitid state- Siep points out that, for Hegel:

...the state is not a work of art to protect individuals fiom each other,
but an "absolutesubstanceftwhereerein ~ * c d exist
m only as "ideals,"as subkited
moments, d where they "honoreach other cis being-in-itself" The state in
Hobbes is an artifacf an mfid apparatus constnmd forthe self-preservation
ofthe individual; Hegel's state, on the other hand, is a "commlmal worEg"an
independent or seKsppportiug entity or essence demanding that all nonindepeudent
individual mommts be p
t in the service of absolute
The fimdamentd importance ofthis discussionis that HegeI was offering a compIeteIy
new way oftmdemtanding the nature of humanbeings, and consequentlya critique of the

foundations of naturaI lawtheories prevalent in his day, m I y by bringing to Iight the
f i m d a m d importance of intemubjectiverelations not only as the origins of
c o ~ o u s ~ i e and
s s knowIedpe but as the basis of a trtlly ethid social system

In

work

on Hegel, Siep seeks to rediscoverthis dtemative viewpoint by reveahg how Hegel's

theme of recognition presents a different view of intersubjectivity which does not have the
inherent problems which a view ofisolated, autonomous individuals who maintain an
antagonistic relatiomhip with autocratic social institutions has. This is even clearer in
Robert W E m rstudy on the origins ofHegeltstheme of reco@on as a refinement of
the view presented by Hegel's fellow German phil0~0pherJohann Gottlieb Fichte. For it is

through his reevaluation ofFichtersview ofrecognition as the transcendental basis or
condition of natural law thatHege1 first developed his understandingof the importance of
tecl-pcocalreco@oIL

In his first book-length study of Hegel and recognition, Recognitiionr Fiche d
Hegei on the Other, Robert Wfiliams looks at the relationship of Fichte to Hegel as he

attempts to

~~~what he considersto be the misunderstood theme of

intersubjectivity in Geman idealism.14 Much of the basis of Williamsrwork is built upon

the previous scholarship ofLadwig Siep in his, according to Williams,groundbreaking
Anerkenmcng als P t M p derpaktische Philosophie, to which "thecucreat interest in

recognition is almost entirely due."I5 In his work, Siep shows how Hegel did not mereIy
appropriate Fichte's views on intersubjectivity but had atready worked out the basic

elements ofiutersubjective recognition in his early work at Jam. WilIiams' work builds

upon this andgoes a long way to showthat Hegel's view of recognition was a did
response to problems he perceived with Fichte's pIacing ofrecognition as the foundation of
mtmd law.

Fichte's philosophy was concernedwith answering a basic phiIosophical problem
characteriktic of EnIightenme~lfthinltets, nameLythe probIem inherent in finding an
objectiveknowtedgeof selfandthe wodd which is not merely relative or subjecthe.

.

SigaifcantlyIthe questionFichte was trying to answer was: on what basis does knowledge

resf since its truth (its legithihtioa and necessity) re@

a knowing subject which is

both f k e and autonomous? Or, in other words,how does the subject become an object of

knowIedge for itself since such knowledge would depend upon the subject being both free
as well as conscious of that fked~rn.'~
It seems that, for Fichte, the basis of an

individual'sconsciousness of its own kedorn is a summons f?om an other, equally fke,
individualto exercise its own choices. The importance ofthis is that the other selfconsciousness must itself also be a fke, autonomous being and it is on the reciprocal

recognition of each other's M o m , and the necessary Limits such knowledge places on
that freedom, that the basis of natural law is established In his book on the foundatioas of

natural law ( G d a g e des Natwrechts nach Principien der WissmhqFslehre)Fichte

claims that

The relation offree beings to each other is thus one ofreciprocal recognition
through intelligence and fieedom. Neither can recognize the other unless both
recognize one another reciprocally; and neither can treat the other as a free being
unless both treat one another reciprocaUy this way.I7
It is the restrictive @ty

inherent in this recognition that both WifIiams and Siep believe

HegeI found problematicC

For Fichte the freedom ofthe other is important in that it is a tool for the self to
discoverits own fieedom and it is mediated by the demands or reqyestsofthe otherAccording to Williams, this means that "the other here ~ c t i o nas
s a k i dofethr-caf

'Anstopor impetus h u g h which the selfdiscovers itseIfas fieeeeni8W

e recogniion

seemsto be understoodby Fichte as the transcendental condition o f n a t d law,WilIiams
points out that it does not belong to the higher level ofFicWs absolute ego. For Fichte,

recognition is an act of consciousness andnot a 'pure act ofiateUecttaat intuitionrCThis
means that it is a contbgent or reIativeapriori and not an absoIute f o ~ o tor
f absoItxte

apriofiIg Thus, because it r-es

a referenceto anotherfoundation or bask,

recognitiondoes not permeate Fichte's social and political philosophy as an absoIute
ground Uadentanding recognition as an act of consciousness would mean that, rather

than a foundational element ofa ~ c e n d e n t ethics
d
as an absolute value as Fichte may

have inten&& the te~uestsofthe other can be w e d or refbsed,

As Siep points out, Fichte's transcendental treatment ofrecognition "remainswithin
the problematic separation of consciousnessfiom nature, of ethics tiom politics."2o

Therefore,because Fichtersform ofrecognition is contingent and plays no mle in his
practicaI philosophy or philosophy of the state, this means that when it comes to
developing an ethical social order ''recognitionappears to be dkpensabIe"and can be

replaced "bythe principles of universal egoism and ~e~preservation,'~
allowingthe state to
ignore it in favow of order.2t The intersubjective freedom of Fichte is based on a
nstri*ctbe,self-limiting form of recognition, what Stephen Houlgate caiIs "reciprocalsew

Iirnitatio~~."~
As Williams and Siep point out however, Hegel developed a view of

intersubjectiverecognition which expanded the boundaries of both self and other by letting
the other go free and mcoercedand thus urpandingand enrichingthe consciousness of

bota This view had its genesis in Hegel'syears ofteachingand studyingat Jena (18021806), w

k he developed his earIy views on the ethical intefsubjeaivityof Iove.

Hegel's major problem with the socialcontract and natural law theories he was
presented with was in the leap they amke when outfiuingthe relationshipbetween

individuaIS and society. Tbis is undertaken without first acknowledgingthe genesis of
individual self-conscious11essard the basis of hawledge itseIfin personalreIationships

such as Iove betwetnindividuals, and in the M y , ,andinthe stmggle betmen these
entities as they form comm&es.

What charaaerizes the modem period, andthat which

social contract theories a d contemporarypolitical imthtionstry to correct or overcome

by enforcementand law, is a fundamental dienation individuals experience in relation to

the larger social sphere. There is a belief in an absolute division between self and society,
imhidtd and community, that no external contract seems able to overcome.

What was unique to Hegd was bis formulation ofa system which shows how the

relatiomhip between hchiduafs and societies, rather than m a i n e g an alienation
produced by absolute differentiation, is a m W y confhmhg one. It is produced in and
by those individuaIs and communities as they are mutually constitrrted by one another. This

construction occurs because ofthe necessity ofrecognition for the development of
consciousness, both individual and communaI. They are mntually intertwined as they are
both developed in a teleological process of Spirits coming to know itself In his early Jena
period, Hegel took a step back and looked at how a determinate form ofrecognition of

seLGin-other
and in being-for-other, productive of the self ad the other, first arises in

those relationships characterized by love. Ody then does he turnto the relationship
between individuals and society andthe necessary recognition between individd which

is the process whereby the c o m m m or state is s0ctCaiLyconstructed, based on the
mediated M o m obtained in the original relationship between lovers and in the f d y .

IfKojhe ilItxninated the negative, violent relationship in the contact between self
and other in Hegel's philosophy, Siep can be credited for iU*g

the positive, loving

interactionbetween Wviiduals which is explicit m Hegel's early writings. Accordingto
Williams, Siep identi5es two levels ofreeognitioa in Hegel's work, that between

individuals and that between individuals and society? My interest at thispint is in the
first lev& between sew and other, which Siep idenaes as being a synthesis of love and
W e (LieberadKim@). What will later become apparent is how this Grst Ievel

foreshadows and prefigmes the operatom ofthe second, that between the individd and
the social,as the historical Mfolding ofabsolute consciousness proceeds.
The clash ofwills which the dkation ofthe existence ofanother independent

consciousness produces, characterizedby the master-slave narrative, was KojKojs
preoccupation. He fded, however, to contemplate its didecticd antithesis, Iove. Love is

a union ofindividuals, the overcoming ofseE'4ther alienation through the discovery of
self-in-other, which is characted by a desire not to make inessential the object of its

affections. It is in Hegel's early writings, both at school in FranLfurt aad in his early years

of teaching at lena, that he most i l l y developed his ideas on Love. These are ideas which
W l i a m s believes continue as the majot subtext ofHegellslater w o k The early writings

on mutual recognitionas an expression oflove are what Habermas considered to be "one

ofthe most important, yet suppressed, counterdiscourses of ~nodanity."~~
While it may be
understood as a subtext of his Iater writings, Iove as a form ofdetermihate reciprocal

recognitionwhich treasures otherness and difference in the union ofindiiiduats was
completely explicit in Hegel's early work

In a coupIe oftiagments from his years livingat Ftanldirrt (1797-1 80 I), there can
be found the firstintimations of how Hegel viewed the higher ethicd substance of

relationships based on love. Hegel understoodlove as containinga higher form of
interpersod ~ o ~ o u s t l e and
s s ethical interSPbje&vi@ than the fonns O ~ C O Z ~ S C ~ O I ~ S ~ ~ S S

found m most social theorists views ofa combative intembjectkity. It is interesting that
HegeI saw this poss~ebZtyof love as a higher ethical substance to have ariren as a redt of
the historical tnxths inherent in Christianity. In one of his earbest work, Zhe Spriit of
Christianity (1798-1799),

an e

He@ discused how the Jewish and Christiau religions contain

m ethic in which each iDdivdad ofthe faith is gmmnked the same rights and

favours of^* WhiIe he saw this as evidence of a podhe reIigioa, in which the
diffiCationofinchiW d u a I s who re-

is subsumed withina tmity ofbefievers, it produces
inoppositionto the wodd (~fno~believers)
and thus alienated

from their s o d sphere. According to T M box, in his introduct,ion to om ofHegelrs

earliest discussions of love, the distincton of Jesus's teaching is that it containedthe
promise of love as a way ofovercomingthis very problem: 'Theoaly solutionto these

discords is love, not the attenuatedlove which might be supposedto unite aU Christianst
but a g h c living bond, a true unity of opposites, like that which Jesus preached.n26 It is

in a "genuineliving bond, a true unity of opposites",like that found between lovers, that
*

.

the promise ofchnstmity lies.
In one of his earliest writings that we have access to, a hgment on the nature of

love written in late 1797 or early 1798, Hegel outiines what 'hue' love is. We can see these

ideas appearingtbughout his Jena period, and they haunt his discussion of selfconsciousness in the PhenomenoIogy ofSpirit (1806). However, they are spelled out
clearly inthis hagmnt

True union, or love proper, exists only between living beings who are
allre in power and thus in one another's eyes living beings f?om every
point ofview....This genuine love excludes all oppositions.... Love
...love completeIy destroys objectivity
neither restricts nor is
aad thereby m&and transcends reflection, deprives mads opposite
of all foreign character, and discovers Life itself without any W e r defect
h love the separate does stilI remain,but as something united and no longer
as something ~ e ~ a r a t e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

h another hgment, written the summerprior to the above, Hegel clearly makes love the
on& relationship in which the unity of subject and object is perfect, divine, and it is

dependent on Uleirremainbg both different and unitad:"only in love done is one at one
with the object, it does not command and it isnot commanded,"28 In Hegel's

mdemding, this mi@ can also be pnderstood as the wtmificafionof subject and object,
offieedom end ilatme,ofthe actuaI and the possible"but only "ifthesubject retains the
form ofthe subject, the object the form of the

What we see here in the young

Hegel's writiqs* perhaps intmitsd byyouthfid optimism, is the central importance of
maintainingotherness and diffkeme inthe move to the rmity ofabsolute Spirit For HegeI

then, absoIute ethical We, based on relation, idiaIIy arises in the experience and feeIings
of Iove.

In his Jena lectures on the philosophy of Spirit (1805-1806). Hegel expands on this
view oflove as the earliest, preconscious form ofmutuaI

The basic

argumentation is as follows: love, if it is a true form of love, necessarily re-

a

negation of selfand a recognition ofthe truth of an other's being. In order for love to be
true, the beloved must have an existence which is independent ofthe self so that love

becomes the recognition ofself-in-other. This pl:oduces a doubling of consciousness as it
returns to the seIfas self-howledge. The importance here is an acknowledgmentofthe
independence and kedom of will ofthe other which legitimates the self's act of loving.
As Hegel points out in one ofthe eatIier fragments, a fke and independent other is

required, since otherwise Iove is unrequited and becomes a aatci&c

act of self-love.

Hegel clearly understood the abusive nature ofsuch a relations hi^?^ For Hegel, love is

not merely seIf-&bing but opens up the selfto new possibilities and a new form of

consciousnesswhich involves surrender of self into a unity though a mutuality ofgiving
and taking As Hegel points out, this reciprocity is apparent in the way in which love

enhances both partners:
The lover who takes is not thereby made richer than the other, he is enriched
indeed, but only so much as the other is. So too the giver does not make
himselfpoorer, by givingto the other he has at the same time and to the same
extent enhancedhis 0wntreas0e?~

Love, undimtood as being-for-ok and being-for-seIf-h10ther,thus mpimtwo mutoally
c o n f h h g subjects. It must be based on the recifectpf&
recornon offie,uncoerced

kdkiduaIs for whom I o n is the vehicfe for a mntuaI expansion of w~*ousnessess

In love, not only is the other an object of desire (desire initiates Iove but it carmot
define the experience of it) but the other is comprehended as an independent self, the Iove

for which codinns the independent M o m and

existence of both. Thus, the

union ofindhiduats in love maintains the unique par&icuk&yof the individuak but is
transcendedin its unity ofoppositions, ie. -age-

What will become significant for my

purposes in later attempting to apply this understanding to the contemporary social
situationexperiencedby gays and lesbians, is how Hegel viewed this form of true Iove,
prior to any social or state sanctioned con-

as the natural &caL basis ofmarriage.

This understandingoflove has consequences for the interadon of hdividuaIs
united in f d e s , where love/-e

is the moment of reconciled difference, as

mdividuals then move outward to interact with civil society and the state. This is the move

which introduces alienah and conflict when social hthtions, as supposed

mimifiestations ofrecognition of self-in-other, f
d to provide recognition and instead

produce individuals who are no longer 'at home in the world'. It is in

and family

however, that we find the origins ofsubjective fieedom as we11 as the most immediate and

natural forms ofethical life. It is here where reciprd recognition is supposed to @ate
the teleological process whereby intersubjective fkedom is progressivelymediated and

actdized in the worM

As Hegel discusses in the Phenomenology of Spirit however, what is paradigmatic
for modem sociaI Life is a world oflseW-aliienatd Spirit! inwhich institutions and
governments attempt to impose tmivetsal lawsand regulations through excInSion(Le.
chhnictg d v d applicationof law to all,but in reality only to some). W e the state is
supposedto be a reflectionofthe coIIective wilI ofthe people (the Vockgeist)it has instead
become the expressionofoniy a fiction. Through excIusion and ehnbtiott of difference

into a Mse egditarianhq which sqqmsses otherness and difference, not only is an
ethical and socialconscioumess not possibIe, but eventhe cokousness ofthe self

discovered in loveis theatenext with extinction. Williams points out that

fienation implies tfiat the individual can no Ionger find himself in, or recognize
the socialhthtions ofthe state as vehicles of his own seEunde~dingand
seIfkxpression. Moreover, the state takes on the role ofabsoIute master.
the social and political imtnmennts (i.e., the form of recognition) become
instruments of mppressio~~~~

Inthe Phenomenology of Spirit, with its slightly different emphasis on the historical
unfolding of Geist, this is undentood as anotherexample of a deficient form o f
consciousness. There it is depicted as form ofconsci~usaesswhich leads inevitably to the

terror ofabsolute Iiirty characterizedby the French revolutior~~~
However, Siep and

Wiliiams believe that Hegel's view ofthe absolute ethical status of reciprocal recognition
"allows Hegel to renew the classical tradition of pWcal philosophy on a postxnodem,

p o s t l i i , intersubjectivesocid

This entails a reexamination of the modern

understandingofindividuality and the idea of societies and states organized m u d the
hitation and regulation of individual M o m ,

Siep's interptation ofthe second level of recognition in Hegel., that between
individds and *Worn,

shows how mutual recognitionoriginates in the family before

moving outwards to the society or the state. Accordingto Siep, this is how the early Hegel
"developsrecognition as a d c a I principle for assessing the Iegitimacy of Mcid
~ 0 1 1 s . Only
" ~when
~ the abIute

ethicaI substance ofa society arises fiom love, in a

sociaI system where reciprocal recognition between iadividtds and society is fieeand

tmcoerced, is it pom%Ieto claim an ethical legitimacy for the social imtutiolls ofthat
society- However, as Williams points 0% this second level oftect*prodr e ~ g d o n ,

iderrSitiable in Hegel's early w&qp, does not seem to arise fioma mCOIar instance
when the Iove betweenindividuals is m e ' e r r e dto society as the individualmoves

outwards fiom the -age

or f&yy hskad, HegeI presents this movement through the

didectkof Spkit's trandormation as it becomes madiest in the world:

The bigher Ievels ofrecognitiou sublimate but aIso repeat the essential
features and moments ofthe fvst IeveL Specifically, love aad Me,
unification and distanciationare patterns that recur on higher levels.
Such elements are present for exampIe, in contract and law ....The
u n i v d or We consciomess appears both as Master (ie., in enforcing
contracts and pmisbing law-breakers)and as reconciler. Moreover, the
universal consciousness or We may not simply be identic&with Volkgeist
or state; it may also take on theological dimensions as absolute spirit which
is in some sense transcendent to the state?
What this means is that the individualis neitber enslaved not eliminated as it struggles to

belong within the larger unity ofthe group or We-consciousness. Williams make the point
that the individd is both the effect d t h e cause ofthe group consciousness and '!hence

the principle of reciprocity subsumes the entire discussion"and "thethemes of struggle,
distsmciation, etc., do not m q ,but are regarded as instances of the general principle of

reciprocity between individd and s ~ c i d .The
" ~state
~ and its institutions, and even the

Volkgeist itself, are not to be understood as the endpoint of recognition. The role as an

enfotcer of recognition is notjustified merely by the state assumingthe role of master.

Ratherthe telos ofrecognitionis in absolute Spirit and, while it is obvious in the
Phenomenoiogy of Spmt that Hegel understands that dienation andstruggle are historical

and personal consequences of the movement towards absotute consciousness, the

recondiationand ~

~ ofothemess
c and difference
e
is accomplished by love as it i s

W o r m e d in the histotid d o I c b g ofGeist.
Through his identificationofa HegeIiaa critiwe of a modem, I i i r a l conception of
societies basedon the cratailing ofindividual M o m , Siep's work allows Williams to

reinteqpt how identity and difkmce are maintained in Hegel's move to absolute

consciousness. This is the main impetus behindWiUiams' w o k aad the one which may

be his miqge contributionto H e g e h studies, that Iove as rm imPaedform ofreciprd

recognition provides the base, or deep s t r u ~of&
,
ofHegel's later formolatiom of
interpersod relations. While even a cursory glaace at Hegels later writings shows that
reciprocal recognition cannot be eqpated unproblematically with love, Williams does show
how it underlies not just love and marriage but aIso civil society, the corporations and the
state. Even one of Wliams' main critics. Stephen Hodgate, agrees that "nevatheess,it

seems to me that Hegel's concept ofrecognition is informed by tbe idea of love in some
way at alI levels of his aaalysis."39 What this means is that "all forms ofreciprocal

recognition - including-age,

the cocporati~us~
the state and even deficient modes of

recognition such as the master/sIave relation - are understood by Hegel as different modes
ofthatselfrecogition in absolute otherness which constitutes love....*

Even if.as JJrgen Habetmas maintains, Kegel later abandoned the socio-ethical
dimensions of intersubjectively mediated recognition for a t'monologicaIconception of
~e~reflective
subjectivity" in his mature writings, Willtilltamsfclaim that Hegel's initial
insight remains operative throughout his later work is perspesivejl In the move to an

absolute ethical world (Sinlichkeit),r e c i p f d recognition, originally rPaltedinlove
between individuals, contains the origin ofthe very possibility of a tmly ethical world.
Being at home with seKia-other. reciprocal recop*tion,is the base upon which individtd

fieedom arises and which fonns the concrete moment of the initial-tion

of a

community of fioe, rationaIbeings. After looking at how individualWorn for Hegel,in
the move fkom recognition in the t i y to recognitionm civil &ety

and the state, is

intersubjective1y reaEzedin society, I wodd We to make some observations regatding

Ehbemast&qye.

For, even without WilIiamsCwork bringing to light a subtext or

undetIlyingtheme of recognition in Hegel's later writings, it is possiiIe to accept that its

'spW remains operative throughout his phiIosophicaI career.

For Hegel in the family there is the immediacy ofa natural, moral Life based on the
respect and Iove which ckracterbs the reciprocal recogmion and mutuality inherent in

being-forfseKin-otherwhich req. two independenf selfand other-afliminng)

consciousnesses. However, in the movement towards interaction with the larger social
community, an individual is imrnedlateIy faced with conflict and strugglewhich

characterizes the attempt to reconcile Wher individuality with belonging to a Iatger
totality. So, the recognition ofthe other which takes place in love is not at this point a

universal ethic because it is a part ofthe natural state of human beings in f@y.

A

u n i v d mid ethics, or an absolute ethical world, requires two things which are ody

arrived at through the progressive deveIopment ofseIf-consciomess described in the
Pheno~en0~0gy
ofSpirit. An ethical orjust society repuires individualswho lire ratiod

and free. IndividuaIs cannot be said to be mi~naI and fiee until the process w h e ~ b ythey
come to seff-~:onsciousmss~
and move toward absolute co~sciousaess,is realized. This
can only occur after recognitionof the other as a fiee and independent coonsciousllessis

actualized within the subjective consciousness ofan individual,
Thus, the first experience of an other, free conscioumess is what inaugurates

historicallythe masteFslave relationship and this is prognssivefy trans6omed through

cancellation and sublation in various moves throughhigher, less deficient, forms of

consciousness. This appears to be part ofHege1's purpose with regards to the
Phen0~e?Z0~013/.
The The is to show how the rise ofindividual seK-collsciousnesss,when

recoaded with the ~

o

nof recognizing
s
the legitimacy and difference of the other,

produces the con.ditions upon which rationally fiee individuaIscomprise an ethical totdity.
Freedom aad reason are not the inherent property of idhiduals which would exist prior
to, or in IiePof, any social interactiot~Rather, kedom aad ratondi@are progressiveb

.

produced and created, through the intersubiective process of mutually confirming
re1ation.s.

InHegel's philosophy, the political state is supposedto be the rational creation of
free beings, for whom the "inmasing recognitionof k d o m and an increasing r e t i o n

o f h x i o ~ 'produces
'
a "communityand its dete-te

institutions Eom the concept of

hedom i
t
s
a as the condition of~ o m ' reahation
s
in the

That this has not

been the case in the historid construction ofthe m o d w state would appear to be due in
part to a m h m b & d h gregarding the essentidIy intersubjectivequality of fkeedom, In

its place there has beena perpetuation of the ckwical idea that W
r
n for human be&
exists as a £im&mrntal,pre-exbtent, @ty

oftheir humanity. This view offireedom as

an inborn trait ofbeing human is rejected by Hegel as a misinformed egoinn. It
constitutes a wWbI blindness to the necessiw ofhuman beings sociality in producing the

very oonditious of freedom itsex
According to WiIIiams*Hegel's notion ofhedorn Imde-ds

the centrality of

ncognition as the hdamental basis or ground of "individualfreedoms, rights and so on"
which are wiat~bjective-sociaDy
secured, and what secures them is being recogni~ed."~~

hdividuaI autonomy (like self~onsciousness)is not possible in isolation, but rather only
becomes possibie in the encounter with otherness. Ludwig Siep points out that autonomy

for HegeI contains an ethical dimension since "theautonomous self must overcome its
mereIy n a t d inch-omand egoism"occasioned by the encounter with the

From this selfovercoming a responsi'bIe and &cat htersubjectivity emerges when the
other is r e I d lir its ~ f h e r n e sIn~the
~ overwming of selfan ethical intermbjecth&y is

produced whereby the seIfmast release the other to its otherness (Freigabe)in orderto
r e a b its own fkdom, According to Williams' reading ofSiep: "Freigabemakes it cIear

that the We' Hegel is &r is a c o r n m e of M o r n that does not absorb or nduce

individualsto some abstract homogdty but rather premgp~ses~
rPqrrhw, and accepts

individuaIs in their differences-"4sIn this movement=it is clear that Hegel's Geisr can only

become actPalized in a community ofintemhjectbely mediated fkeedom,
The futility oftrying to coerce another selfconsciousnessinto recognizingthe

legitimacy of o&s own seIfthroughcoercion and VioIence, likethe mastertries to do with
the slave, is the fitst indicationthe selfhas of its dependence on the k d o m ofthe other.

The struggle for tecognitionwhich produces a winner or loser, either through enslavement
or death, is self~ontradctoryand dtimately firtile. For it produces a situation which is the
exact opposite of-

was originalIy intended. This occasionsthe reahtion that

individdty (a free, autonomous seIf-consciousbeing) can only be achieved when united
with an equally b,and independent other and not through ekbatioa or domination.

The individual is a possibility only within a sociality. In a

discuss~*on
regarding the

social basis of morality in Hegel's w o e Roger Foster succinctIyouthes the necessity for
the idea of k d o m to be based on reciprocal reco@oa

As Foster po& out:

For Hegel ...the movement ofrecognition produces iichange inself-identity,
in the seKunde~dingsofthe agents involved. As a reml~
rather than
conceiving the social as a restriction offkeedom, Hegel presents it as the
f5.mappearance of genuine (that is intersubjectivelyguaranteed) M o m .
This occurs when one is abk to recognisethe otha as the condition of
one's own fkedom. Only by givingup one's exclzaivity in an identity
with others does one become able to assert one's individdity and have
that i n d i v i d e r e c ~ ~ s by
ed
Hegel's view of social resIity, and the necessary role ofnxiprd recognition in creating
that nality,is based on the necessarily intersubjective nature ofrationality and freedom.

The c o r n m e that is created by individuals givingup theirhdividtdity and thdr

W o r n by recognizing the ihdhiWtyand W o r n of others rrwrtes a higher ethical
d e t y , The ethical life of such a community "denotes a concrete, integratedsocial

arrangement in which norms and values are embodied in the basic attmdes and ways of
~ i f of
e the c

o

m

m

~

~

~

ne mediated M o r n afHegelrssubject is &ted

inand by its interaction with

othem, dependent upon mutual recognitionof each other's otherness and this is the form

aed basis ofthe absolute ethical world or S i n l i c k i t . However. this means that the
individual must recognize itselfin the Volkgeiirt,as a member ofthe coUecfive
conscious~less,and its alienation must be reconciled and its particularity recog&&.

If

this is not the case, the society inwhich the individual Einds itseIfcaaaot be uaderstd as
a form of ethical community, as a manifiestatioon of Sittlic-it,

snd thus it cannot

commaad respect for its laws or customs fiom the weconciled individual. As L pointed
out earlier. this @es us a critical tool for assessingthe legitimacy of social ~

o

n ands

this is what I will attempt in the next chapter. However, ifwe accept the critique that
Hegel later gives up the theme of recognition in his mature writings then there is a serious

problem with my hope to appLy it to a concrete and determinate social situation.

[f.as

Habemas would have us believe, reciprocal recognition does not remain operative in
Hegel's Iater work then such an understanding ofHegel's social theory as I have presented
here is not tmly Hegeliaa For ifHegel himseIfdid abandon such a theme, then such an

intrrpretation is problematic as a Hegelian theory of social ethics. However, without
engaging &bemas' &ticritique myseE I think all that is r e e d is a sIight change in how

we perceive the historicity of a philosopher's work in order to accept the Iegithacy of
Robert Wfiamst i n ~ C ~ a ,

Habennas'claim that inhiis Iater work Hepl abandons an etbicd socid theory
based on recogpitionin fkvourof a philosophy ofthe subject barays a surprisingIy nonEkgeIian understandingofthe entirety of a pWosopWs W
&e

ofwork While Williams

doesn't actPalIy say so, I believe it is possibleto cIaim that Hegel's early views have not

been abmdond in his later writings by SlmpIy conceiving ofthe totaIity ofHegeI's work as

a coherent dote.

In attempting to appreciate the totality ofBegeLrswork,it is pow'bIe to

see how the entire history ofhis philosophical speculatiom reflects the emphases and

si@cances ofall its various histon'cd parts. The probIem seems to be that scho1azs tend
to divide the history ofa philosophefs work into distinct historical periods. Despite the

historical inaccuracies that such concepts as 'early' and hnaturerpromote for understanding
a whole Wetime of philosophical specdation, most scholars seem to accept that a

phlosophefs later or fihaI works are defkitive. This presupposesthat dl ofa
philosopher's inteUectuaI Life is a rdection of a kind ofpsychoIogical maturation process.
1 sometimes wonder ifthese scholar's attempts to comprtmentaIize the history of a

philosopher's work is due to somekindof externahzedembarrassment which these
scholars have for their own tentative phiIosophies and the desire to distance themseIves
&omtheirown early speculations. Repdless, it seems to me that in the spirit ofHegelts

dialectic we can understand all ofa philosopher's historical periods as being independent

and distinct, as well as being completely interco~ectedThe problem, I believe, is in the
idea that history, both persod and philosophical, is acmndative and progressive*
Mistm-dings

of Hegel's own historid philosophy can promote such an idea but, just

as there is no final end of history in Hegel, there is also no moment when a philosopher's

work is completed and findbed It is probably more Hegeliaa to point out that a
phiIosopher'searly works presgure the later, or that they anticipatethem, and that their

mature writings mirror the earlier ones in many different, often contmkto~lyways.
Ifthe attempt is to truly be Ekgelian, how can scholars not note that in order to
&-

the totality of fiegel's thought it is necessaryto perceive each independent

rnome* or idea, as both n e w and sublatedwhen his philosophy is consideredas a
Unifiedwhole? That sometimes Hegel's early and h e r ideas may appear c o ~ q r ,

and m some cases imcmciIabIe, wodd argue for the efficacyof using his own dialectid
inferp-

sbrrcture in orderto understandHegei's e u t k o e m - This is why 1b e k

that WilIiams can,without fear o f c o ~ c t i o ns,ay that f t ~ g n i t i o(AnnerRemmg)
n
is not

*

ody the existential phenomenofogicdshape (Gestalt)ofthe concept o f h d o r n but also

the general intersubjective structure and pattern of Kegel's concept ofs p a As such it
provides the ontological deep s t r u m ofhis philosophy of spirit, practical philosophy,

and account of ethical

In many ways, Williams' entire work is a refutation of

Habemastview that Hegel's later philosophy subordinatesthe promise of recognition to

the dead-end of metaphysical idealism. In faa, it is this very criticism leveled agahst
Hegel that Williams is trying to overcome. Mast schoIars have worked with this idea ofa

metaphMcaI Hegel for so longthat any suggestonto the co-

is hard to compfeknd.

However, it is my view that Williams'ininterpretation,ifwe are to continue to consider
Hegel relevant to contemporary issues and concerns, is not only highly persuasive but
highly desirabIe.

As mentioned earlier, in a recent issue of the Hegel Society of America's j o d

The Owl of Minema, the debate regarding what remains ofotherness and diffence in

Hegel's philosophical move to absolute knowing is the focus of several essays presented.@
Part ofthe impetus behind these essays was the critique of Williams' work presentedby

Stephen Hodgate in his review 0fRecognition:Fichre and He@ on the Other which
appeared in an earlier edition of the joumal?0 In what remains of this chaptertI would

like to outline part ofHouIgatersresistanceto Williamstwork and his reevaluationofthe
noa-totakingaspects of Regel's absolute. L see the resolution ofHoulgatersresistance as
central to my attempt to appIy a HegeIian ethics ofrecognitionto a determinatesocial

reality because it is based on his u n . . g n e s s to recomCdeHegel's
r
absolute in Iight ofa
postmoddan critique of tmth. This debate empha&s the importance ofre-understanding

Regel's metaphysics ia a t

1

0

~

or non-foundational
~
0
~
sensewhere tndh itself is no

longer thought of as the totaliziagenemy ofdifference and otherness. The questions raised

by a postmodem mCtiqueof tmth,where t

t becomes a mdtitude of relativized

perspectives, challenges any attempt at formdating a system where truth can be achieved.
I believe that Williams' response to thig chdenge by bringing forth aegIected aspects of

Hegel's thought offers Hegel as as alternative to the postmodern position. Hodgate's
resistance to Williamsrreading ofHegeI clarifies the nature of this alternative.

While bothHodgate and Williams believe that an tmdemandhg ofabsolute
knowing as a mode of rdpocal recognition based on love in Hegel's work is an important

emphasis, they each account for its conseqyences Merently. While agreeing with
Williams that love is the highest form of ethical intersubjectivityand that Hegel's absolute
does not reduce the other to the same, Hodgate is yet r m m g to &ow that the absolute

nature of thought can be mything other than that which is determined by thought. In other

words,Hodgate m o t conceive that the absolute lolowing subject can, in any my, be
independent ofthe object of its knowledge. In HouIgatersview, in the move to absolute

truth the knower is defined and shaped by what is known and the subject becomes merely a
mzmSestation ofthat know1edge or absolute truth It is not only that the other is produced
by the knowing subject, rather the knowing subject itself loses its particularity in the

process of Emowing In Hodgate's words:

... it means that the absolute howing subjectreIinWshes its own ideas and f d e s
to such an extent that it lets itsewbecome a thinking determined by nothing other
than the tnah, When this h a p ?truth (or being) curses to be something "other"
than the thinking subject, because the thinker ...no longer mains thoughts ofhis
own over against what the truth (or being) nquitesone to think, but is constituted
as thinker by the truth that he or she has to thinlcS1

In his d i c p e of Wi&msr work, Stephen Hodgate makes it clear that he wants to
maintainthe coincidence ofthe knower and known in a move to the absolute. Hodgate
e~uatesHegel's absoIute knowingwith the MstoteW concept of thought thinldng

itselfs2In this understandingof absolute tmththere isno d S i i D a t i o n

and object, or self a d other, only a unification based on absolute identEcabton-

subject

Houlgate can reach this metaph.caImoment given his own undentadhg of
Hegelian reciprocal recognitionas it is ma&ested in love. Hodgate sees love as an
absolute identificationof self with other. It is an absolute identification with the object of

affdons, or even ofknowiedge, *ch

frees the selfand truth fiom the distortions

inherent in subjective knowledge and experience. Love prefigures the movement towards
a form of absolute knowledge where thought can transcend or be released fromthe
subject-objecttrap. It is wt that, amile in love, the lovers carmot maintain otherness and
d i f f i e in their individuality but rather that their shared mutual identity as a couple

makes such differences obsolete. He claims that "this aew,shared identity arises not
because the identity of one pmtmr is subsumed Mder that ofthe other, but because each

partner accepts the same new identity that is constitutedby the union ofthe

Hodgate's idea ofwhat Hegel means by love is that the shared identity of the Lovers, as
lovers, auto&caily

eliminates any sense ofotherness between them Because he agrees

with Williams that all Ievels of reciprocal recognition in Heget are iaformed by Hegel's
analysis of love. Hodgate caa show how this lmderstanding informs Hegel's metaphysics.

ThereforetHoulgate claim that
AbsoIute knowing is a t b k b g which coincides with its "object",not because
it has absorbed its object into itseKor takenits object up brro thought, but
because it has rekqyished any distinct identity or seIfhood of its own into which
it could conceivabLy absorb another, and has allowed h I f t o be determined by
its "object",the

For HouIgatet the metaphysical unity ofHegeltsabsoIute means that absolute knowing
dissolves not only otherness and di&rence bat the bounded W d u a I i t y oQCcnbject5dy

&eK Haulgate's version o f K e g , sabsotute is one in which Geist is ao longer
intembjective1y mediated but where the 'be' is released from intembjjectivity and
pddarity and the d

t is pme thought or absoIute knowings

*

Incontrast, in WilIiamsraccount, when consciousness is moving towaxd absolute
kuowtedge and is based on the mutual recognition found in determinate forms of
experience like Iove, then the d t y and legitimacy ofthe object ofknowledge, its
otherness, is preserved. Inthis reading, Hegel would not be the enemy of difference that
many critics have claimed hkn to be. One of Williams' criticisms of Houlgate's reading is

that he concentrates on the negative, biting aspects of the concept ofothemess. In his

reading ofHodgate, Williams notes that Hodgate's conception ofotherness is as a

negative Limit or restriction on the concept of self. While undoubtedly the other, or the
object ofknowledge, caa be understood to limit or restrict the boundaries ofthe knowing
subject, it is clear fiorn Williamst readingofrecognition that this is not the end of the story.

In Hodgate's view of mutual recognition as a negative limit,the role of overcomingand
Wonnation implies the elimination ofdifference. However, Williams' whole point has

been to show that in mutual recognition "both self and other are not simply negative Limits, +
but play an af'fimative,mediating role vis-6-vis each other."56This is especially so in

regards to the way Hegel views love and the contract ofmamiage and WilIiams points out

IfHoulgatetstruncated version were atlowedto stand, this would imply that Iove
is a fusion in which there would be loss ofhdividual identity, and it would make
implaus~tbleHegels concept of &age in which otherness is overcome and
difference is preserved- RecaIl that Hegel maintains that W a g e is a contract
to transcend the standpoint ofcomarriage is a We or corporate persodty
that overcomes the standpoint ofthe atomic, possessive individuahn., but it does
not eliminate individuaIsthemse~ves?~

In Williams' kxpretation, it is not otherness tbat is overcome but rather otherness-as-limit
which b tmmcended andonly then is conscio~~~less
transfotmed into an afEmative
relatiomhip with otherness- For Williams,there is an intedepden~yktweentbe initseIfand the for-itseE HerP there is not a subsutningofthe one into the other but an

acknowledgmentoftheirmutual interdependent existence. Hodgate's view that in

absolute howin& in the very establishment ofa d e d identity, the mereace between

selfand other must be ehnhated, is based on a mi=&-g

of the effect ofHegel's

diaI&c. I .my view, it seems that Houlgate cannot envision the process ofHegelrs
dialectic as continuingonce absolute comciousness has k e n reached. At this point, the
diaIdcaI process ends. For Houlgate, this is the moment when the dialectic process is no
loager operative a d Geist, absoiute Spirit, is not subject to its opefatiolls.

However, Williams believes tbat Hegel's A@ebung is present at all levels ofhis
speculative dialectic and thus it is wroag to say that "whenthe other is said to be
Wgehobm, the Aujhebung means the other is merely htmmental to identity, and not coconstitutive of it because otherness and difference 'vanish' in the final

Each

moment in the dialectic, the distinctiveness ofeach related thing, is not ehinated by

being in a relationship. In facf as WiUiams e m p b e s , absolute knowing "doesnot
elimiaate either the self or its other, but rather reconciles the subjectsbject dichotomy of
representatiooal s e ~ ~ o ~ l ~ ~ i o u s n
Within
e s s .the
~ ' ~d ~t y of absolute knowledge, otherness

cannot itself remain absolute but neither can it be ehnhted Williams points out that
Hodgate's understanding ofabsolute knowing as markedby a falling away of otherness, as

a surrendering of self, equates Hegel with a Spinozist monism which ignores Hegel's own
criticd ~Iatiomhipto ~ ~ i n o n r Koulgaters
,~*
beliefthat Kegel's absolute is cpsi-Spinozist
ignores how &gel saw Spinod's absolute as "a Lifeless. mompolar unity.'"'

Wtlk

will not accept, and I am persuaded by his argument, that Hegel couId not have conceived

of Geist as iatdjective at every Ievel of his analysis only to abandon it at the Ievel of

the absolute.62 However, maintainingan absolute differencebetween self and other at the
level of absolute consciousness would make Hegel a metaphysical dualist. Onthe other

hand, positingan absolute unity in which difEerence and otherness is eliminatedwodd
make hima metaphysical monist And EgeI.,as WilIiams points 0% was ueitherP3
WiHiams rejects the view that Kegel's metaphyScs c x b h t e s by rrducingthe

other to the same in an ideal unity. Fot Wibms, &gel's phiIosophy is asti-

-

foundationaIistand critical of metaphysicd idealism in g a d W f i a m s wants to

maintain the legitimacy of Merence inabsolute knowingbecause he believes that it is the

recognition ofthis very relationship from which our comprehension ofabsoIute knowledge
arises in the firsC place- This seems to me a very Hegeliaa u

n

w ofthe dialectical

process. Williams rejects Houlgatersattempt to imply that inHege1's absolute the
Werences betweenthought and king are eliminated because such a view would make

both concepts ~nintelligible.~~
HouIgatersknowing subject is united with the object of its
kuowing because in letting go ofotherness and Werence, in becoming unified with its

object of thou*

it is no longer au independent and autonomous being Once this unity is

achieved, the differeace between thought and being is eliminated and thought determines

what being is. Absolute howiedge, or truth, has become unified in the individual
knowing subject Houlgate's kaowbg subject is not merely the repository of tnrth, it

knows truth because the subject is itself constitutedby truth. In the metaphysical system
Hodgate attrrebutes to Hegel, truth is lmown because the transcendence of difference and
otherness has eLiminatedthe barnarners
to the unification ofabsolute knowledge in the
knowing subject. The eliminationof difference and othemess, and the unification of

thought and being means we can b o w truthbecause we me tmth. We have no choice in

the matter, and this makes the Hegeiian subject a kind of automaton or foot soldierof

absolute Spirit This understandingignores everythingHepI has to say on the subject of

W o r n and autonomyy
It seems to me that Hodgates solution to the problem ofre-

or a multitude

ofperspecthe of truth, is to mainCainom access to the dominating influence of a
totaking absolute. However, this is the thed oftruth h
t HegeI himself is d c a L ofin its

reductionkit insistence on the llnity ofthe same- Hodgate wang to maimha
transcendentmetaphysics where the knowledge that thought-thbkhg-itseIfpmd~~e~
is

truthabsolutelyyThus, in Hwlgaersview, the other cannot be my&hi.ngbut that which is
produced as a category ofthought, since what can be &ought carmotbe anythingother

than thought itseE The other cannot be allowed its difference and uniqueness or else it

suborns the absolute nature of knowing somethingto be true- Tndh wouId remain relative
and not absoIute. Houlgatersmetaphysics essentiaHy follows an idealist version that
maintains that Hegel's absolute produces or creates knowledge and it is this which
Waams is most critical of WiUimsrundemandingof the non-foundational a~pectof

Hegel's absolute is finally a reexamhationof what is meant by absolute knowing. In
WiIIiams' understandingof Hegel, absolute knowing "doesnot aim at production or

rev01~011,but simply at comprehensiona d truth" and "the'doiag' of absolute knowing is
not the creation or prodrction of the absolute content in some metaphysical-cad sense
but the comprehension of its contea ie., science, ~issensh@!"'~ This is why WilIiams
can claim that Hegelrsmetaphysics is non-foundational because while the goal of absolute
knowing is a final comprehension, it is not a finite or singuIar moment It is an "infinite
task which is constantly begun anew" and each new beginning recolIects the past, bdding
a new shape ofthe absolute ethical substance.66 William's view is that Hegel's absolute

does not mate the world, rather it reconstructs it through the comprehension of the

knowing subject which in is itselfa ~ o r m a t i v process."
e
The differences betwetn Houigatetsand WilIiamst interpretations ofHegel can be
mderst006 as attempts to meet the challenge ofa postmodem &cpe

0ftrut.h Houlgaters

response is to reemphasizethe mo&mflutyof Hegel's philosophy, as as system which relies
on the fomdations ofautocratic euthbased on the individuaLtsstmender of autonomy.

WiIliamsrwork, on the other hand, attempts to show how Hegel's philosophy was deal
ofthe foundations oftmth.as they had been constructedwithinmodem s&aI phiIosophyy
WilIiams can be read as showing how Hegel's view of recognition provides a coanter
discourse to the domkmihg effects of an intractable

which destroys and ehhates

the imprtance ofdiffierence and otherness as they ere experienced by individuaf~in

modem sociaI and politid systems. The emphasis onnxiprd recognition as the base*
or deep stnrtmt, ofHegeItspMosopfy challenges the totahzinge f f i ofan

mde-ding

ofabsolute knowing as based on indefensi'ble foundations. These are

replaced insteadwith an demanding that is more commensurate with Hegel's desire to
develop a science oflife which allows philosophers to participate in the ratio&

compfehensionof society and culture.
WilIiamst reinterpretationofHegelTsethics of recognition shows how truthand
M o m , the very basis ofan ethical social order, are themselves the products of

mtembjectiveetymediated knowledges. The importance of

difference and

otherness in the moment ofthe absolute is based on comprehending the siguificauce ofa
reciprocaI recopition which allows the other to go free and uncoerced. The mediated

k d o m and autonomy of the individual is not inopposition to the ethical consmints of

living in a society or state, but rather is the bgsis upon which its legal and pow&
institutions can be challenged or defended This understanding of what is true, as a sochi
ethics, can be applied to a determinate social situation in a manner which allows us to

make definitivejudgments on the efficacy ofthe IegaI and political solutions being
applied Williams' reading of Hegel pmvides us with the took to comprehendthe truth of
social phenomena without sliding into the ethical morass of relative perspectives tbat a

postmodem cMIenge to truth has effected WilIiamsfreevaluationof Hegel's ethics of

recognition gives us access to an d y b * c a Itool basedon absolute bowing without the
damaging e f f i of imposing an autocratic and distorthe understanding of what is truly

ethical. The application of this understanding ofabsolute knowledge is what I wilIattempt

m the following chapterC
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Ifthe M&er has become dependent on the Slave for the rather perverted
type of freedom d superiority he holds, it takes no great prophetic
powers to predict thaSFederal laws will do very little ofthemselves to break
up the f n t d d . s mofthe "symbiotic1're1ationshipwhich has evolved
And ifthe Slaves do not arrive at a basic pride aud sense of self-identity on
their own, no procIamation ofhctiord M o r n will make them defacto
freeconscious agents.
Howard Kainz idealistic SndiesI

The discussionover the 1 s t two chapters hes shown, I hope, that the interpretation

of love as the basis of mutual reciprocal recognition, over against the common
overemphasis on the significance of the violent struggle for recognition, is to be preferred
as representing a Wer u t u f e d g of the ethical basis of Hegel's view on the
composition ofmodem society. It is my beliefthat within this understanding of the ethics

-

of recogniton recognition as it based on a balance between respect for individual
otherness and difference and the rights and duties imposed when living in a social unity

-

there lies a highly productive and relevant social theory which can be appIied to any
number of contemporary social issues. By acceptingthe importance of&pocal

tecogniti011 to Kegel's entire work and his unique: cIaim regarding thc primarily
intersubjective, rather than iadividuaIlistic, basis and justifidon for an ethical social

system then an ethics of recognitioncan be appliedas an analytical toof to concrete,
determhte social situations. This is my intent in the foIIowhg to try aad utilize a

Regelian ethics oftec~pitionto contextuake recent highIycontentious social issues
invoIvinggay men and Iesbian women andtheir rektionsbip with the legd and politid
iidhtiom ofCanadian society. Mast i m p o d y , 1istend to use Robert WiIbmsr

reading ofHegel's ethics ofrecognitionto reevaluatethe role ofothemess and diffifernce in

the compositionofthe absolute ethical Eifiwortld that those 1ega.Land politid institutions

operate within, My discussion will examine recentjudicial pmouncements fiomthe

Supreme Court ofcaaada regarding the legal nature of social and economic d i s m t i o n
of gays and lesbians and certain yestions which arise when we apply Hegelian insights
into Unnentanding the reIationship between the gay or lesbian individual and their

communal context
One theme which I w i l l concentrate on is Hegel's ideas about rights and the inherent

conflict which his phi1osophid viewpoint has for Canadian individual-based provincial

and f&rd ri@ts LegiSMoa, The eecasacy m W t y ofsocial relations apparent in an
ethics of rrcognitioawzU also lead me to discuss the related importance which the question
of legal equality impties for social rights and duties for gays and lesbians living within

Canadian society. This will entail reexaminingthe roles of gays and lesbians in those
social iustitutions and traditions which are usually categorized as being in opposition to gay

and lesbian experiences andtheir claims forjustice and equality. To this end, I will
examine certain £ i m h m dmisasstunptions which are apparent in any discussion of

same-genderpartnerships or unions as they pertain to a Hegelian udemding of marriage

aud family as the origins of subjective freedoms and the first objective &&tation

of

Sitfiichkit inthe modern state.

What L wish to make clear at this piat however, is that not ody do L suspect that

Hegel himselfwould be uncomfortablewith much ofthe folowing analysis, but I also
doubt the rmjority ofHegeLian scholats wodd be comfoaable withit as well, though the

reasons for their &comfort may be slightly dcffermt That Heget was a product ofthe
historid period in *ch
any of his w&@si

he h e d is readily apprent fiom event6e most cursory look at

You ody have to open his texts at any point in which the relationsE@

between genders is discussed to see bow thoroughly 19thc e n b q was Hegel's thinking In

Hegel's view men and women not only inhabited different social spheres, they were
fundamentally different types of humaa being A typically privileged Russian male, whose
interests were i~thute1yconnected with maintainingthe status quo, Hegel defended the
existence of a hereditary monarchy as well as justifiling many archaicl9thcentlay social

Mtutions as the epitome of history's progress- It is thus hard to imagine Hegel as the kind
of revolutionary thinker whose ideas and philosophies could be the impetus behind radical

social changee2Yet,Karl Manr was able to take certain of his ideas and produce a
revolutiowy doctrine that has had a profound influence on the shape and form of the
politid and social reality ofcoatemporary society.

However, it is not possible to claim that Hegeliaa ideas themselves are

revolutiomuy~Hegel's ideas have Muenced the very conservative philosophies of such
20th century American scholars as Alaa Bloom and the mprisingLy popular work of

Francis ~ukuyma~
The question ofwhether or not Hegel or his philosophy were
revolutionazyl and the demoustrationofthe contradictory ways in which his theory has
historicdy been atihed, is a rather meaningless digression for my purposes in this

discussion For Hegel clearly understood that philosophers could not transcend their own
context, that they were products oftheir particular historid and societal positionkgs and,
as such wouid reproduce the c u I t m I prejudices aad viewpoints of their time. ln his w o k

Hegel acbowledgedthe obvious truth that philosophers can be either revolutiowries or
conservatives or hirals, depending on timeIplace and cdtmal positioning.

Most scholars dealing with Hegel's ideas have tended to be a conservative Lot, not
just in regards to politid atfiIations, but in that very few seem willingto attempt to apply

his philosophid ideas to concrete social situations. Even Robert Williamspin his work-,

deals primmuily in the abstract and fais to pmvide concnte exampIes of sociaI situations
for his readefs to reflect upoa4However*in my view, thejustification for what I am doing
here is to be found throughout Hegel's own work itself Hegel not only used

socia1situations andexampIes to costexmakehis philosophical speculations, he did so

with an arrogant abandon Using his o m contemporary historical situationto expIain how

absolute Spirit had historically d o I d e d and culmhated in the world in which he inhabited.
HegeL's examples were aimed at showing how his own culture and state were the highs
form ofhistorid absolute Geist to be attainedhistorically in the world

What bas often happened since, however, is that the cultural eurocenttism implid
in Hegel's exampfes are oftenused to discredit the entire basis ofhis phiIosophical
specuIations. Hegel aever shied away from using very concrete and particular social

situations to explicate his philosophical ideas. This was clear in everything from his
Phenomenology of Spirit to the Philosophy of Rght. Today his examples appear archaic

and outdated to the contemporary reader. However, as my discussion up to this point
hopefuuy shows, it is my beliefthat his preoccupation with the

ofhis own

cultural miIieu does not in itseIfdiscredit Hegel's ideas and it is not necessary to abandon

the baby with the bath water. The insights ofHegel remain relevant and topical today,

despite an acbowicdgment oftheir origins and the ways in which Hegel himself examined

aad jnstified his own historid context.
The key to appreciatingwhgt I am ampting to accomplish here is to always keep
in mind Hegel's view ofthe role of philosophy in society as the highest fom of absolute
knowtedge or Spirit in the worid I intend to fbLlow Robert W
i
l
l
i
a
m
s in conceiving of

absolute knowing as a form ofrationaI comprehe~lsl~otl
which seeksto understand the
organhation and truth ofthe wortd but does not aim at either proddon or revo~ution.~
Rather, as a form of seIf-cornprehe&on, absolute knowing seeks to achieve a

consciousnesswhich recomtmts the world in order to iIImbate i t In no way do 1iatend
to apply a Hegelian ethics of recognitionin a prescriptive fkhion, I do not intend to

produce any Lind ofpolitid agenda for actionor advocate any kind O ~ S O C I policy
*~
throughthis analysisCThat my analysis wiU reflect my own biases and catturd
positionhgs, in the same way that Hegels biography is reflected in his own work, is to be
assumeb Anyone who might identifj.a hidden political agenda or propaganda in this work

is merdy pointing out what I have already acknowledgedto be evident in both Hegel's
work and my o m - we are creatures of our time and place and what we philosophize about
will reflect that
It is my contention, however, that the insights of Hegel's philosophy are not

distorted by their madestation within a particular moment or specific nnalysis. Rather, I
b e h e that they continue to reflect the universal tndh which Hegel Wted and can be
undefstood as the emptying out ofSpirit into time. Hegel says this about Spirits historical

becoming as a conscious, seKrnediating process:
This Becoming presents a slow-moving succession of Spirits, a gallery of
images, each of which, endowed with all the riches of Spirit, moves thus
slowlyjust becausethe Selfhas to penetrate and digest this entire wealth of
its substance .... Thus, absorbed in i t s & it is sunk in the night of its selfconsciousmss:but in that night its vanished outer existence is preserved, and
this tra&iomed existence the fomer one, but now reborn of the Spirits
knowledge is the new existence, a new world and a new shape of spirit6

-

-

As HegeI himselfpointed out, the power of philosophy is always reflective, not

prescriptbe, and philosophy is always too late to ever do more than understand the process
whereby the world upon which it is reflecting has been formed. As this quintessential

qyote by Hegel makes clear: 'Whenphilosophy paints its grey on grey, a shape ofWe has

grown old, and it carmot be rejuvenated, but only recognized, by the grey in grey of
philosophy; the owl ofMinewa begins its flight ody with the onset of dusk"?
What follows is an attempt to contextualhecertain issues as they appear today
US-

a He~lianp6ilosophicaI framework This is an exercise in applying HegeIian

philosophy and not n e c d y an examinationofHegeltsway ofthinking, Utilizing a
p h i t ~ ~ ~ pm
hid &

~ of an
g ethics ofrecognition will, 1believe, give us insights into

viewing how absoIute Spirif a n o n f o ~ o o n a and
I anti-metaphpCcalmethod of comingto
m k s t dthe truthofa situation, cau be seen to coasfnue its historid rmfoldihgin the

worId today. Such m exercise in applyingEegeIianphilosop6ywiIL aIIowan exami~tiion

ofthe ethical significance of contemporaty issuesregarding the aIieaation ofthe individual

and the role of otherness and differenceinsociety which are all reflectiom ofthe
movement ofSpirit as it becomes actualLed in the worId.
Therefore, despite the fluidity ofpolitical associationwhich attaches itsewto
Hegel's ideas, I believe that there is the mden.iabIeexistence at the heart of his work of a

theoretid hmework which regards mutual recognition as the undertying patternofall
htembjective and inter-social relations. This is true regardless ofwhether the focus is on
the violent struggle for recognition, as Kojdve and those influenced by his interpretation

have done, or on love as the originating moment of& intersubjective social forms of

mutual recognition, as in the work ofRobert Williams and Ludwig Siep. For Hegel the
importance ofreciprocal recognitionis indisputable. Absolute knowledge or Spirit, and the

ethical compositionand justification of any political or social community are, for Hegel,
intersubjectively mediated phenomena based on the dialectical operations ofrecogniton.
My concern in the following is with showing how an urtdemmdhg ofHegelian recognition

based on love is a higher ethicaI basis for evaluatingthe justification and legitimacy of

social institutions and for mediating betweenconflicting mid positions. For Hegel, part
ofthe tragedy of modem social life has been the inability of philosophers and theorists to

provide a ratiody justifiable stadpoint fir mediating conflicting mod and ethical
cIaims. It is my hope that applying an ethics ofrecogniioumay provide a way out ofthis

diIemula.

h opposition to someone Iike Francis FuLuyama,who bekes that Western LicberaI
Qm-

is the highest form o f H e g e hSittIicMeit in bistorysI think there is ampIe

evidence to suggest that modem politid inshaions fkiL to

a Hegelian ethics based

on recognition In the history ofwestempoiitid ~ o n sand, in the development of

-

our modem hibed states, it cannot be said that a Hegeliaa vision ofthe state as a
numifiestationof an absolute ethical We-world has come abold The HegeLian SittIicMeit
suggests a ratiod system of social btitutions which reflects the subjectiveethical life of

individuals whereby they recognize their own @c-

within the strucaue ofthose

institutions. Through this reflectivity subjects are disposedto follow the laws and customs

which legal and political institutions legislate. The common experience ofindividuaL and
social alienation in the modern state does not suggest a political and legal system which

reflects the particularneeds and concerns ofthe individuals living within that state, In the
Hegelim vision of a rational society, the duties demanded of individuals living within a
social system cannot be in opposition to, or be said to fhtmte the needs of, those

individuals living within that society. In a truly ethical society, alienation would not be
definitiveofthe modem subject and represent the primary experience of the relationship
between the individual and the state- Perhaps most telIingIy, in a soci& and politicd
system which is truly reflective of the needs and wncem of all its citizens, the struggle for

recopition andthe abi@ous call for equal rights by individuaIs and groups would not
define grass roots political action

Hegeiian fieedom is based on individuaf participation in an intersubjectively

mediated community where the freedom ofthe individual arises fiom their identification
with the reflected truth oftheir particularbeing in the social institutions oftheir
community. As Wen Wood, the editor ofa recent edition ofHegds ETements of a

Phibsophy of Rig& points out:

That is, the institutions of the community must mJy harmonizethe state's
tmhersaI or coIXective interest w i t h e true, objective good ofindividds;
end indiwkids must be consciow ofthis harmony. Ofcourse, there is no
thetnseIves with it only
f5eedom at all in a society whose members
became they are victims ofiIImLondeceptionor ideo10gy.8

Despite the views ofconse~atives,like Fukuyam, the recent downtiall ofvarious Mancist-

Leninist states does not historicallyjustify the superiority ofwestem capitalist states. Nor
is it possible to recognize Hegel's philosophy, in the way in which Williams and I have

m democracies. Contemporacy modem states,

argued, in the political composition of W

such as Canada, have ideoIogidy followed philosophical traditions ofnatural law and

have legal systems based on concepts ofjustice which Hegeliaa philosophy is critical of.
This is especially so in regards to how the Chadianstate perceives and legislates issues of
rights and W m s .
The very existence ofacts and charten in C d a n law which are meant to protect

.

*

certain hbiduals and groups corn discnrmnatr'on is evidence ofa state in which many

individuals do not feel 'at home' and in whose Wtutions they do not recognize themselves.
In short, the need for rights legislation suggests a state in which alienated groups and

individuaIs have been denied the recognition oftheir fieedom and personhood because the

Iaws and customs ofthe state are not the result ofthe forms ofintersubjective

co~ousnesswhich defines the social collective but only of the legd recognition of
certain individuals, On the Level ofsocial recognition, Canadian political and legal
imhtions are not baseci on the reciprocal recognitionof the legitimacy ofdifference and

otherness which a true ethical. htersubjecfivity would reflect, Rather, the alienation
experienced by individuals that is magnifiedby laws based on indefensible aotions of

individual rights, shows a social system where reciprocalrecognition is not at wok at the
level ofthe state.

OnApril 2,1998 the Supreme Court ofCanada d e d that the Province o fAlberta

must indude sexual orientation

*h Iist ofprohi%ited grounds ofdimimimtio~

M g i t s Iegitimaton forsuchajwlgmentfiom aa o p e n ~ d e d ~ g o f t m&g
he

-

inherent in section 15(1) ofthe Canadian Charter of Rights and Ffeedom? However*the

concept behind these rights and fkedomsare a far cry fiom what Kegel had in mind when
he discussed the origins o f ~ o r in
n ethical life and the role of rights and duties in

regards to @ c i ~ C ~ itnlan inkrmbjectivety mediated community based on reciprocal
recognition. In what follows L hope to show that while it seems obvious that the rights and

fieehms of alienated individuals and ostrackd groups must be protected in a state of
privilege and unbaIauced distnwon of power Wce that of Canada,nonethe1ess the Vriend
v. AIberto legal battle failed to consider the significance of important aspects ofthe case.

Revealing these aspects will show that the way in which Canadianjudicial and legislative

systems contextuaIize these issues cannot be understood to reflect an ethid life world
when viewed from the standpoint of Hegelian philosophy. What will become @ly
apparent is that the single minded pursuit ofrights over and against the ethics of living
within a community threatens the subjective M o r n and need for belonging that the

individual requires to be humaa
One aspect of the legal system in Canada which is especidty evident in the

Supreme Court caseof Vbiendv.Alberta, is that there is the attempt to apply abstract

universal concepts, such as w
t
y rights, to determinate events which must ignore any
c o ~ c t o r particularities
y
or specifics ofthe case under cons id era ti or^ This is the point

and meaning ofthe appticafion ofthe concept ofecpIity rights in legal cases such as
Viendv. Alberta. Here there was an attempt to develop an application of a miversaf tmth
so that it wiU satisfy all cases which may be put before h Hegel's philosophy is highly

mitical ofthis kind ofKaatian ethical solutionand IooLing at some partidan ofthe actuaI
case makes this clear,

When V r i d declined to

fiom hisjob as a lab asiimnt at King's Chrirtian

College, and was &US sPbsecpentlyfired fiomhis positionfor being homosexpal he
attemptedto take his case to the Alberta Hrmum Rights Co&sion

onthe basisofbeing

- - onthe basis ofhis s e d orientation. The Commissionhowever advised
dtscrrmtnated
*

V k d that he codd not make a compIaint under Alberta's Indivdwl Rights Protection Act
(IRPA) because sexual orientation was not specifically covered as a protected groundlo
This subsequentIy led to an appeal at the provincial level. When the AIberta Court of

Appeals ruled that the omissionof sexual orientaton as a protected ground for

dismimhalion was in violation ofthe spirit ofthe Cmdim Charter of Ri&s and
Freed-

and specifically an lmjustifiedviolationof Section 15(1), the provincial

government appealed to the SupremeCourt which eventually upheld the provincial c o r n
decisionH The significance of the details of this case for my discussion here, regardless of
the legal or politic&implications of the 'reding in'of&s

orientation into the Alberta

human rights lealation, is in the wording ofthe specific section ofthe Canadian Charter
which is referred to. As well,in its upholding ofthe AIberta Court ofAppeaIsjudgment,

the Supreme Court made a point ofnotingthat the omission o f s e d orientationfrom the
rights Act in questionwas deemed to violate the spirit ofthe Alberta legislation itsex
la regards to the C d i o n Charter of Rights and Freedom, the section which the

Amerta rights act was said to have infkhged upon, &on

15(1), reads as foIIows:

lS(1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to
equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discriminetl'on and, in
@cuIar, without di-on
based on race, nationalor ethnic origin, colour,
religion, sw age or mental or physical
C

t

.

What is apparent here is that the Cbarkr, Wee the Uhited States Consthtion, is designedto

be miversaflyappEcabIe to all Caaadians and that the LegaL protection accordedby the
state to mdividuals is based on an abstract universal notion ofthe inherent sameness, with

tpiijicatiom, ofaU ind.ividuaIS. Such m r i d abstractions in law are not in tbem~elves

p o b l e d c for HegeI, in fact he beIieved that this was one way in which the Iaw operates
mits concrete reality as a d

i

o

nofobjective spirit, but what such IawsQ in this

case is d i e a leap which bypasses the concrete sociaI form and d i d d c d process

whereby mutxd recognitionbetween individuals forms the ethical basis ofrights a d

laws.I3 I will pursue this in M e r detail below, but basically3for Hegez the right to have
rights is based on the recognition that individual rights are dependeat on the recognitionof

an othds rights and freedoms. I have rights because 1acknowledge and behave as ifyou
have rights.
The Canadian Charter ofRghts and Freedom, and its applicationin law,is an
exampIe ofassumingall individuals are the same and that it is the state, whether it be the
judiciary or the legislature, which bestows recognitionto individuaIs through their

inclusion or excLusiou in the charMs qualifications. In effect the state acts as master,
withholding or bestowing recognition on the legitimacy and worth ofindividuals and

groups. What is conWctory about this is that the very existence of such a section of
qualifications on what can or camt constitute the nature of a free individual who has

rights, opposes thejwtEcation ofthe charter. Thejustification for this section of the
charter is that human beings are understoodas inherently equal with the same human
rights. The existence of this section inthe charter, which attempts to 1egaIly mandate how
society approaches otherness and merence, relies on the flawed ontology of reducing the

other to the same. The d

t is an unethical legal system which is not a communal

expression ofindividual rights and M o m s and where rights are not intersubjectively and
socially sectired. For Hegel, rights are not something one his but rather are freedoms

which become mmifikst m the individdtspartkiptionin the intersubjectiveIymediated
ethical formation ofthe community and the state. Freedom, for HegeL, is an

intedjectiveIy mediated phenomenon that securesindividual M o m , and f b t is

mediatedby the uniqueness and otherness ofthe other being allowedto go b.
In this
case,otherness and difference have not been hirated but rather they have been encased in

the unity ofthe idea ofaII human beingsbeiitg the same as this is e+

in the Iegd and

poIitical notions ofeq-.

The Supreme C o d s decision in the V n ' d v. Alberta case also cited that the
exclus1:ono f s a d orientationviotated the spirit of Alberta's IegisIative act itsew In the

Afierta Htmum Rights, Citizmhip and MuIficzzIturaIismAct (which replaced the IRPA in
1996) its preamble states the followingjustification for its existe-

"Whereasrecognition

ofthe inherent dignity and the equal and imbenable rights of all pemm is the foundation

ofW o m justice and peace in the world ....""It is with this idea of the founddon ofthe
rights andfceedoms ofthe individual, specEcallythat those are Wenable and inhere*

that a Hegelian philosophical viewpoint is in conflict. This is because, in Hegel's
phiIosophy abstract right is not alone in making M o m actual in the world, for the
actudhtion ofrights requires the activity ofsubjects being-recognized(AnerKamttsein)

prior to their participation at the level ofthe state. Most importantly for Hegelian
philosophy, rights do aot exist in nature (they are not the qyaIity ofa particular type of

being) but rather only come about in the productiouofa ratio& and civilized society.

In the state based on ideas of natural rights, which appears as the foundation of
Canadianand Albertan law, relations between individuak ace mediated by such forces as

legal coercion In Hegel's view, coercion is incomptr'b1e with fceedom because it idhges

on the fkedom ofothers, violating the freedom of an other, and treats the other as a mere
thing to be d 1 5 The dependence on these foundatiod elements can be seen to reflect
that social reality that so obsessedKoj&veand his focus on the struggle for recognition

between oppositiod and competing subjecfivitiesCIt is a social system based on mastery

and slavery, on a view ofhuman beings as bemg in perpetual conflict o f m , and as such
it must be considered a deficient form ofconsciousnessand a deficient form ofpoIitical
system It is this very question ofwhat consthtes a e foundation for rights and freedoms

which also conflicts withthepticuIars ofthe casebeing decided Delwin Vriend and the
Christh traditionof which his employers, Kings Christian College, were a part,were not

completelyoppos~onalentities which the Iegaf system hadto pit one against the other in

orderto decide the d&t or wrong ofthe case. Thio very fact disqaISes the argument that

-

the case was one ofconflicting Charter referents such as fieedomof religionversus

fieedom ofecpaiity. Inpoint off& by the time the case reached the Supreme Court, the
Christian collese in question was no longer even a participant in the l e a battIee16

It is not o

h noted in the mediaor in legal discussiorts of this case that Delwin was

not an outsider to the religious community in which he worked or to the iastitution ftom
which he was subsecpentIy fired Delwin hadbeen bra into and aised in the Christian

Reformed Church, one of the churches which support King's Christian College in
Edmonton., Alberta He attendedthe college as a stude;lt and was asked by one ofhis
teachers to stay on after graduation and take ajob as a lab technician His successfal

@cipation in that community, ddy noted by the Supreme Court as evidence of his ability
to successllly complete the job's requirements, can be seen in that he received positive

work evaluaft*oas,salary increases andjob promotions throughout his employment It was

only when the R e d e n t of the College approached Delwin about his sexualakmtatiou that
the college then p q m x ia position statement on whether homosexualitywas compatiile

with service at the ~ o ~ ~ e gDelwin's
e . ' ~ empbyment was subsequently terminated as a
result, A couple ofpoints about thesedetails will suffice to make my point about the ethics

of recowtion as they pertain to this case.
It took Kings CoIIege a year, m
e
nFeb. 20,1990 when Detwia was asked about

his sexual orientationand Iaauary 1991when the Board of Govemrs of the College
adopteda position statement on bomosedity, before D e l e was fired fiom his position

at the colIege.18 It thentook Delwin six mollths, until Juae 11,1991, to attempt to appeal

this decisionwith the Alberta HumanRights om mission.^^ EIwanted to be cynical. 1
might assume that these delays were merely b m m t i c in aatun ifitwend! for the
sigaisCaat factthat Delwin had the supportof both his fhmily andhis own church

congregationin making his

These &lays were not evidence ofbureau~*c

90

obsthancy, but evidence ofc o r n m e and individual -1e:

in &ge1ian terms the

necessary prelimiDary stnrggle for recognition which is supposed to eventidy be sablated

and tms60rmedin the move towards &caI resolution or reconciliation. Delwin had the
recognitionand suppoa of both his knily and his immediate C h r h h community, even if

he did not have that of his Christiancollege empIoyers. The specific congregationofthe
cbristhReformed Church which Delwin belonged to, when it learnt ofthe Gring,sent a

Ietter to the college "pleadingwith them not dismiss ~riend."~~
Throughout his legal

battles, Delwin's fhmily stood beside himand his father credited his sods Christian
upbringing for teachihg him to "stepout and be cotmted. The most Christian thing 1can

teach them is to stand up for the weaknz1

My purpose in pointing out these details is to show how, in the EJkgeiian sense,
there is a breakdown in Canadian society in the movement of recognition from its ethical

immediacy in family Elk through its d k h & ~ * ointo
a a struggle between the individual
and civn society ad, specificaI1y, outward to the larger political community of the state.

Delwin had the recognition ofhis freedom and personhood in the fimilial and coamrmal
sense, but he did not have it k m the legal or politid sense. Wouid these detaii have

made any difference in the oppositional framework which Canadian Law quires, the
combative 'Lpg vmw them" ofcourt battks, in order for the Supreme Court to make its
judgment against the Albertan govmment? Not b L y am& in the context oftbis
breakdownofthe concrete realizationofhtembjective recognition apparent in the

Caaadian1egaI and political systems, it would pmbabt. ueither have been p&nt

nor

desirabkto do so*
However, what L believe is important in focusingoa those specifics which amhs

this case about parbCcukpeople in dekmkwe situations rather than merely a CmiVersaI
case b o l .abstract concepts of right, is tbat the supposedopposition it assumes

between this bdhidusrL

and bi9 social community is a fhk one Wegel's phIosophi~1

assunme that the social is fundameadally an htem&je&e

phemrnenon, andofthe

ethical necessity of recognizing otherness and difference within the unity of the 1that is a

We'for it to be a true example ofobjective Geist orSinlchkeit, makes it clear that this
sitnation emphasizedthe Gilure ofQmda as an ethical state orjust society.
My point here is tbat gays a d lesbians are notjust the other. They are not
somehow a completely distinct group which stands in absoluteopposition to the rest of

society aud to their religious and socialcommunities. Even thoughsome celigious and

social com&es

may oppose rights for gays and lesbians, and even though some gays

and lesbians may oppose themseLves to the heteromrmati-vesystem, they are not from
completely different cuItures or societies-* Gays and lesbians are participants and creators

ofCanadian social and political ~ t i o utos the same degree as heterosexuals. What is
never acEatowIedged is the fact that these suppasedly oppositional p u p s are
fundamentaIIyrelated The relationship to otherness is a relationship with oneselfand

otherness is not imconcilably other. These individnals and goups are in a retationship and
Hegel's soIutiou is not to privilege one partner in the relationship over the other- As Robert
Williams points out, €tomthe standpointofFlegel's absolute knowing, the relata in a
relationship are not independentand d i e d by being in relation but rather constitute an

organic t ~ t a I i t y .The
~ supposed dualities and dichotomies perceived in relationship are

sublated when otherness and difference are understood to be integral to couceivingofthat
organic whole:

are ao longer entirely independent ofrelation, but rather have become
M e r d w mdty-reciprocalIy
~
mediating. The whole may be greater
than its parts, but it is dependent on and inQuericedby its members. Conversety
the members are what they are only as vaal members ofthe whde and thus reflect
the whole.24

The re-

Whether perceived as hdhiduak or as groups gays, lesbians aad hetemsemak inCanada
are all members ofthe same state and dm.
Thus, the Mure of individuak and groups

to accordrespectand recogpaiouofthe legitimacy ofeachother's differences, while

'

acknowledgingtheir mutual mterdepedence, is evidence ofan ethicat fBilure within
Canadiansociefl. The legal and political solution of coercing recognition, based oa

problematic notions ofecptL rights and individual freedoms, ignores the importance ofthe
fidamemUy interdependent constitutioaofsociety. The mutuaLdepeudency that

characterizes a social unity requires a sublation of otherness and d i f f i e which does not
elimiaate it in%.ourofa sterile smenes. Recipmcal recognition,as the ultimate

expressionofintersubjective relationships, requires a mndionnation and overcoming ofthe

perceived antagoaism which characterizes intersubjectiverelationships in the legal realm.

ofthe
It is easy to see this antagoistic relatiomhip as an example ofthe oppositional

struggle which Hegel d e s m i in the masteFsIave relationship; whichever group one may

-

consider to be the master or the slaves. Whether h m the viewpoint of a t~krationist
politics, where gays and lesbians are the oppressed slaves seeking recognition,or fiom the
viewpoint of comewative groups defend@ what they see as an oppressive attack on their .
own pasticuhuiiy, it does not matter which group is understood to be the slaves or the

masters. That there is a struggle is d I y apparent What is also apparent is thaf from the
viewpoiat ofan understanding ofthe necessity fix ceciprocat recognition as a preqyisite

for a higher ethical society, it is also based on a deficient and destructive form of social
com-o~essc

The Mure to recognize otherness and difErence at the level ofthe state or in Iaw,

is the firstindicationofan immoral, unjust and d c a t corn-

ofisolated and

oppositional hdbiduaIs and groups in conflict within the broader unity ofsocietyety
It is the
faiure ofdL pasties of om society, the hdhiduais and communitiesyto recognizethe
~ i t y f b r b o ~ t h e s o c i a l m a s t e r s d t h e ~ ~ ~ storealiptheirmd
laves

dependence on one amther. In an eady review of Ludwig Siep's work, Robert W i l I h

maLesthispoint:

...the concept of n c o p i t h n also implies a findame@ revisionof classical
law theory. Not only must the relation between individuals, but also the relation
beindividual andcomsnuni..be one of mutual recognition. Without such
reciprocity the individual might not be able to find himseIfin his commW life.
Therefore the grouuciing of social norms aad c b t k t i o ~ t sin a transcendent,
abstract, natural law. must a h be given up. Siep points out that not only must
the individualself, but also the community must renounce its claims to absoluteness
and unconditional v a ~ i d i ~ . ~
Tbe unethical imbalance between social masters and slaves can only be perpetuated in the
particular instanceofthis iegaf case because it remained on the level of abstxact right and

thus the individuals involved could not actualize their subjectivity in a Mfitled relationship
with their social context. As Howard Kainz poiads out, the imposition oflegal prohibitions

is not enough to break up the 'symbioticrrelationship between the masters and the slaves
and "ifthe Slaves do not arrive at a basic pride and sense of self-ideuti~ on their own, no

procIamationofh m t i o d freedom wiu make them d e m o fiee conscious agents."26 The
master-slave relationship caanot be transcended or sublatedwhen the opposition between

master and slave remains absolute. In the move to a higher form of consciousness and
ethical society both the liberationofthe social slaves and the masters is requiredThe legal bale ofDelwin Vriend, and its ~ * o udefense
s
of gay and lesbian

.

'on (for its promuncernents are mt safe fiom Lepeal) faid
individaak against cbsmm&~
.

I

to overcome the alienationof the individual and estrangement of the community involved.

Thus, it wiU failto overcome the alienationofall such individualsand perbps become
another Lind of prison ofsubjectivity. Delwin remains hot at home' in the thoword
l of Alberta
or the Christianchtuch he was once so much a part of?? The mediated antonomy of
KegeLiau fkdom, i
oppositiouto the h

i notion oftmfettmedand uaharmded

individualitythat the ViiondRAZbma case dntatiotliaUyqholds, was not in evidence in

What was upheld inthe Vriend case was the perpetuation of the modernliital

idea, destructive and dangerous in the HegeIian view ofthe mutuality inherent in social
relationships, ofthe abstract pecsoa who k

t become a c t u a w and reified in their

social context. For &gel, the abstractright of indivi-

exist only as posslbfities until

they are actuahd in a unificationwith the larger social totality as manifiestatiom or
e x p ~ ~ s io~fnthe
s universal will. Tn the Hegelian system, right5 ate ~mbjectively

mediated a d baqed m the recognition sf individual subjective d l (W i I f k ) as being

sublated within the universal Weror objective will (the wille an .rich). Rights exist only in
being intersubjectively recognized. In the Philosophy of Rght Hegel says that "the
commandment of right is therefore: be a person and respect others ar

Wiaams

claims that right for Hegel is a nconcx2iationof wills and a transition from the "natural
condition where right does not yet exist to the c i v r i condition where right signifies the

reconcfitiou of wilIs that confers right aad imposes duty'' for which mutual recognition is
both the origin and the mediating factorrW

When an indivdual comes to count for him or herself, as being for-aad-in-itselfand
notjust as a mauifiestationof a fonnal abstraction, then right becomes detennbte. It is not

merely right as an expression of an kiividualrsautonomous will (WilJkw) but is rather in
being-recognized(Anerhntsein)as a universal individual, an mtembj&eIy

reciprocally recognized member ofthe w
e'? Thus, as Waams points out, "as a m e m k
of the Wef,he exists by r t h t in OIL Recognition is the right to have ~ i ~ h t s ~ ' ' ~
CoupIed with Williams analysis o€Ikgelrstheme of recognition as that which "requires

mutual seKIimitation andselfaegatbnonthe part ofthe imibdmt aadthe commrmity"
then the issues surrounding V t i d are examples ofhow "the transcendent, a=hist~ricd
b i u t e isthus brought to earth and subject to historid cuncfiti011~
and change."32 While
Vdend and other gays and Iesbiaas in Chn& may have had their rights recognized legaEy,

without the mutuality of inter-social recognition,the Iegal solutionsremainan expression

of subjective will andnot an expression oftbe universal will.
What HegeLrsview makes clear is that it is not enough to impose by law a coercion

. .

not to d i s m against gays and Lesbians. Rather, in order to have rights, gays and
Iesbians must themselves be a part ofduties and obligations such rights and M o m s
confet. Convecsely, those whose social and sexual identities are mirrored in the legal and

traditional conventions of society must redize that these Iaws are merely rnanifiionsof
their own @ c W t y and not ofa universal truth. The very existewe of an antithetical
group, whase struggle for recognition immediately questions the llaturaL basis ofrights,

makes the narcissistic basis of om rights legislationapparent, The reahtion of this
narcissistic reality is a pferecpide for the movement into a truly ethical society: it must be
uz&gehoden in order that rights and

oms become a c t d h d within the wine an sich of

civil society and the state. Howard Kainz emphasizes how, for Hegel, the Iegd system
cannot be the ultimate source of intersubjective recognitioa:

... even the best law caarmt put Iife iuto indivdualityy,cannot lead selfconscious subjects to fiad themselves in audthrough others. The creative
fmtfbr true intersubjective mutuality must come tkom some other source
than law. It must come, namely, from a new type of consciousness which
no longer finds conflict between setf-~otl~ciousness
and othereonsciousness;
and which goes out to embrace its social milieu as natmaly and innocently as
the mother embraces her

In Canadian law, rights are understood as something one has by virtue of one's mere
existence and nothing is requirrdofthe individual in order to gain these rights; e x c m

perhaps a social struggIe aimedat an inctusive mircoting What is apparent inCanadian
rights 1egisIationis that law is expected to mirmr the particuhdy ofthe i n f i d t d s wbich

maLe up Canadiansociety. It attempts to imposerecognitionby leg@ coercionby
refhthg Iesbian and gay subjecthi@in taw in the same way that heterosed

reIationshipsare aInady mirrored there. The attempt to include gays and lesbians inthe

narcissistic d t y of Canadianrights legislationbypasses the way that recognition in

-1's

systemope-

as an expression ofthe Mivecsal wiII ofa culture or society. This

legal solution does not reflecta form of consciousness which no longer tin& c o d &

between seIf-~otl~~iousness
and uther-co~owmessbut cather is predicated on the iaabilicy
to overcome and sublate such conflict except by legal fiat. The attempt by law to mandate
the rights and €kedomsofthe individual fails to appreciatethat a bxly ethiml society wiU

be based on a form of sewother consciousness where both commity and individual rights
are limited by the necessities of reciprocal recognitioa
What is significant fix Hegel's ethics ofrecognition, and which I w
7
1 turn to now, is

how the origins of subjectiveM o r n and o f the iaitiaL stages of intersubjective recognition
arise priar to their manifestation in the laws ofthe state or in civil society out ofthe ethical

rehtioas inhetent in love between hikiduaIsand the €hniliesthis love mates. In order to

be a part of society, with the rights and freedoms and the duties and obligations that entails,
then gays and lesbians must be recognized, mrd recognize themselves as,participating

memben offamIies and commdes. It is not slrrprisingthat, following on the heeIs of
the Viiend case, legal ismes suronnding same-gender aumiqp ac unions would became

the focus ofnew legal and social b a t h .

On May 20, I999 the Supreme Cowt ofcaaada ruled that the outario governments

Fmily h Act (FLA) fids to provide the same rights to -gender

coupIes as it does to

unmarried opposite-gendercouples? The issue came down to what constitutedthe
defhithnofspouse in the act and,*

*chthe

On-

section tS(L) was invokedas the Charter referent

legistation o€bds. htk case oftbe Ontario IegisMontheu F a i r y

Lmu Act, section 29, cIearty states that spouse is to be urukmd as "eithera man or a
woman who are not marriedto eachotberwho have c

o ...conthnusLy
~
for a~

-

period ofnot less thanthree

The FLA aIso makes it clear that 'cohabif is "to live

together in a conjugaI relationship, whether within or outside

The purpose of

the relevant sectionof the FLA is to enfbrce the payment in Chmio offi-ial

suppod fbr

one or the other ofthe spouses and any childrenparticipating within the smiaI group for
the period that it could be coosidereda 'bay', after any breakdownofthe relatiomhip.

In the case ofthe relationship between the two women before the Supreme Court,

M.was finadally depended on H The one pamert M, comcbuted her time and energy
to thejoint business and properties they had s h e d and felt she had a right to financial
support from K following the breakdown of their retationship. TheSupreme Court age&

and felt tbat the distinction of spouse as oaly thoseof the opposite genders constituted
Wrnination as it related to section 15(1) ofthe Canadian Charter of Rights and

Freedoms. I wilI firgo c b c w b g the: particuIars ofthis case as I did with Vriend, except to
point out that the @cu(ars oftheir reIationship were considered much more pertinent to
the appeal than that between Vriend and his commtrniw. It was necessary to deconstruct

the rehtionship betweeuthese women m order to show whether it couldbe considered, by
*

*

Iaw, a spousal one. Bit could be m.lnhtlnedthat this relationship was spousal in nature

then Canadiandivorce law codd be appIid The irony in this case is that only by
analyzingthe break&wn and dissolutioa oftheir relatiomhip could the court tecowtmct

the chim to ia legitimacy as a martiage-lile reIatiomhip. This case,

that ofVn'ed,

bypasses the process whereby s o d recognitionoperates as it would be understud in a
Hegelian system. Canadian law considers marriage fiom the poiat of view ofa contract
involving property and fiaancial coaSideratiottsaud in this coatext Iesbiaa andgay

marriages had to be d e f i as legally biading colmactDaI~Iatiouships.&wevet, k v
and the state for &get are subordinateto a higher ethicalconsciousness where utmhg~
or
maniagemlike
reI&*onshipsare be Pndetstoudas ethical entities rathetthan coatractaa[

ones,

*

Marriage in Caaada is understood primarily as a Iegaf and financial contract while
Hegel's concept of mmhge is an ethical relatiowhip "ratherthanmerely a nabmdor

merely Iegal-contmctud
the c

o

Williams points out that Hegel "believesthat to appIy

~model
I of refation universally and imhabbately to the staie and marriage

results in d i s t ~ r t i o m II1
" ~the
~ Philosophy of Right ((075) HegeI says:
Mwriage cannot ...be subsumedundKthe concept ofcontract; this
subsumation ...can ody be descncbed as disgracefbi .... The nature ofthe
state has just as little do with the relatiomhip of contract, whether it is
assumed that the state is a contract ofdl with all, or a contract ofall with
the sovereignand g o v e m n t - Tht intrusioa ofthis refationship ...into
politid relationships has created the greatest codision in comtitutiotioaal law

and in actuality39

For Hegel, not ody is the state ~t a contmctd arrangement, neither is mambge~Tbe fkct
that Canadian law is ody concerned with the financialobligations ofmaniage and

-

-

marriage-like nbtionships marriage understood prhady as a contract is even clearer in

the context oftwo related provincial developments which occurred in anticipation ofthis

Supreme Court decision by the provinces of Quebec and Alber~a
On A p d 28,1999 the AIberk government introduced a bill to amend that

provincefsDomestic Relations Act for the purposes ofredefkhg what is tneant by 'spouse'

in regards to financial obligations in divorce cases regarding alimony, maintenance and
spousal support.40 h this amendment, the legislature clarifies that 'spouse' means both the
p r t w ofa d e d person and a party to a common-Iaw reIationship where coman law

lat ti on ship means "arelationshipbetween 2 people of the opposite sex who aithaqh mt

legalIy marriedto eachother (i)c o n ~ o u s t ycohabited in a maniage-Iike reIatiomhip for
at least 3 years, or (Q if there is child ofthe relationship by birth or adoption,cohabitated

in areIationshipof some per~nanence."~~
The law in Alberta nowreads almost exactIy B e
the Fami& ReIotionv Act in Ontario where the definition of ofme was rtlfed L m r a a by

The iucIusionofthe cIarifier 'opposite sex' in the Alberta legislation

done

the specific hf~ntion
ofcircumventing the anticipated dingof the Supreme Court iathe

case ofhtario. However, the legd purpose ofthe amendment is to clarifj~,
in law, the
fihancial duties and obligations of opposite sex couples who are not m i e d towards each
other in regards to alimony, maintenance and spousal support. This imposes a c o m d
arrangement between people by the state which, in effect,coerces recognition oftheir

rebtionship even ifthere is none by the individuals hvolved Marriage as an enforced
contract by the state would certainly be disgracefulfor Hegel

I believe it should be

clear, that it is equally disgraceful for the state to withhold legal recognitionto same-sex
unious which are alre.r3, ethical relations basedon the mutual recogairion and love of the

individuals involved The state as master, with the power to give or withhold recognition,
is not an ethid orjust state fmm the viewpoiat ofEkgelian philosophy.

In the case of Quebec'samendmentto its maniage act, also done in anticipation of

'

the Supreme Court ding in the case of Ontmio v. M ond K.,the opposite to Alberta's
answer was enacted The Quebec legislature's adoption on Uay 6, I999 ofBill 32 was

done with the intent ofgranting same-gender coupIes the same rights and obligations as
common law opposite-geuciercouples by amending every Act and regulation that contains

m d o n to defocto ~ i o r n This
. ~ Bill
~ enforced the c h g e in definition in some G
ee11
g~vernmentalministries and over twenty eight arms of 1awP3 W e this amendment

accords more dignity and respect to samegender marriages or unious in Qaebec society, it

m e l e s s reo

f

c

an impositionby the state ofthe recopitionofthese UHiom as a form

o refatiomhipP
~
What is won is not an aclmowIedgment ofthe legitmacy of

these relationships as a fonnofthe mrrtual recognt*tioufouxui in love but the enforcement of
theik le@ ststus as binding inkqemnal contracts. Whether the legal sotution is to
withhold or d o n e the recognitioa o f ~ n d e unions,
c
the view of marriage as

primariIy a Iegal colmact is anathema to HegeL's

ofncognitiott

One of the maior stumbling blocks to the social recognition of the legitimacy of
same-gender unions, especidIy inthe context in which it is argued about in Alberta, is this
fhiiure to recognize that the legitimacy ofthese uuions alteady exists in the love between
the participants. The focus is on the way in which Love between individuals is expressed,
the sexuality in question, rathet on the nature of love itself- Arguments jastif)ing the

'natural' state of opposite-gender uniotls rely on appeals to theories ofnatural law which
uu&rstand marriage primarily as a social manifiestation ofnatural urges and drives. Hegel
has a higher undemandingof the spiritual and ethical significance ofthe union between
individuals. In Hegel's understanding, the semiity of the lovers, and even the sex act

itself. is not the end point of humansexud desire. Love and marriage is ~t about

it

about a fonn of intersubjective consciousuess.

E
m
s o f T.ove and M

m

For Hegel, marriage is not merely a a a W state and neither is it merely a
contractual arrangement regarding property distribution, This is dl that Canadian law has

codified in its provkciaL and federal legislatioa and these legal statutes are p h a d y

concerned with economic considerations. However, as Williams points out, in the
Philosophy of Righr, &gel clearly sees marrhge as tnnshrmed fiom a merely natud

joining ofthe sexes and is not primarily concerned withthe sexuaI practices ofthe

individuaIs. Rather, marriage is an ethical: relationship and union based on the sublation
and tmdiotmation ofaatrwl desins into a bigher ethicat substance. Hegel does not

conceive marriage:

...simply as a ~ - b i o I o g i c arehionship,
l
or one in which such aatmal
drives and inc1:Wonsare prbaqr. On the contrary, desire, nature, d
bioIogy are here sublated aad tramkrtned into an ethicaland spiritnaI
relationship+*

In heterosed mions this means that the other geader is no longer merely an object of
desire but comes to count as a being unto itself. As discussed in the previous chapter, the

mutual recognition manitested in Iove between inchiduals Ieads to a union of separate

paas into a higher whole. The relationship between spouses is such that love Leads to a
?randomtiono f p a r t i ~ t and
y individu~lityinto a relationship of two independent and

fret beings who become a higher ethical entity or whole. In the Philosophy of Right (5163)
Hegel says:
The ethicrrl aspect of marriage consists in the consciousnessofthis tinion as a
subend, and hence in love, trust,and the sharing ofthe whole individual
existence. When this disposition and actualicy are present, the m t m L drive
is reduced to the modality ofa moment of nature which is destinedto be
extinguishedin its very satkhtion, while the spiritualbond asserts its rights
as the substantial factor and k b y stands out as indissoluble in itselfand
exalted above khe contingency ofthe passions and ofwcular transient caprice?

In Hegel's view this spiritual b o d and exaltation above physicality is a necessary moment
for the development ofindividuIs into higher ethical beings. Peter Stillmaa p o w out
that, for Hegel,"*the fin deveIopment and expressionof human beings require marriage and
m y , which are c m e d by love and feehgn46 In order to be full human beings, in

order to overcome oneseIfand have a basis for objective knowledge ofthe world, this
mutual recognitionbetween seLf-co&ous bdividuaIs in love must take place. As well,in
order to become 111members ofsmOCtety
this d o n must become tnmfiotrned into a social
unit for the development ofthe idhiduals involved, both the spouses and any cMdren

they may choose to raise.
This characterization of marriage and family as a higherethical substance, being
more than merely the satidkctionofuattd desires, mggests that it is love which m m be
u n d e m a s the &MonaI pammeterofa mamiage. It is aot the gender oftbe

kind oflme

desmiibes ispossible between members ofthe same genderrandthere is

no reason to suppose it is not, then there is aIready a union in existence which must be

&rstood

within Hegetian terms as a umzhge- Those who argue fot the legal d

n of

same gender marriages are Envariabty drawn into discussions ofthe morality ofthe

sexuality involved. The issue ofwhether the partners can participate in the kind ofbe-

for-other and selftranscendentlove relationship that HegeI refers to, is never brought up?
Lfthis sharingofthe whole of individual exkistence exists between members of the

same gender, a union m which each individua1 is emancipated from particularity into a
Iarger whole and who bave a 'true union' which can'only exkt between living beings who

are altk in power', then it must be understoodto alzeady be, prior to any s a i d sanctioning*
a mamiage- h his discussionof Kegel's concept of marc@e7 Rudolph Siebert discusses the

transfocmationof sexual desire into love and marriage:

...the M o m of mads consciousnesssupercedes the sexual need and it curbs

thereby the ck&wtiieness of sexual desire through sexua1pleasure....Through
M o r n ofcoosciotme~s~
the sexual relationship becomes one in which each
sex partner is ...one with the odKr in the being of thc cuascioumessofeach o f
them Thereby, the external, aaturd send relationship toms into an innerpideal
relationship.... Sexual desk becomes an immediate oneness of the sex partners
inthe absolute being for themselves, their individuality. So s e d desire turns
into love....The relationship ofthe Iovers itsetfbecomes in the same way the
being of bothoftheno.
The
. relationship ofthe lovers becomes maniagd8

-

This supercession ofsexaaI d&~ would mean that the s e d i t y ofthe individuaTs,
whether hetero or homo-sexuabis itsetf not a necessary reqirement:for a maniiqp. From

the viewpoint ofHegeliau philosophy, &traction, desire and the natmat s e d Qive are
transcended d subkd whea hother comes to count as ind-for-itself and i n d ~ d d

consciousnessfinds its &edom and individuality expanded into a larger, higher ethical

Mioa Ifthis exists betweenmembers ofthe same gender it dwsn't matter what others may

thmL cegmdiagthe uame ofthe sexbeing enacted it a h d y mastitotesa s p i r i t d mion

cornme-

with Hegel's ideao fthe origins ofiutedjectke fixedom in love.

HegeL himseIfcould not have predicted the existence ofindividuaI.5in the late
twenfieth+enturywho would be identiki, and identi@ themselves, based on their

attraction to individualsofthe same gender. However, it is not sewal attraction or desire
which is the point of the struggle for recognitionby gays and lesbians. It is the l e g i w
oftheir love fix one another which is ignored in these IegaI and political discussioas. The

question ofthe g e d r of the participants in a love relatiomhip is based on an inability to
see beyond the otherness and digeence of gender itsetf, Gender difference is understood,

even by Hegel, as a form of otherness which eventhe dhkctical operations of low as a
form o f r e c i p f d recogtitioncarmot completely overcome. Male and female are seen as
the thesis and antithesis ofthe dialectical relationship between Lovers and are syuthesized
inthe unity ofmarriage. Howwer, at issue is wt the eventual synthesis of genders in a

love rektionship, rather it is the movement ofconsciousness to a higher ethical form of
understawhgof human retationships as a whole. The encounter with otherness, and the

necessity that otherness remain freeand uncoerced, is required in the ethical movement of
consciousness to a bigher, absotute form of knowing The gender ofthe other becomes

sublated in any encounter with otherness, whether it be in regards to the master-slave
relatiomhip or m regards to the rehiomhip b e t . Lovers. It is the selfs recognition of
the legitimacy ofthe otherness and difference ofthe other consciousness,a9 another
consciotlsn~p..p,
which is siguifiaut The e v e d tnms6iormationofconsciousness into a

higher ethical form remains irnpossf'ble ifthe

specifics aad constituent aahne ofthe

otherness and m e r e m e of the other consciousnessretnains absolute,

The legal and poiitid solutions in the Canadian Supreme Court cases involving
gays and Iesbians fkik at the h e 1 ofabsolute cooscioumess when s9bjectedta an

understand@ ofthe ethics ofrecognitionas I have prrsented them here. In its present

form in Canada,law operates as a formof aarchak mirror for C a o a d i a n e - W and
groups whose rights and bedoms are secured by incIPSiou in formaI IegisIation. inorder

to be fiee frOrndiscrimktion,andhave their dghtg sociaIly sewred, Mividuahand

groups must be recognized within law as abstract WersaIs with equaI ownership ofthe
i n a l i d l e and inherent rights and €teedoms which co-

the fotmdati011~
ofCman

law. Not only are these fotmdations based on a model which u n d d society as
constituted by antagonistic and appositonal individuals,the smggk for access to legal

solutions quires invoking legaI coercion and forced recognition which undermines the
concept off k d o r n itself Furthermore, within the oppogitioual sttucture of law, otherness
and difference are reified and remain irreconc~hbleand this makes the prociuctionof an

intersubjective ethical liEe-worldimpossibk
In the legal and political cases discussed here, the misrecognitionof the nature of
relationships between members ofthe same gender as a form ofsexuaIity, rather thaaa

form of Iove relationship, €idher distorts the way inwhich Canadian society understands
maniage and the M I y . The reduction of m a m e to a purely legal contract, or as a social

expression o f purely sexual drives and inclinations, effectiveIy ignores the dhicai
importance of Iove as a form of intersubjectiivitywhich grounds rights and freedoms in a

determinate reality. The seIf-overcomingand mediated recotl~liation
of difference end
otherness which is e@cted within love relationships, such as within marriage and the
fiunily, are the subjective origins of individual rights and freedoms. This is true whether
the relationships are comprised of same pn&r hihiduals or members ofthe opposite

gender. From the standpointofan ethics ofrecognition, the w e d subkttion ofotherness

and diffirence into a mediated unity of reciprocal tecognitionis mt in &me

inthe way

in which the social dienation of Iesbians aad gays is bandled within Canadianlaw. It is my
beIiefthatH&geLt's
mdfiestedby

ofabso~tdeGeid, with its higher ethical cousciousness
recognitiort, provides a betkr u n d e d gofposstble soiutions

to social and imhidtd alienatha U is this mtdeataahg which I will attempt to present

in my concIdm
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Forgiveness is now the form which recognition must take. It is no more
automatic than before, but when the other recognizes itselfin the first
self, the hard heart is meIted and forgiving recognitionoccurs ....The
judging seIfrealLes that its iudgment rests on private convictionas much as
the act it judgespand it realizes that it too must act axui that its act, though
different in content, will be identical in form to the actjudged as evil ....The
community which comes into being through forgiveness is thus a community
of mutual tolerance.

Merold WestpM. History d T

'in Hegel'k ~henomenology~

Hegel's answer to questions ofotherness and difference, the relationship between

the individual and the state, and the mtme of individual h d o m and autonomy seem ready
made to analyze the theme of recognitionas it applies to gays aad lesbians in modem
culture.

The use and misuse of Hegel by his various interpreters, however, &s

it

difficuIt to impose a singular understanding ofhis answers to thwe questions. This
multiplicity of interpretation afso tends to foreclose any attempt to exarnioe Hegel's

conception of what a culture of reciprocal ~ E C O ~ O Lmight
I
look like. Nonetheless, I
believe my discussion ofthe merits of balancing the traditioaal overemphasis on the theme

ofrecop*tionin HegeI as a form of struggle with the eqyaIIy fTege1ian presentation ofthe
ethid immediacy of tove as a Mer lmde-

of recognition,at least opeas up the

possibiIity- By u t i i g the theme ofHegeIian recognition as a form ofethic& social

philosophy, 1think it is possible to see what Hegel's
and respect nuC@be.

of a d e t y o f m d tolerance

It is by emphasizingthe necessity ofintefsubjective recognitionin

the c o ~ o n o f a ethical
n
society, as uaderstoodinHegeFs phiIosoph., that my

discussionofthe social struggIe ofgays and lesbians becomes a practice in religious
phiIosophy. For, inHegeLtsview, absolute G i s t is the necessary idea or concept which

remainsbefore us as the e i n t

the acttlaIized notion or Begifas it is

M i s t e din self-knowing Spirit It is Hegel's phiIosophid proposal of an

htersubjectively constmded absolute Spirit which incorporatesboth hotherness of

individlual se1f-co~oustlaesswith the unity ofa social whole which provides a solution to
the ethical conflict of social a l i d o u . This provides a solution to the crisis ofindividd

alienation which characterizes modern subjecthity and which is aeaher entirely modem
nor postmodem Rather, Hegel's solutionis a dialectid unification of the contmdictiolrs

which c b r i z e both modem subjectivity and society in another sense altogether- I
think that the discussio~L have presented here ofthe ethics of recognitionin regards to

gays and lesbians m Canadian society shows this.

The desire for recognition ofthe legitimacy of samegender sexmi desire by gays
and lesbians would seem to follow the pattern discussed by Kojkve as a €om of the struggle
for recognitioa In this view, gays and Iesbians are participating in a social battle to

demand the reqyisite acknowledgment ofthe personal. kxiorn and autonomy they require
both for individual seif-realizationand as actualizedmembers ofthe broader dture.

Hegelrsrmderstandingof an individual consciousaess being dependent on the recognition

and validation of its uniqueness and pticuIarity in order for it to be considered valid, is
assumedto require a aecessary fight in order to dorce unvdhg recopaitio~It would

seem that the only answerto this thwazted desire for the desire ofthe other, the desire for
recognition, is a necessay liftor deathbattlebetween a dominant foam of consciousaess

and a subordi.nateone. In this case, the battle for social recognitionby gays and lesbians is
understood primariIy as a

onofthe sauggIe for recognitioa

L thidc it is significant that itis the idea that the sttttggie for recognitionis
fbdamentaUy about M e anddeath which supplies the moral impetus behind the IegaI and

socialbattle ofgays 8nd lesbiansians
kcognm'onby hetero~rmativesociety of the

.

1-c~

of same gender s e d desire is seeu as psychologidy and socidy necessary

for the individual and social d - b e i n g ofthe gay or lesbian tndividd.

means that

the withheld cognition of legitimacy requires a legaL and social battle to demand and

coercethat recognition- In a Kojevean reading of the Life and death struggle, the slave must
overcome the maste?s dominance and become liberated by reking the n e w o n ofits

desire by the master. By rehing the status of slave and putting hisher We at risk, the
subordinated individual ilkrates their desire in orderto overcome hidher social alienation

In this mdm@md& the h i t i o n ofgays and lesbians throughthe legally sanctioned
impositionofrights through legislation folLows an interpretation of historical progress as a
history of hirated slaves. In this influentid reading of H e g e h intelsubjecfivity,the
slave is the only form of consciousnessworthy oflrcberation and the only fonn of

coosciousness which can be transfiormed historically and socially. In Koj6ve"sanalysis, the
m a s M s coasciousaess must eventually adopt and capitdate to the sIave's ideology, thus

makmg the masters slaves. There is no movement beyoad this fonn ofconsciousness and
therefore the form of recognition achieved is neither fieeIy given nor reciprocal. What this
amounts to is a Mure of recognition Otherness has somehowbecome reified as an

uwconcilable absolute. Without transcending the struggle for recopggltio
beyond this

finaioppositionb e e n master and slave comciousness, the si@cant role of otherness
as a fonn of sewothertranscendence and in the develogment of an ethicd social whole
remains impossfile.
The struggle forrecognition, in this case the legal banle by gays and lesbians for

social recogr&iou,c a m t be overcome because cannot transcend the botmdaries
imposedby difference and otherness. Otherness, the very conditionofmastery and slavery,
becomes absoIttte becaw there is no way out ofthe codict except the death, or

capihhtionto the viewpoint ofthe slave, by the master- There is no reciprocal reco@on
achieved because othmms itself remaim do--

There is no higher mbhtion into a

unity ofopposites and no ethical resotution ofconflict The other remains other, dess it is

defeated or destroyed Otheraess is therefore not in the senrice of producing the absolute
unity which is Spirit's manifestationthrough mutual reciprocalrecognition,but r a h r is in

the service ofproducingconflict and inqwdity. IimoncilabIe difference and umeconciIed
otherness are the only outcomes ofthe struggle for recognition if it is not eventuauy
overcome and sublated because it remains focused onthe necessity of conflict imd w e .

However, in the reading of Hegel I have adopted here, it is the focus on the
necessary relation with otherness which is paramount, not the necessityofconflict, What

is missing tiom the way in which the gay and lesbian struggle for recognition is legally and
socially carried out is the awareness of this necessary relationship with otherness. In

Robert William' rereading ofthe theme ofHegelian recognition, this necessity is expressed
in the move towards the absolute as seIf-consciousllessbecomes aware that one's relation to

otherness is fimdamentally a rerationto oneseIf: It is the recognition of this internaI
relationship, and the overcoming of selflother opposition which it induces, which
eventuaIIy produces the ethical movement towards a higher social consciousness which is

Heget's conceptionofGeist. In WilIiams' reading ofHege1, the other is necessarily other

and is not mereiy a narcissistic toot for producing seIf~onsciousnessand individual
identity. The recognition by seK~oasciousnessthat its relationto t6e other reflects its
relation to itsetfis what inauguratesthe move towards true individuaL fcreedom and
arrtonomy. Tbe contradictory nature of Hegel's dialectical process means that
acknowledging the f k d o r n and autonomy ofthe other, legithating differenceand

otherness and not destroyingit, is what brings about a tcue form offkedomaud e c p h y C
The W o r n ofthe self is mediatedt h u g 6 acLMwIedging and dowing the other to go

*,throughthe reciprocal tecognitionwhich &fines Hegel's absoIuteSpirit It is not

producedthrough a battiebetween competitiveand isolated subjects, as it appears in our
legal and political system, but ratherarises from the eq&y and mutualityproducedby a
subject's relationto otherness. h t h e Supreme Court ofcamdda cases in which gays and

Iesbians won the legal acknowledgmentofthe legitimacy oftheir d

L identities, it was

done so at the expense ofmraual recognition. By imposing one form of autonomy and
fhedorn over another and coercing recognitionthrough legislation, gays and lesbians do
not achieve a legitimate form of social recogitiot~These legal b a t h make otherness the
absoIute boundary of intersubjective retations and not theprerequisite moment
foreshadowing tlae transcendence of sewother conflict.

In the HegeLian system, the consciousaess ofthe @c&,

ofonly othems, must

be sublated d W o n n e d into an intersubjective consciousness in which the recognition
and Iegitixhtion ofothemess becomes mutual and reciprocaL Letting the other go free

and uncoerced is best understood as a form ofthe reciprocity found in love, not in an
irreconcilable struggle or conflict between oppositiod entities like that found in a
contemporary legal battle. Without transcending the m l e , without a movement beyond

the partic*

andseIfaentereddemand for rights, gays and lesbians remain trapped in an

unethical position in the social system they struggle against For both the master and the
slave must find recognition ofthemse1ves in the other, acknowkigethe Legitimacy and

freedom ofthe other, and come to terms with the necessary dependence they have on one
another as fke and mcoerced There is no movement beyond the struggle ifthe necessity
of otherness is not aclmowIedged and allowed to become a moment of sewother
~ o & o a In Hegel's philosophy, this can only happen in a social system when the

contradictions ofdependence and independenceare babced in an individuai awareness of

the ethid demands o f h g within an intersubjective realm. The ethics ofthis are better
uuderstoodthrough an r m d e n t d k g of Iove and respect as the telos of recognition, and

not as a M e or conflict in which recognition is forced and coerced The question ofthe

relationto othemess and differeuce is f i m d a m d to underrtaadinghow this operates. la

. ..

order to comprehendthe si@cance of mamtamlng and recognizingthe aecessaqt rehion
to otbetness let me re-emphasip its importance to &geLVs ethics ofrecognition.

In Hegel's philosopby, it is in the initial awateness of otherness and the sewtion
of subjective and objective knowing which had bitidly been &ed

in in&vidd

certainty, fiom which individual self-consciousnessis born. It is the realizationof the

hkpeuknce ofa wholly other being that initiates the desire for recognition and inducts
the human desire for the desire ofthe other. The traditional readingofthis?and the

Kojtvean reading in particular, is that this awareness ofotherness necessmly breeds
irreconcilable conflict the view of society as one of competitive hdividuakm In the
purmit ofecp1 rights, otherness and differetlce are understood as problems which must be

overcome. Tbey are seen as barriers to a c i v i h d intersubjective unity. In order for there
to be justice and e c p l recopition ofthe legitimaq of otherness, otherness itself must be
eliminatpd The social battle by gars and Lesbians for equal rights is based on an

understandingof ecIuality which would ignore or minimize the importance of difference

and otherness. This mdemtandingof equality relies on the assumption of a unity of the
same and the eliminationof otherness as a barrier to equal recognition. Thus, conflict is

seen as unavoidable and any legal or political resolution must come from the e ~ ~ t i ofo n
diBerence and otherness through legislation based on an assumptionofa unity ofthe same.
The idea that everyone is inherently equal and the attempt to constsuct laws which are

universally applicable necessarily ignores whatever d i f f i exist in detmmhte
situations. The legal system is such that it relies on necessary conflict between indivduals

and attempts to eliminate otherness in order to achieve rmiversdIy app1icabt.elaws.
However, in Kegel's phiIosophy, othernesshas a more important rote to play than

merdy to intmhce coafIict. It is not the codict between others which is necessafy in
Hegels analysis ofconsciousaess but a necessary rehion to otherness upon which

consciousnessis based. As &gel points out "Unity,differellce, and rewon are categories

each ofwhich is nodXing in and for itsee but ody in relatr-onto itsopposite, andthey

carmot therefore be separated from one mother." The necessary relationship between self

and other is the condition for the emergence ofboth individual seff~osciousnessand a

genuine intersubjective social consciousness. The self depends upon the other as a
necessary element of its own seIfawarenessCIt is the self-recognition-in-~themss
which
fonns the basis upon which individual consciousness is born and upon which individual

m o r n and autonomy are attained. The other is necessary for the sews sahisfimiion.
Individd self-cousciousnesst-es

the other as a free and autonomous being in order to

achieve its own freedom aad it is through the recognition of this necessary relationship that

an ethical intersubjectivity develops. Otherness and difference cannot therefore be
ehhateci as inessential but rather must remain essential elements of the coastitmionof an
mtersubjective social order. The legal so~utionsapplied will therefore fail to achieve the
form of reciprocal recognition that gays aad lesbians require in order to be a part of the
larger society as a whote.

In term of legitimate recognition, otherness and difference cannot simply be
overcome by assuming an equality of the same. This solution is basedon a model ofs0c1OC1d

conflict which sees otherness and difference as alien to cousciousness and not integraL to

both its initial formation and ethical development My point regarding the significance of
recognition is thaf in the moment of reciprocal awareness, otherness and difference are no
longer alien to coasciousoess. However, Excause they must remain in a aecessary
relationship to indivduai conscioumess they are not subsumed and eliminatedwithin it It

is through the mbiation ofothernessmaintaining its micpeness and aot attemptingto
destroy & as seen in a model ofhtembjecthe awareness based on Iove, that this

contradictory d d t y is most apparent Nkcessady mediatedand conditioned by otherness
and diffemce~the selfgains its own M o m and autonomy and moves towards true

~e~

and the e v e d d i o n of absolute cotwiousness in the world. Tbe

distortion of?XkgeSs pWosophy by f i g onthe necessi~ofanineconciMIe conflict

between seIfand other* ofody the Me and death struggle betwpencornpethg subjects, is

due in part to Koj&versreading

Here,Kojhe's msvi~gnessto appreciatethe Mity

posited by figel's non-humanabsolute Spirit meant that otherness must be e w e &

Koj&vers
anthropomorphizingofHegel's absolute, his desire to pmduce a aonmetaphysical rPading of human being and human history7meant that the coaflict between

selfand other can be overcome only when a winner or loser is pmduced. Only when oae
form of consciousness achiews its satisfkction by the elhination ofotherness d

difference is a human socid unity possible. By maintaining the superiority of slave
coasciousnes and rnamhthgthe eventual capitulation to the ideology ofthe slave ofthe

master,Kojkve's version ofHegelrsdialectical univeliminates otherness and difference in
a way which distorts Hegeltsexamhation of the role ofthe other. Koj&ve1s
theme ofthe

end of history, as a history ofhirated slaves, cannot overcome otherness because it
assumes that the struggle for recognition cannot be transcended except through the

ehnbtioa of otherness, withthe enslaved consciousness emerging victorious.

Inmuch the same way, the fom in which the stcuggle for recognition by gays and
lesbians in Canadian legal battIes operates, m a h t a h that otherness and difference must be
overcome in the search for equality. There must be a unity achievedby the eliminatian of

difference when one side ofthe legal battle wias and the other side loses. Otherness

becomes reduced to the unity ofthe same in equal rights Legislatonb u s e otherness and
difference are considered umcondabIe within a society where rights are W e d and

normative. The smggle for rights remains tied to the unethicalresolutionarising &out the
opp~sitioaalstruggle for reco@on.

The struggle by gays and lesbians to achieve

recopition in Canadian society throughcomt W
e
s and LegaIly man&ted solutions must

f
X at the level ofabsoInte know@ because it cannot transcendthe oppositioaal struggle*
The Supfeme Court ofCanadadecisions fkil lesbians andgays samh for social recognition
because the decisions failto acknowledge that it is the reconciliationwith otherness wbich

isthe necessaryprerequisitefor the eventual madismion ofGe&tas reciprd
recognitio~tOne ofthe barriers to this find -is

in the &Eicr;tlty modem d t u r e has in

recognizingthat the satisfktiouof same gender desire can be something other than the

satisfkiion of IndividuaI s
e
w desire.

It is one of the fhdamental reahations ofHegl's phenomenological analysis of

coasciousaessthat the desire for the desire ofthe other is a fh&mentaL human wed This

is a puticulatLy human need, in that it goes beyond merely satisfyingthose desires and
hungers that we aIl share.

Inthe Phenomenology of Spirit, the actualkition of self-

consciousness occurs through the process of desire? Through the ddoubliag of

consciousness produced by the desire for the recognition of the other, the individuaI subject
becomes its own object It is through desire that the distortions of subjective know1edge

can be overcome. In seeing itself as the object ofan otheis desire the other co~lsciomess .
is w longer merely a tool for selfpleasure. The other consciousness is W e d for the fact

that through its desk for the other's desire the objective tnrt6of the self becomes
actuakd. It is through the movement of consciousness out of itselfin the self-overcoming
it experiences in Iove that the objective proofof the self's k d o m and autonomy is

e

d Throughthe W o m a t i o n ofphysid desire into the desire for the h e d

uncoerced recognitionthat it gives and receives in romantic love, the se1fYother opposition

and individual alienationis dialectically transfiormed. Love is a fonnofintersubjective
relationship which transcends i&M physical desire and a new mediated ethid
intefsubjectivityis pfoduced In this form ofselfYotheraansfomationthe physical is
s u b o to~the ethid when the other consciousness comes to count as an in-and-for-

itseK This ethid immediacy fomdinlove relationships provides the ciue for why the
subject ofsame gender s e d desire is so problematic fm many peopIe- The problem is in
the i
nabwto see same genderreiationships as anythingother thau the satisfactionof

individilalphysical desk.

h our cultural context, same gender desire is understoodprimarily ody in a
physical sense. The desire of one person for another person of the same gender is seen as
attemptiagto sat*

a purely individual physical desire and this is t r a a o d y the way in

which it is both defended and viXfied. Whether it is viewed as a na-

desire. orimting

genetically or as an inborn trait, or as an muclmnaI,non-procreativedistortion o f m i
same gender s e d desire is ~11derstood
only as a fonn of desire thats satisfactionis

primariIy for the benefit of the individual in terms of either physical orpsychoIogid

satidkction. There is no debate o n whaher the satisEdon of this same gender physical

desire can be ~ o m e into
d a form of the mutual recognitionthat is found in opposite
gender love relationshipsS More importantly, there is no discussionon whether the

trans5iormatioonofphysical desire between members ofthe same gender into a form ofthe

reciprocity found in love or marriage is mandated and required by Western tradition itselfP

There is no debate as to whether this form of human desire, and its particular form ofthe
seff'bther relationship, may exhibit a simiIar form ofdidectid conscioustlessthat exists

for other love relationships which ultimateIy mcipate in the development ofan ethical
social system. The largest barrier to this kind of discussion is in the way that the legal and

sociaI struggles for lecognikiouof same gender desire have been coastructed within the

history of s e d hKrattion as a h i t i o n ofindividual sexual desire.

The colI&e

identity of gays and lesbians, the very basis upon which these terms

are defined, is focused on the sexual nature ofthe subjects: their hornose3t~uiify-Gays and
lesbians are socially and indiviMy maIe and f i e homosexuals. There is, in fa& no
word in the English Ianguagefor individuafs ofthe same gender who have propensity to
fovo a m e m k of the same

Homosexdty*homoeroticism or even homoswid.ity

do not convey the meaning tbwwould be nqPiredta ideati@ individuals who may achieve
the tmnsfiomative wdousness HegeL describes as ocmmbg betweenmembers of

opposite genders in mamiage- Admittedly, the term heterosexual& is alw focused on the

sexual nature ofthe individd but there has hardly been a c o m p b I e socidmovement

focused on the liberationofthis fonn ofdesire. As w e 4 the presumption that a form of
self-othertranscendence occurs naturally in heterosexual marriage, auto&cajfy
supersedes any need to recognize the sexuality ofthe participants. In the case of gay and
lesbian desire, these identities are coUectively social and politid identities historically

arising through the discourse of a sexual liberation p~litics.~
Despite the fact that these

forms of identity can and do signify more than merely the sexual desire umifiksted by the
individual subjects, their meaningstill relies on the necessq assumption of same gender

s e n d attracton. It is what this attraction signifies that becomes problematic.

The history ofliberationpolitics ofgays and lesbians as a socialgroup has not
foUowed from demands for a mediated fonn offteedom and autonomy for gays and
lesbians as members ofsociety, atlying same gender desire with the heteronormative

Wrn. Rather, it has pittcd itself against the social system defined by a compulsory
heterosexuaiityand argued for a form of sexual liberation focused on individual desire
being k e d in eveqone. The strategy that a sexual iiberation politics has followed is to
posit the satidkction of individual desire as a higher form of freedom, The hiration of
individual desire and inchidud fmdom is put in opposition to the dominant

heteronormative sociaVsed system. In this political strategy, otherness remains
dominant and recodable only through the imposition of legal restraints against

discrimbation and the imposition of the cecognitionofindividual sexual satisfaction. The
discourse ofsexuaf Iikratiotl that remains focused on the rights and semI fkedoms ofthe

individual in oppositionto those ofthe bmader culture, is emphasizinga social system
where there is no reco@on ofthe legitimacy ofdesire beyoud individual satkhtior~

There is no acknow~edgmentthat desire can be tmm6ormed into a higher intersubjective
consciousness found in love rehtionships, regardIess ofthe genders of the individuals

invo~ved.

The argument forthe l e ~ o ofugay and lesbian marriages or unions rarely, if
ever, goes beyond a discusionofthe ethtCcsand morality ofsame gender s

datm~tioa,~

Debating the right or wrong ofsame gender s e d attractionmisses the point of what
m h g e and the sewother union between members ofthe same gender signifies for aa

intersubjective social sphere. Regel's insistence that marriageis a contract between

individualsthat t m ~ ~ c e n dany
s legaI or social contract and that love is a form of
intetsubjectbe recognitionthat goes beyond merdy the satisfaction ofphysical wants and

desires, means debates about the morality ofhow that Love is expressed are both sterile and
besides the point The parameters ofthese debates will fail to consider the possible

signiscance that same gender love relationships are a fonnof the ~e~recognition-in-

otherness that initiates the eventual numifiestation ofan ethical intersubjeaive social
sphere. In this mderstmding the recognitionofthe legitimacy of these relationships
wodd be both mandated by the socia1 system in which they appear and necessary for the
cultwetsethical developmeat. The hiration ofdesire does not come through the

hieration ofthe individuaI over and against society. Rather, it comes about through the
I t i t i o n of the self-centered subjectivity that hi*

forms ofconsciousness, like that

fouuci in a love relationship, can produce. By belongingto a cultme, an individual's

M o m and autonomy are mediatedthrough intemhjectke reciprocity as a form of
mutpal recognition,and this must include the forms in which sexual desire is expressed8

In a HegeIian system, it is the mediation ofthe autonomy ofthe individual, not its ultimate
ascendancy as a form of i n d ~ d u dliberation,which transforms community into an ethical

intersubjecthiity. This emphasis on the liberation of individd desk, and the supposed
oppositionofsame gender desire to CanadiancuIturerssexual traditions, distorts the
significanceofhow reciprocal recopnition in love reIationships and the seK10vercoming it

produces is the origin of en ethical society based oa mutual tolerance and respect.

The form ofse~tmscendenceaud s e l f - o v e r c o achieved
~
throughthe
recognition of the independence and legitimacy of otherness begins in & relatiomhip

between lovers and in the ethical immediacy ofthe kmily repnseatd by love. That this
requires a reexamhationofthe legitimacy ofother forms in which love between

individuals is expressed, and the types of W
e
s this love createsyis apparent However,

ifthese relationships an mderstood to already be in existence, it means same genderdesire

and relationships must already participate in the tow*@ofthe society they are found in
They are already being produced by, and participating in the further production of, its
traditions. In the Supreme Court cases previously discussed this was readily apparent
?nthe case of Vriend v. Alberta, Vriend was not an oM&r to the tradition he lived

and worked in Inpoint of fkct, as his Wer's comments on raising his chi1dreu Christian

claimed, Delwin's initial struggle for reco@on could not have occurred outside ofthat
same religious tradition- Ekving the support of his family and immediate religious
congregation were the very teasoas why he pursued his court case in the firstplace. The
legitimacy this immediate recognitionafforded him,was the practical and ethical bask

upon which his struggle for recognition at the larger social level depended. Without that
initial form ofimmediate recogition, the mutuaIitj inherent in his fbnikyand

congre&atio~
the snoggle with the largersocial sphere wodd have been imposmbte-

Delwin V-endwas not simpLy 'other' to the traditionhe was alienated fiom, he was a part
of it However, both beloaging and being aKenated are the ha(imarks ofthe move towards

a higher e t h i d social unity. The doubling ofconsciousness which occurs when the
individual selfbecomes other to itseIff and recognizes its own aecessaxy nuon to

otherness, is the moment whw rnrrttlal recognitioabecomes an ethid possibility and a

potential reaIity.

.

However, when the legal and poIitical system elhinates the I#lmcuIar in fav~urof
the &em&

when law attempts to form m i v d tmtbs from determinate situatiom, it

imposesthe emptiness of what ought to be on what is or is coming to be. In the Hegelian

system, unived or ought laws are si@ers of an unethid social system and the ody Law
which can insure true ibedom is one in which the universal ethical substance is the only

tndh. This ethical substance cquires that individual freedom be mediated by its
relationship to the general interest Gay and lesbian M o m ofdesire must be undef~food
to

of the k g e r tradition and be ia smice to the broader ethicd substance. These

forms of desire are both other to the tradition in which they are found and integrally
produced and constructed by that same tradition. I believe that what is occurringwhen
members of the same gender participate in love relationships, in which individuaLity is
transcended into a unity comparable to heterosexual marriage, is a manifestation ofthe
seIfktherrcIationship which supersedes individual consciousness as it moves outwards to
participate at the level ofthe state. Regardless ofwhetherthere is sociaI sanction for these

relatiomhips, they represent a form of love in which the other conscious~lessis &owed to
go f
kand uncoerced The mdividual's wants and needs are overcome and Wormed

into the mediated unity of a love relatiomhip. This means they already constituteethical

unions or marriages. The social recognition oftheir legitimacy cannot came from outside
the relationship in the fonn of legal or political solutions, but rather moves ouhvards from

the relationshipto society aad cdture. Like the slaves who must come to the recognition of
their o m &worth

andidentity in order to become £teecotlscious agents, it is fiom the

higherform ofconsciousnessfound withinlesbian and gay relatiomhips tbemseIves that

the socialrecognitionoftheir legitimacy will arise- The recognition ofthe legitimacy of
otherness and difference cannot be predicatedon maintam otherness as an absolute,

which is how the leg& and political system in Canada opemtes.

h the reading I have offered here, otherness serves its purpose but cannot remain
absaIPtely other, or else it remains a Iower fonn o f c o u s c i o and
~ thus produces an

.

unethical -midsystem.From this petspective, gays and lesbians are a part ofthe societies

in which they are produced They are shaped and formed by Westem culture's tradition9
andparticipate in both the negative and positive aspects ofthe Western li'beraL tradition.

What this meam for individd subjectivity is important and is why gay and lesbian ide*
can often be seenas metonymic ofmodem subjectivity itseIf For, opposed to a modem

conceptionof a distinct andwholly autoaomous .wbjectivItyand in opposition to a
postmodem view ofthe multiplicity and incoherence ofthe subject, Hegem subjectivity,
as I lmderstandif bas a mediated coherence and an interdependent autonomy

A primary metaphor for the experience of modem subjects in regards to socia1

relationships is a l i e n a h The commonexperience ofwt feeling at hotne in the world is

best understoodas a form of alienation arising fiom misrecogniton at the level of

intersocial relatiomhips. In H e ~ l i a subjecthity,
n
the god of c o n s c i o ~ iss to achieve
the self-recogniti~~in-othemesg
and the mntual reciprocal recognition that characterizes
absolute Spirit- This form of ethical intersubjectivecowioumess, absolute Spirit as a
socia1 We that is also an P, cannot be achieved by the battle between competitive

individuals in a c o m stcuggle fix recognitba This is the way in which the social
struggle of gays and lesbians is played out in the legal and poIitid arenas. This view is

chmcte&& by an d e m i n g a f m d ~ d u asubjectivity
l
where society ic a collection of

autonomous subjects paflaying for legithation

of their individual rights and M o m s .

Neithet can this higher form of intersubjective consciousness be achievedby the

capihhtio~~
o f o m form ofconsciouslless to the position ofan other, Like the Kojkvean

unde-

of slave c o a s c i o ~being
s
the historical winner ofa struggk for

recognitionand the only fbnn ofmtl~cio-

worthy ~ f l c b e ~ o n .

In oppositionto thisview is the kterptebthoaof intersubjective relationships I bave
pcesented here*where the eventnat tran.sfiimation o fthe .struggle fbc recognition into a
society ofmubdZy contirming subjects occurs throu& the a e ~ e s ~ arefatiomhip
ry
which

consciousness has wit6 othlerness, Like the form ofcoasciousnessfound in the

reMomhip between lovers, this individualconsciousness acknowledges the M o m aad

autonomy ofthe other consciousuessand achieves a seK~vercorning
which leads to a
social intersubjective sphere where the rights ofeach member ofthat society are recognized

by every other member- The overcomingofthe social alienationexperiencedby the
modern individual wilt not arise from making individuality and difference absolute, but by
a dialectid cec0tu:iliationwith the society in which it is produced and in which it lives.

An ethical social ordet where otherness and difference are both respected and sublated can
be achieved tbrough the form of reciprocal recognitionwhich characterizes &geLfs

absolute Spirit

Immediately following Hegel's discussionofthe freeing ofthe slave from the

domination ofthe master in the Phenomenology of Spirit, there is a sectiond y z h g the
.supposed M o m which seIf~o11sciousness
achieves after its liberation fiom bondageeg

This illusion offreedom achievedby seIf-~011~ciousness,
its supposed autonomy ahd
independence, is representedby the social system where legal status is dominant. This is

the world in which the battle between Lesbians and gays and the heteroaocmative status of
marriage and family is piayed out in maneuveringfor legal recognition. However, Hegel

emphasizes that the ethical We of a c o m m m i which
~
is M e s t in the laws and customs

ofthe state represents forms of consciousness which are equaIly represske. The world
where leg@ status is the actuaIizatoaofSitt2ichkit is one whrre such forms ofself-

consciousnessas stoicismand scepticism are dominant Bot6o f h e forms ofawareaess
have a negative attitudetowards athemess basedontheir inability to perceive of Mkrence
independent of individud & ~ ~ ~ ~ o p s n e s a ~ ~

I~asthetrnthofanethicalM~woddisfbrmd~in~fbrmsof
consciousness represemedbyIegaI states, inHegel's pMos0phy the world ofcdtme is

accompaniedby the ultimate alienated selfrepresented by the unhappy consciousness. The
unhappy consciousness is one where the individual is enslava not by another

conscious~less.but by its own internahtion ofthe moral ideals of its culture. Tn this form
ofseIf-awareness the subject has stillnot achieved absolute M o m , despite the fact that
its enslavement is no longer externally created, The hiration ofthe slave fiom its

bondage to the master has resulted, not in its W o r n &om slavery, but rather in its

enslavement to various forms of internalized thinking which are eqtdly repressive. Tme
fieeciom, then, must also arise €torn an internalized form of consciousness. This is the form

of consciousness which is achieved when comcience becomes the determinate €om of a
truth's activity in the worfd

Conscience stands above the laws and traditions of society and is the moment when

absolute Spirit becomes actualized in the m o d awareness ofthe imiividuaL- Inthe
political system when legal status is absoIute, the form offieedom achieved is the freedom

to be oneseK However, as it is evaluated within Hegel's philosophy, the M o m to be
oneself is a misinformed egoism and the individual lacks the tme fkcdom that it craves. In
the society ofconscience, where there is a union of individual tnah with the e v e & the

selfrecognizesits o m need for aniversal truth and it acts oat of its own conscientious
belief in these moral truths. While this seems Like a form ofabsolute individualism, the
way in which Spirit a c t d u e s itsew is in keeping with a conscious awarmess ofthe

necessity ofmivedty. M

d Westphal, whose andysis of this moment m Hegd L have

attemptedto recreatehere, emphasizes the importance that recognitionbas for maLing

m o d convictions absoIute:

... Consciencedoes not simpiy dispease with the impetus to universality
which deciies the concept ofpure duty. This remains rather as essential
to Conscience. which realizes its need to relate to the other, to win f e c o ~ o n
from bim,andthus to be b e W - c o a s c i o i
~ninmmutzity, the ody M o r n

which is actuaL C o ~ e n t i o w
action is not merdythe ekma~katiioaofan
irmer content but also the seekingdtecogritim for the self revealed in
OnIy m teansof =@on
can Conscience be spiritn

-

However, as WestpaI

clear, this n c o ~ o tmay
t mt be automatidy given In

fact, acting out of conscientious c o u ~ may
n be deemed as deceptionandh

.

"Havingrendered itself public in action and speech, the self may find its efforts rewarded

withjudgment and njectioa ratherthan recogniiioa, There is mthingto keep the 0 t h self
fiom WithhoIding recognr~on..."~~The only thing that saves this form ofsocial

consciousness from retmihg to the emptinessofthe world of social contract and le&
status is that the comcieb,tious awareness ofthe indmdd transcends its own
0

.

by acknowledgingits aeed for tmiversaLity and being aware that its partic-

is a

distorted mirror ofthat W e d truth. What is now necessary is a form ofintersubjective

recognition that leads to recoudiationwhich must begin with the activity of forgiveness.
Forgiveness is the activity ofthe fonn of se~cousciousnessthat eventualIy Leads to
the society of mutuaI tolerance. At this moment, com*ousnessis not yet ideal or absolute

but, through forgiveness, recoucihtionbecomes possible and consciousn~~s
can overcome
the limitations inherent in a the world oflegal ?;tatus and social contract. Yet, as Westphal

notes in the quote L used at the beginningofmy conclusion,forgiveness is the fonn which

consciousnessmust achieve in order to eventualIy become absolute conscio~~lless.
It is
only through acts offorgive~essthat the damage incurred during the struggle fbr

recognitioncan be overcome:

Forgiveness is now the form which t e c o ~ o must
n tale. It is na more
autowCcthan before, but when the OM
recognizesitselfin the first
self, the hard beart is melted and forgivingrecogaaionoccurs .-.
The
jud@ng selfmtks that igjidgment rests on private convictonas much as
tbeactitjruig%s,~~realizesthatittoomnstactdtbatits~thoug6
differentin conteut, wii be ideutical in form to the actjudgedas eviI ...The
cotnmrmity which comes h t o being through forgiveness k thus a c o r n m e
of mutual to~erance.~~
*

C

.

.

Fathe act offorgiveness aadnmn&umgthe aUegiance to higher mraLp q m e ,
consciousness comes to terms with its own intemaIrelationto otherness. Through

-

for&eness, ofboththe m d Wings ofitseIfand others, individual consciousness begins
to intuit the unity of consciousnessthat represents absolute knowIedge.
.

In Robert Williams' reading ofthis moment in Hegel, forgiveness as the form of

actionwhich seIf~~onsciouness
takes,is the move towards reconciliatiioa in absolute

S p a In W i I h rreading the=

Forgiveness invoIves love, aflhmtiotl afthe other in spite of injury.
Forgiveaws involves a mutual release fromthe injuries of action, a release
from tbe consequeuce ofthe past that breaks the cycle of violence and
rwenge and makes possible new beginnings.I4

It would be hard to convince those fighting for their rights to rebquichthe standpoint of
the legal battle for recognition for the reconciling activity offorgiveness. This is especially
so in tight of the violence and fear of death that is a reality for gays and lesbians in North

American society. In the face ofthe 1998 torture murder and crucifixionof a young gay
man like Mathew Shepafdin Wyoming,for gays and lesbians a solution of forgiveness and

reconciliation seems impossible.l5
However, in the case of Iesbiam and gays srmggling for Legitimationthis may be a
necessary fonn ofcoasciousaesswhich must be traversed in order to transceudthe baniers

which define that struggle inthe first place and which perpetuate the cycle of violence and
revenge c ~ r i s t iof
c the battIe for recognitiou. Faced with the potential for destruction

and death, the necessity ofthe struggle may seem absolute andthe retreat into the
protectionof legalism as theody solution, Hegel's vision ofthe importance of forgiveness,

and his emphasis onthe necessity of love as the only legithate form of motual recognition
which can reconcile the alienatedhdividnaJ wahia society, at Ieast presents another optioa
It is anotheroptionwhichchalIeuges the ernbattered individual consciousness to attempt to

travel a higher mral road to reacha higher ethical truth As Robert WilIiams points o a

this f o r t u o f ~ c a n a c h i e v what
e the stqggling s h e cannot arad the indivdtd whose
actkity ia the world involves forgiveness does aot

-

...iasist upon his rights, but rather surceadets them for the sake of
reconciliation with others. This transcendenceof the standpoint oflegzdkm
and right is a volrurtary sacrifice that renounces coercion, evenjust coercion,
and carries out this renunciationeven to the point of death, The spirit of love
and readiness for reconciliationdisphce the fear ofdeath constitutiveofthe
servile consciousness. Love is an act ~fse~emptyinng
or kenusis that is an
ethical beauty.I6
This act ofselfknptyhg, the form of self-overcomingcharacteristic ofthis form of
consciousness, is what leads individual consciousnessto the moment when knowledge and

awareness are no longer trapped in the distortions of individual subjectivity. While the

negativity which is associated with this form of activity in the world makes it a ficutt
place for individual consciousnessto inhabit,it is a necessary transitionfor the eventual

t m s 5 0 d o n into a tculy ethical form of intersubjective consciousness. The shape of
consciousness represented by the act of forgiveness is informed by a fideIity to the object of

knowledge,to the truthof its being, which does not end the W o r n of the selfbut
achieves its Wormation into a form of mutual recognition where its rights and fkdoms
are inmred A true recognitionof same gender love, the need for lesbians and gays to

achieve legitimation at the level of sociefy, can only come about through this determinate

fbrm of absolute coasciousness in a society ofreciprocal recognitionwhich is the
actdizationof Spirit in the worId

Inthe Christianreligion God has rweaIed HimseK which means He has given
man to understandwhat He is, and thus is no longer c o n d e d and secret.
Wit[lthis posslcbility ofknowingGod the obIigationto h o w Him is imposed
uponus. Godwishesnonanowsoulsandemptyheadsfor~isc6i1~~~
0 - W E HegeL Reason cir History

It is perhaps dear fiom the above discussioa ofcoascieace end forgiveness that
Hegel's ethics of recognition should be m&rstood as a philosophy which is informed by

religious ideas and concepts originatkg in Christianity. H~egelbelieved that with
Chrid-,

reIigious consciousaess had achieved its apotheosis and that its conceptionof

a h@m, gniyfu-

o p e d the door to the enlightened view of ratiouality as the

ultimate shape of human activity in the world While for some p p I e this may discledit

any attempt to utilize his philosophy as a form of social analysis, I believe that it is
precisely this reliance on a highet form oftmth which maLcs Hegel's work a usem
philosophical tool. The sohti0u.s in any attempt to mediate the conflict between
individuality and society are best understood within religious cafepries as they are
expressed within Hegel's phr,Iosophy. Any discussion ofabsolrde social unity or absolute

consciousness aad

when understood as modes of ovacoming s o d alienation,

imke concepts and ideas which can be understood with reference to Hegelian
pbirosophical-reLigiousconcepts and ideas.

Hegel's insistence on the integral co~ectionbetween the intersubjective nature of
ratioaalityand the intersubjective nature of human social totality or absolute Spirif means

that any discussionon the nature ofotherness and merence can be understood with
referencesto the categories ofthought as they are rmderstoodin Hegel's philosophy of the

absolute. In this context, KegeLts'reIigiousrphilosophy should be understood as the
ultimate form of rational philosophy; a d e k m b t e form ofthat absolute consciousness

that allows access to social truths. Hegel's philosophy of the absolute is religious in the
sense that it differs f?om trad.itionaLmetaphysical pMosophy, mthe way in whichRobert

Williams shows Hegel's d d relationship to the foundationaI assumptiom of
philosophid mebpbysics, but which does not rely on the problematic transcendental
ass&ons oftraditionaltheistic religious philosophy. The religious natme ofRepLCs
philosophy ofthe absolute canbe r m d e m as being evident inthe way in which reIigious

knowledge is dialeddy mediatedand stlblated inthe move towards its Uttimate form as
ratio& philosophy- Thus, its religious nature remains as a mccessay part of its operations
andis eqxessed within&gefts @-religious

hguagegeThe sacid and IegaI alienation of

gay and lesbian subjects- and our culture's various responses to such alienation, caa be

d y z e d with reference to this philosphicaI-religious absolute. As examples ofan ethical

process that attempts to recoucfie otherness and difference withincoherent and systematic
notions ofjustice and fkedom,Hegel's absolute serves my philosophical search for an
understanding of the ethics ofsame-gender Iove and relatiomhips in relation to society as a
whoIe,
Comprehendingthe ethics of intersubjectivity fiom the vantage of absolute

consciousness, applying our understadkg of the process whereby mutual reciprocal
recognition is the finalmanifiestation of absolute Spirit in time and histocy, can be
understood as a form of religious philosophy. This is as much because ofthe answers such

a philosophy will achieve as it is because the questions which prompted the search are
themselves religious in aature- The qgestions raised by otherness and difference, the ethics
of intersubjeztbity, are best understood as religious questions m the context of Hegel's
philosophy ofthe absolute. Utilizing a Kegelian ethics of recognitionto d y z e and
coatextnalize contemporary social issues mandates the use ofthe totalizing perspective,

and attempt at unifiedcomptehensio~that is the benefit ofapplying Hegel's philosophy of
absolute consciousness.

Hegel's strategy should not be understood as merely a way of privileging rational

philosophy over and above the religions. This view, of Hegel's philosophy as a postEnlightenment strategy to reconcile the supposedantipathybetween philosophy and
religion, is the way that Hegel's view ofthe relationship ofreligionto philosophy is often
presented, However, in Ekph phiIosophyf the attempt to understandis itselfareligious

process: the concrete activity ofSpirit redking itseIf as thought in the world in regards to
questions ofothmess a a d d i f E i e in society for Hegef it is this necessary encounter
wit6 oth-

that evenWy pmducesc o ~ o u s ~ l e sreturn
s ' into itselfwhichis Geijt's

reahtion inthe world E t e d Spirit comingto Lnow itseLfthmugfiit9 eacormtu of being
othered to itselfin t h e and histoq is the ma~S&Wonofthe absolute in human acMty.ls

Otherness in society and culture is thus not s o m e g that must be overcome but rather is a
necessary moment in the movement ofGeisr'sjourney throughthe world we Live in.

Reconciling difference is the tinal moment ofGod's activity in the world: reciprod
recognition is absolute Spirit
In regards to a concrete sociaI situation like the one I have discussed here, it is easy
to see that without mutua1 reciprocal recognition between the social masters and slaves
there can be no higher ethical unity. Without access to a view ofthe absolute unity of self

and society then is w movement,or process, whereby an absolute ethical position can
been reached. The ttaditonal readingofHegelian intersubjectivity and recognr9ti0n,Like
that ofKojevets,is inadequate for the purpose ofachieving an understanding of the ethics

ofintersubjectiverelationships from the standpoint of absolute knowledge. In this reading
of society as a war ofeach against a& the legal battle forthe legithimtion ofthe rights
and fteedoms of gays and lesbians remains within an unethical social world ofconflict; a

world of irreconcilable difference and otherness. From the standpoiat of absolute Spirit
and the ethics ofrecognition, the legal solutions ofthe Supreme Court cases discussed fail
to satisfy a higher consciousness and remain a deficient solution to the intersubjective
conflict of otherness and difference.
Robert WiLl.iamsrrereadingofHegelrsethics ofreco@on on the other hand, where

otherness ami difference are not eIiminated in the move towards the rmity ofthe absolute,
allows for a new understandingofthe relationship between the individual and society.

Williams' interpretation ofRegeL's philosophy shows how tndh and W o r n are not the

products of a political system which reEes the absolute status of the individuaL Rather,
individid freedom and autonomy are based on the mediated relatiomhipbetween

individuals in a society where reciprocal reco@on is tbe absolute standard of an ethical
hdjecfivity.

me basis upon which we canjudge the efficacy ofIegd and polltiad solutions to
issues ofdiscrimhationis in how well they overcomethe alienation ofthe individuaf in

their social couterct. IfthelegaI and political soIutiom applied, like the aaempt to coerce

and enforce recognition of difference and otherness, do aot create a society in which
individuaIs f i l at home in the world, theathey are not a form of absolute ethical

conscioumess. Without a doubt the shape of consciousness fbund in absolute knowing is
not easily achieved by inchi-

lackiug my form of social recognition. This requires the

kind 0fhteUectual and social ~ o n n a . t i othat
n Hegel describes in the PhenomenoIogy of

Spirit and that he systematizesin his later work. Freedom fiom tyrarmd abuse and the

fear of death that individuals expesience in abusive social contexts cannot be overcome
simpIy by a leap to a place ofreconciliation and forgivenesss.There are times and places
where the life and death struggle for recognition are unavoidable and the fonn of self-

overcoming achieved by reciprocal recognitionin Love reIatiomhips can ody provide a safe
counterbalance to the violence and rejection found in the society. However, in the post-

r e v o l u t i o Western
~
culture where lesbian and gay identity is finned,there is at least the
idea and notion ofjustice and freedom that may lead to a potendally ethical society.
However, the way in which Western cdture places the rights and bdoms of the
individual over those ofthe demands of Iiving in a c o d t y , and aad reliance on rights

legislation andlegally mandatedrecognitionofotkrness and difference, forestalls a true
manifiestation of those ideas and concepts. The worM in which lesbians and gays struggle

for recognition is one where otherness and difference are both required and rejected by the
social system they inhabit- Heget's emphasis on the higher ethical p k e that reciprocal

recognitionhas in producinga world o f w c e aad e q m k y teq@iesa rethhhg ofhow

individuaI

rimand fke&ms are realized in a mrdnally c o n f b h g &al

sphere.

The usekhess ofutiIiziag a fTegelianethics of recogpaionfor contecrrrrent sociaI debates regarding the conflict experiencedby gays and lesbians in Canadian

society, highlights the benefits ofwing EbgeIian philosophy *If,

As a p6iIosophicaL

litmus test, social issues stmomding gay and lesbiansubjects aad~ir@ciWonwithin
the ethical life worfd oftheir br&

social cultare encapdate many ofthe probIems of

modem subjedkity itseIf: Hegels analysis of intersubjective relatiom presents a challenge
to our contemporary soIutious to the probfems of modem subjectivity and the theme of

recognitionprovides as with a new framewok for undemanding and evaluating possible
soIuti011~.What utilizinga Hegelianethics ofrecopnitionprovides any interpreter of
culture with is perspective. A RegeIian ethics of recognitioncan produce a form of

awareness that can overcome the distortionsof subjective knowIedge a d bring forth the
possibility of reaching a ptace where truth can become apprent. Thmugh a religiously

informed phiiosophical understadngofthe lmity of absolute Spirit, a Kegeliau ethics of

recognition provides a way ofcontextuaIking and evaluating the ethics ofany given
situation by participating in the intersubjectivereciprocal awareness that defines absolute

~0nsci0~~1les~.

Merold Westphal, Hiptory and Tmh in Hegel%Phennmenology. Third Edition.
(Bloodngto11:IndianaUniversity Press, I998), p. 179.
G-WE Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirif, tram. AV. Wer (Oxfiord: U a i v m i of Oxford
Press, 1977). p. 219.

Hegel, Phenomenology of Spiirit, pp 217-236.

One notable exception is found injournalist Jonathau Rauchs article "WhoNeeds
W a g e ? "h e Sex..Debating the Ethics, Science, wtd C d m e of Homoseruality, ed
John Conrino (Lanham: Rowman & LittlefieId Publishers, Inc., 1997), pp. 304-3 16.
While Rauch dismisses any argument that the social putpose ofmbqe is based
on legitimating Iove, he does make the point that iflesbians and gays desire Iegal marxiage
they must be willing to abide by its standards:

Ifit is good for society to have people attached, then it is not enoughjust to
make marriage avaiile. Mimiage should also be expected This, too, isjust
as true for homosexuals as for heter0sexua.k- So, ifhamosexds arejustified in
expecting access to marriage, society is equallyjustified in expectingthem to use

it. ...heterosexual society would rightly fed betrayed after IegaIization,
homosexuals treated marriage as a minority taste rather than as a core btdution
of Life. It is not enough,I thi& for gay people to say we want the right to marry.
Ewe do not use it, shame on us. @. 3 16)

The Canadian 0%rdDictiomuyt ed Katherine Barber (Toronto: Oxfard University
Press, 1998) defines Iesbim only as "a woman who is sexuaIIy amacted to other women=
p. 820. The C.09.d&es gay as meaning, quite simply, "homed," p. 579. In fact, it
clearly states that the meanings ofthese two words are synonymous: "Theuse ofguy to
mean 'homosexualtis favoured by homosexds, and is now well established and in
widtsprrad g e n d use." The tgm homosemni is defied simply as 'feeIing or involving
s e d a w . 0 1 1to persons of the same sex," p. 677.

h a larger, more thorough work, the inclusion ofa chapter on the formation of subculturalidentity*and the operatioas ofmutud recognition within social groups prior to
their activity at the level ofthe state, would have a u k s s d many of these issues- He&
views a relationship betweenan individd anda corporation (an organization more
recognktbIeas a medieval guild than a modem business) as exist& prior to the
individualrsmvoIvemtat at the I dofciviI soct*ety or the state. HegeI views thig
reIatiomKpas a Lind ofsecond M yandit is suggstive for perhaps devefopingan
tmhtambg ofgays d lesbians as subcdtmal groups. For a dimmion ofHegelrsview
ofthe corporationas a kind ofsecoad M y see his Elements of the Philosophy of Right,
tramLRB.
cam bridge^ Cambridge UniversityRess, L992)*pp- 271-273. For a
&cussion ofthe operations ofnco@on at the level ofthe corporationfiom Hegels

Philosophy of Right see Robert R Williams' Hegel's Ethics of Recognition (Berkeley:
University of California Press* 1997), pp. 255-26 I.
A @cal example is found in Mark Strasser'sImgaly Wed: Sme-Sa M i a g e nnd the
Constitution (itham Cornell University Press, 1997). Strasser examines anddebates
American Iegd cases, state by state focusing only on the Iegal statlltes which outlaw same
gender sermalacts and engages the legal and moral arguments which define s e d t y ' s
pnrpose as procreative.

This is why I have not foilowed the recent convention ofincludingbisemdty:,along
with gay and lesbian, as a signifier of social contlct a d identity in my discussion, As of
the writing of this thesis, no significant social theory has arisen which would cIaim that
bisexual liberation is anythingmore than the liberation of individual sexud desire While
those arguing against p y and lesbianrights may reduce these identities to only expressions
for the satidkdon of individuai sexual desire, it is my contention that they an also social
and pemonaL a£EiIiations which madiest the ethics ofrecognition through the relatiomhips
of lovers in love-Gay and Iesbian identifications can, and do, sign@ individuaIs involved
in loving relationships through which the particular becomts put ofthe whole. It is
certainlytrue that bist.xual~y-identifexudIy-identified individuals can participate in relationships in which
the sewother supetsession occurs in love. However, as as form of socid identr*fication,
bisexuality is Iimited to claimingsexual attractionto both genders and,thus, the liberation
o f b i s e d desire is focused only on the h i t i o n o f s e d desire itself
For a comprehensive analysis of the category ofbisedity as a problematic
signifier of identity and desire see Marjorie M e f s Vice Versa: BisexmIity mrd the
Eroticisnt of Everydi Lfe (New York Simon & Schuster, 1995).

Hegel, Phenomenology ofSpmt, pp- 119-138.
lo Ibid, p. 123

Westphal, History mrd Tmth, p. 178.
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Robert R WiIliams, "Towardsa Non-FomdationaI Absolute Knowingtt
Mmerva,VoI. 30, No. 1 (Fall 1998), p. 96.
l5

of

Press release, "Gay student beaten, bmed, I& to die tied to a fence p o 4~
am&d,"S z m ~ ~ c o October
m , 9,1998, http'J~~.mm-sentineLco112(neWS/dhily/
detaiUO*lI36,650(looaoooo71556,OOhtd
l6 Williams, Towards a Non-FoundationalAbsoluteKnowingnp. 97.

l7 GGW3-Hegel Reawn in Hirtoy, ,trans. R.S. Hartman (Englewood Cliffs: Rentice Hall,
hc.,1953), pp. 16-17.

Hegel, PhenomenoIogy of Spirit, p. 465.
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